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Hon. John J. Sirica
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Washington, D.C.

(BY HAND)

Dear Chief Judge Sirlca:
As Mr. Strickler and I have been tol~ when the
Grand Jury returned an indictment last Friday against our
clients and others, some kind of report was also presented
by the Grand Jury accompanied .by a "bulging brief case"
handed up to you by one of the prosecutors. Of course, we
-have no information as to the contents of the report or of
the brief case. All we do know is that this action of the
Grand Jury overhangs the indictment of our clients, and thus
we have a legal interest in writing you this letter. *
The Grand Jury which acted last Friday is a regular
grand Jury, and according to the law and practice in the
District of Columbia, has no power to do other than indict
or ignore. *~ It may not make special reports. It cannot act
under Sections 3331-2-3 of Title 18, U.S. Code.
Whether our clients are targets of the report or of
the accompanying contents of the brief case is not our point.
If they are even incidentally mentioned therein, or if the
contents of the~brief case include excerpts from their testimony before the Grand Ju~y or documents relating to them, as¯
well as to others, this extra-judlclal act prejudices our
L---clients and should be expunged or returned to the Grand Jury
wi¯th¯-the Court’s instructions that their act was wholly illegal
and improper.
Of course, we do no~ have to remind you that Rule 6(e)
of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure permits the Court
to disclose or cause disclosure of matters occurring before a
Grand Jury only "preliminary to or in connection with a judicial
proceeding."
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If the Court has any intention to act differently
from what I suggest, I hope that you will give us ample
advance notice thereof, so that, if we are so advised, the
matters may be presented to the Court of Appeals.
Copies of this letter are being delivered to the
-------Waterga~e-Special Prosecutor and to counsel for the other
indicted defendants.
Respectfully yours,

JJW:hle

*

Cf.

Application of UNITED ELECTRICAL RADIO & MACHINE
WORKERS OF AMERICA, et al. (District Judte Weinfeld)
lll F. Supp~’ 8’5’8 (1953) (U.S.D.C.S.D~N.Y’); and
HAMMOND v. BROWN, 323 F. Supp. 326 (1971), affirmed
¯ ~Ibld, (6th Cir.), 450 F. 2d 480 (1971).

Beginning with POSTON v. WASHINGTON.., ALEkANDRIA, &
MT. VERNON RAILROAD COMPANY (1911) 36 App. D.C, 359.
Anything to the~contr~ry which may be found In Re:
GRAND JURY 1969 (Dist. Judge Thomsen) 315 F. Supp. 662
(I~70) has not been recognized as the law in the D~strict
of Columbia. The fact that Congress found it necessary
in 1970 (18 U.S, Code 3331-2-3), to legislate presentment
power in a special grand jury for the limited purpose
stated therein, is persuasive upon the point that the
right did not exist at common law, as Judge Thomsen
indicated in his opinion.

~ed:esd~y, Nsz~h 6, 1976

JAC~

J(~IN BRAY’
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MR. WILSONz May It please ~he Court, as Your Hono~

~n last Yriday’s indiutment -- ~wo of them --- Mr. Haldeman and
Mr. Ebrllohman.

when ~he Grand Jury handed down ~he ~J~l~tmen~, handed down
som~thlng which has been ~alled a report, a~aompanied by a
bulging brlefaase and It has been es~abllshed I th~nk Z ’may be
permitted %0 say, in =onferences ~ha~ ~he two are interrelated.
Having no idea as ~o the con~ents of elthe~T of these
documents or parcels my partner and I cons£dered over the
end in the selfish interest of ou~ ~ ~l~en~s as to whether
was proper for this a~tlo~ to have been ~aken by the Grand Jury.
We still have no idea of the =ontents of either of .the so-callml
~o-page report nor .of the Gon~ents of the
We worked on Sunday and Monday ~orning %0 prepare a
letter to Your Honor, uop~ of wh~h seems now to be generally
well known according ~o ~he news
¯
does,

THE COURT~ Doesn’~ look llke you ean keep any secrets,

"Dear Chief Judge Sirlua~
"As Mr. Strlckler and I have bean told, when
the Grand Jury returned an indictment last Friday
against our cllents and others, some kind of report
was also presented By the Grand Jury accompanied
by a ’bulging brlefuase’ handed up to by one of the
prosecutors. Of course, we have no information as
to the contents of the report or of the briefuaseo
All we do know .is that this action of the Grand
Jury overhangs the indictment, of our clients, and
thus we have a legal interest in writing you this
letter o"
We footnoted that paragraph with a reference to two
cases, one from Judge Nelnfeld, United States District Court for
the Southern District of New York, and the other from the
Sixth Circuit, Hammond v. Brown, affirming a more elaborate
opinion in the District Court below.~ Both of which we think
establishes a legal .position of ourselves to speak to this
problem.
I continue to read the letter, sir:
"The Grand Jury which acted last Friday is a
regular Grand Jury, and according to the law and
practice in the District of Columbla, has no power
to do other than indict or ignore."
There is a footnote to that in which we cited to

make spemial reports. Xt cannot act under
Sections 3331-2-3 of Title 18~ United States
Code

Let me interrupt again because I may as well weave my
argument in presentation into the reading of this letter with
Your Honor’ s permission.
18 U.S. Code, Sections 3331-2-3 was part of this
1970 A~t of Congress which established certain procedures for
a special grand Jury.

~

Now, this is a work of art -- special grand Jury -and I feel I can say to Your Honor without contradiction that
the Grand Jury which returned this report to Your Honor last
week is not a special grand Jury in any legal sense of the word.
The 1970 Act with relation to special grand Juries and extensions of their terms and so forth, provided for ~he handing up
to the Court of special reports sometimes called presentments,
which I don’t like to use beoause I think that is an ambiguous
term in the criminal law.
In any event, the 1970 Act was designed to deal with
organized crime. ~ am perfectly aware of the evolution of
statutes to fit future occurring situations. ~ile it may have
been induced by the interest of Congress to get at organized
crime, I should not be Surprised that some day it would be
ruled that it applied in other situations..
In any event, It applies only in situations so far as

a public official is concerned wl~ re~t~on to ~

N~ whale ~e s~tute d~s not apply ~ ~s si~tion, ~ defen~nts, ~r s~ of ~em, are ~ were ap~int~

~ ~y to Y~ ~onor with ~solute s~=~rity ~e 1970
~t In no ~y ~y be ~k~ by T~r H~or In this

Continuing with my ie~ter:
"Whether our cllents aze targets of the report
or of ~te accompanying contents of the briefcase is
not our point. If they are even. inuidentally mentioned
therein, or if the contents of the briefcase include
excerpts fr~ ~heir testimony .before the Gr~nd Jury
or documents relatlng to ~hxeu, as well as. to ohhers,
Ms extra Judicial act preJudloes our clients and
should be expunged or returned to the Grand Jury with
the Court’s instructions tb~t their act was wholly

illegal and i~proper.
"Of course, we do not have to remind you that
Rule 6(e} of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure
permits the Court to disclose or cause d~sclo~re of
matters o~currlng before a Grand Jury only ’prellmlnary
to or in connection with a judicial proceeding. *
"If the Court has any intention to act differently
from what I suggest, ,I hope that you will give us ample
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¯. advance no~ice thereof,, so that, if we are so
advised, th~ matters may be presented to the Court
of Appeals.
"Copies of this letter are being delivered to
the Watergate Special Prosecutor and to counsel for
the other indicted defendants o"
May I say I am grateful to %he Court for this
opportunity to present orally these views.
Now, sir, with respect to the question of the powers
of the Grand Jury to make special reports, the panaram of the
law upon this subject is that state law largely permits, hut
some Federal Jurisdictions permit it. The closest of w~ich is
Judge Thompson in Baltimore, United States District Court for
the District of ~ryland, who in 315 Fo Suppo Page 662 in 1970
in the case entitled In re~ Grand Jury 1969 held and even
went back to what he understood to be the common law on the
subject, the right of a Grand Jury to make a special ~port.
I have learned from dls~ussing with counsel in that
case the vastitude of that decision and one r~ason mne finds
that before, no matter what Judge Thompson may have said about
the prlnciples of law involved, he ended up by stripping the
special report of everything but what am0~nted to the naked
averments of an indictment°
This was a situation where the United States Attorney
in Daltimore refused to sign the indictment and the argument

I0
was whether that presentment was a presentment adequate enough
upon which ~o base a proseou~io~ and was held not to be by the
Fourth Clrouit.
The opposition with respeot ~o Judge Thompson with
respect tO some other Jurlsdlcti~s, evan Federal ones, is that
~hey a~e not binding upon Your Honor. Unless I am sticking, my
nook out awfully far here I don’t think %hat the~e will be a
~i~atlon of .an incident where this policy of ~he Dis~Ict of
Columbia nob ~o permit the filing of special reports by a
Grand Jury be overcome. Thus, I believe even with the scarcity
of authority Your Honor woui~ have to overrule both .reported
precedents in.. the Poston’case in 191! and ~:ho uniform poli~-y

transcription %hereof by the prosecutor is in tha~ ~ag. If it
isn’t in that bag, I would llke ~o be told it isn’t in that bag,
Thus, we are confront~1 with the fact that harassed
as we have been for the last nine months by publicity, and I am
not lecturing the media, I love everyone of them, they are doing
their Job, but in doing their Job we are held up to ridicule,
we are oonvlcted in the publio eye. I oonnend to Your Honor’s
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reading last Monday’s article by Tom Dowling in the Star. Any
citizen of the District who read that could not possibly-sit as
a Juror in this case. And I don’t read the society page either
but when I saw Tom Dowllng who used to be a sports writer writing on the society page, my Interes~ was perked. Then I found
what he did was when he said our client, Mr. Ehrlichman, was
the ~ost eloquent politlcal speaker he ever heard, this is one
of these things where they kiss you on the face and stab you
in the back, and he went on ~o say what a bunch of crooks we

Now here comes another o~casion for publicity.
know that leaks ere a part of life -THE COURT~ -- I found that out~
MR. WILSON ~
not elsewhere. The Court’s own private memorandum to his
colleagues get pirated
Our letter which was supposed to be held in camera
from 2:00 o’clock Monday ,fternoon until thls. mornlng was
photographed on television last night.
~R. CHRISTOFFERSON~ Your Honor, that letter was
filed at your instructions in the record as Mr. Wilson’s brief.
T~E COURT~ My law clerk Just informed me it is filed
in the record. You can’t complain about that.
MR. ~IL~0N: I can’t complain, but I am very fond
of him.,

I kept my mouth shut and would not tell a reporter.

what was in the letter to save my life.
THE COURT~
MR. WILSON~

There isn’t anything secret about it,
Mr. Christofferson, I am not criticizing

you, I love you too much,
Now I read in this morning’s paper what secrecy these
documents will receive if they go up on the Hill. I kn~w that
the two counsel who represent the House Committee today are
honorable gentlemen and I know when they saysomething is going
to be kept secret they believe it is going robe kept secret
and they are going to try tokeep it secret. But there are

more leaks in %~ashington than in the United States District
Cour% House, they are in Congress. The travesty of having
executive session as a committee of Congress only to have the
members of the committee rush out into the hall aft~ it is
over with and give the press their version of what their clients
said before them is~a terrible commentary on secrecy and
executive session in the Congress of the United States. The
leaks up there are big enough to drive a truck through.
We saw it in the Irvin committee when we had staff
meetings only to find them -- Your Honor has suffered even as
much as we have -- we find the Grand Jury transcripts’were
leaked out of the Grand Jury ---

THE COURT~ -- I might say we have a rule of the
Court which specifically says, since you talked about it,

it has irked me frankly, the first time since I have b~en
Chief Judge it has happened at

least, we couldn’t have a con-

fldential meeting where I had made suggestions, not ordering
anything Just suggestions based on my exp~rlence in han~ing
so-~alled Watergate affairs which 7_ thought I had a right to
make to these Judges so T~ey could get eome idea as a result of
a ~onfldentlal memorandum or letter ~tro.. Jaworski sent to me and
~ thought our Judges ought to know about it,,
Still, somebody -- I hope I find out who it is
because his Job w~uldn’t be worth a nickel, I am tell~g you,
his or hers or whoever did it.
I~R. WILSO~I I am sure of that.
-.THE COURT= I am glad you gave me the opportunity, I

don’t know if you thought about it or not --- Don’ t hesitate to interrupt me.
To make matters worse,. I also talked with
the newspaper mn and

told him it was a ¢onfidentlal memorandum

which undoubtedly he knew but that didn’t do any good.
So I am proud of the report that I made, they can
publish it .on the front page of any paper in the country and I
stand behind it because I thought it ~sa good sunu~ry of the
probl~ms involved in this litlgat~on.
That is all I h~ve to say-about it.
MR. WIL~ON~ I don’t think I got any trial advantage
out of I~, I read it, too.

Z.~. WILSON: Well, you know you and I are vying for
¯ he.ir honor, their affection, and I don’t know who is running
first right now b~% I am not going to uondemn them for it, that
is part of their business.
THE COURT.. LIMten, ~hey are entitled to First Amendment rights llke anybody else, lik. y~a or myself, but I am
entitled ~o express my opinion, which
..MR. ~II,SON: I do say the maolnery of investigative~authorities broke down when they ~Idn’t find out how Jack
Anderson got transcripts out of the Grand Jury. and this same
Grand Jury who c~uld dig deep and indle% nearly everybody in
the Watergate case whose names were mentioned wasn’t able to
find out who passed that stolen, transurip~ to Jack Anderson,
and what compounded it

that when he returned-them llke

nice little toy he was forgiven and that is theend of it.

So I say that our chance for a fair trial ~here
should not be compounded by any other events, and this is an
event which will compound it.
~Mro Jenner ha~ded me the llttle brochure this morning
entitled, "Procedures for Handling Impeaohment Inquiry 51aterial"~

-- no dispazageit emphasizes

So here one ullents, on the ev~ of trial are going to
have a medium for the continued exposure and treatment ia the.
press and the other news p-p-p-p-p-p-p-p-p-p~dla of one evidence, evidence perraining to us and I am sure ther~ is s~ of it in there, and
have not.the slightest douht aboutourright to have this
grievance today.
Now, finally, let me.speak to Your Honor’s lL~!ted
right to dispose Of ~s report even iE it should be a legally
submitted report..
As l read from .our letter, Rule 6 (e) which is the
restrluting rule on the release of information from the Grand
Jury, bridles the attache of the Grand Jury, does no% bridle the
witnesses any more as Your Honor kno~s~ but if I may use the
same word with the Court, bridles the Court, with regard .~o
releasing it only with L~o situations,, one of which
apply here, if we wanted it for motions preliminary to or in
connection with a Judiaial pro~eedlng.
Now our good friends on the other side who have mn
po~er galore, gave us i~ at 5z00 o’clock last night and I am not
complaining about this, we all do things in a hurry, what we

USed ~o call when we were in the Distriut Attorney’s office,
snow job of citations.

"
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could rely upon Mr. Strlckler~ and 3: have done £t because he was
up almost, all nigh~, reading ~,hese tort:on-picking cases as 3:
would ~alI "them, he ~J.dn’~. come ~ 9T£ps w£th this problem of
vha~ :l.S a ~Judl~ial

Now 3: am not af~ald ~o face up to i~because Your Honor

Kilbournwas summoned beforea cora~t~tee of congress

~o.prgdu~e re~ozds, Indeed, he di~’~ ~ up or

~o~s ~ ~ ~s ~s~ ~ T~son who ~s a ~rs~1
SeEg~t -a~-~ ~ I ~ess, ~d br~gh~ bef~e ~he House
~s. a ~se o~i~tee -- foe =~t~ of ~~ss. ~is ~s the
first oppo~ty t~ ~e Sup~ ~ ~d to deal br~dly
~ wi~ ~e =ont~t ~s of ~n~ess. ~d ~y ~nt ~ok
~0 ~e p~cti~e ~ ~g~d a~ t~ ~ of R~ ~I, foll~
~e uourse of hls~ry wi~ re~o~ ~ ~ p~rs of ~e House
of ~ns which ~llke ~s s~s t~y ~d oe~ ap~l~te

It is an interesting treatise upon the development of

the history in England and does anyone good to read it if for
no other reasons, for =ultttral purposes of whioh I get very
little,

Anyway, after this soholarly discussion of thin
subject they said they weren’t going to follow the British
and went into the dlsoussion of powers of the House and they
left undecided but somewhat open the question of the power of
the Congress by finding as Later ,ases have done, that the
committee had no power to make the inquiry which it did and
thus it sustained the writ of habeas corpus is what it me~n. s bY
which K!lbourn got the matter into the~Court.
In the course of that opinion it spoke about the
powers of the House of Representatives which was the body that
was involved in that particula~ trans~otlon and because this
was apparently the first ~ime that this sort of thing had been
presented.

And In~Identally, by way of dictum, it spoke of

the Senate in an impeachment proceeding exercising Judlclal
power.

Now some of the attributes of the exercise of Judicial

power are the right to ~n witnesses, the right to put them

under oath, the right to re, ire the produotlon of documents
and the like. These are attributes as well of many administrative
agenales in the District of Columbla today and my text is that
the exerolse of Judicial power is not the gateway to the
/
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formulation of Judicial proceedings.
.~n other words, the pro~eedlngs -- and I am only
speaking to impeachment because ~hat is mentioned in a line on
.one of the pages byway of dictum in Eilbourn Vo Thompson --but a later ca~e, a case involving one of our now deceased
but.highly beloved ~olleagues, ~o William P°M~Cracken, points
out the difference between the exercise of judicial power, for
example in contampt ~ases ~n relation to a legislative function
as distinguished from the exercise of Judicial power in an
essential judicial proceeding.
So I say, and I anticipate the gentlemen on the other
side although they did not cite Kilbourn v~ Thompson in their
cases, they did ulte a case which i want to cite ~oYour Donor
.which i~ .~e Vo -- some. body that ends~wlth berry--.
~Ro CHRISTOFFERS~N~ -- Rosenberryo
MR. ~LSON~ Rosenberry. I can’~ get ahead of you.,

can I?
This was a decision by Judge Hand .in the Second
Circuit involvlng a desire by a dlsbarment committee to ob~aln
Grand Jury material.
T~ COURT~ Let meinterruptyou a minute, Mr. Wilson.
Has it or has it not happened in ~he past when for
instance the Internal Revenue requests certain information,
certain infor~utlon is usually forwarded to them from having
been heard by the Grand Jury as evidence, through the
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United States ~ttorney*s office.

That is a~flrmed, is it not?
you say it has, Z am not going to

you.
ne~er done it, and certainly

would say now if mycllentwould be investigated by tb~ ZRS, I

would be standln right here wheEeI am tx~ay Opposing it,
although it might remotely be preceding a Judlulal pr~eeding~
so that I realize that the House of Represent~tlves as the
~hnrglngbody here m~y preoedo a bill of Impeaohmontwhlch g~es
to tho Senate. It Is not the proceeding or In connectlonwlth
that I am concerned with, it is the generic term Judicial’~pzoceedlng which I say, and the r~ason I speak to this subject is
not in any way I am trespassing upon the position or the prerogatives of the White ~House uounsel o This material can only
be going up to the Hill in relation to impeac~t, it can’t be
contempt, it ~an’t be to enact legislation.
THE COURTs Do you ~ontend the words Judiclal proceedlng as used in Rule 6(c} of Federal Rules’oS Procedure only
rela,tes to matters before a Court or might be pending before a
Court, or let’s say a quasl-Judlclal body llke the FCC, ICC?
MR. WILSON: I wouldn’t even be willing to concede a
quasl-Judlclal, body. I s~y definitely, I. answer you categorically
it has to b~ a Judic~l proceeding. I wo~id llke to say an
Article IIZ Court~ but of course there are courts ~nder

2O

Article I, too, but my point is it is a court in the real sense
of the word, in my Judgment, and that is what Judge Hand said
in the Doe case in which he found that the Bar committee was
an adjunct of the court and obtaining the inform~tlon from the
Grand Jury was preliminary to a Jud!clal proceeding, i.e., a
dis~armen~ proceeding of a ~ember of the Bar .~hich Is a judicial
proceeding.
So I yield the floor, Your Honor.
THE COURT~ Let me ask you something~ How about a
brief of a grievance committee of the Bar~ssociat~on?
HR. ~I~SON: The same thing, the same thing as the
New York grievance co~mittee. Thi~, as Your Honor knows,
culminates -- ~lis can ~ulmlnate in a judicial proceeding of
disbarment or suspension.
I am on record unequivocally on this. point, Your Honor
that it must..be an essentially Judicial proceeding. As I. started
to. say, I wanted to thank you foe your patience° Your Honor
will give either Mr. Strickler .or me an opportunity to reply
and I than~, you again for this opportunity of appearing here.
. THE COUR~z Let me ask you this question: In one of
the cases you cited, namely, the Application of United Electrical,
Radio and ~achlne ~orkers of America, et al. found in III F.~
Supp., Page 869, which was a decision by Judge Weinfeld of the
Southern District of ~;ew York, he acknowledges, I belleve, in
that opinion in the .,Second Circuit at least., that 14 reports
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had been filed ~ithout challenge before his decision.

Now, to your knowledge, haveother Judges follo%.ed
his decision since it was rendered in 19537
MR. WILSON~ Let me answer you two ways, if I may.
I want to answer your question. First, Judge ~;einfeld was not
cited by us with respect to the release of reports. It was
ulted by us toestabllsh standing on our part. People. who were
not within the known perimeter of the report but ye~ probably
were. I do not hesitate, as I said ~o you earlier, that some
Federal Jurisdictions are doing this. I also find, however,
that Judge Weinfeld’s decision disturbed Judge Thompson so much
~n the Baltimore case that he undertook todistln.quish him.
If you can .tell me what hew as talking about when he
distinguished him, I would begrateful to you.
THE COURTs All right.
MR. HUNDLE¥:

Judge Bryant cited Judge Weinfeld, 184

F. Supp. 38.
THE COURT:

You mean who is now senior Judge on the

Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals?
MR. HUNDLEY: Yes, sir, he was.the chlef.judge in the
#

U. S. Circuit Court.
THE COURT~ I think at this time X would llke to hear
from Mr. Doar or~.~. Jenner to get their position before we
proceed to other defense counsel and then we will take a recess.

Good morning, ~. Doar.

MR. DOAR~ May it pl~ase the Court, I am John Doar,
special counsel for the Committee on the Judiciary of the House
of Representatives. With m~ this morning is Mr. Albert Jenner,
~who is special counsel to the Hinorlty Judiuiary Comltteeo
Mr. Jenner and ~ have responded to an invitation by
the Court to be present this morning to advise the Court with
respect to the impeachment inquiry now pending before the House
of Representatives and to express our view to the Court with
respect to the matter pending before it and to request the Court
to deliver the material which the Grand Jury delivered to the
Court last Friday to the Judiciary C~mittee of the House of
Representatives.

..

With the Court’s permission, after m~ remarks
¯ Mr. Jenner would llke leave to address the Court as well.
First ~nd by way of preliminary, Your Honor, the
Judiciary Committee has directed us to respectfully advise the
Court that we have not been authorized to appear as a party in
this matter nor to suggest that we aresubmitting, to the
jurisdiction of the Court; but we do have the authority of the
Committee to inform the Court as to our view of the relatlonship
of the House of Representatives impeachment inquiry and the
matter now before this Court.
As the Court well knows, the constitution of the
United States provides in Article I, Seation 2, that the ~ouse
of Representatives shall have the full power of impeachment.
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Prior to November 15, 1973 a number o~ resolutions

calling for the impeachment of P~esident Richard M. Nixon ware
introduced in the House of Representatives and were referred

by the ~ker of the House to the Committee on the Judiciary
for consideration, investigation and report,
On February 6, 1974 ~=he House of Represen~a~ves by
a vote of 410 to 4 authorized and, di~e~x~ the Committee on ~

Judiciary to investigate fully and completely whether sufficient

grounds exist for the House of Repres~ntatlves to exercise its
constitutional po-~r to imp~ch Riuhard M. l~tx~n~ President of

the United States, to implement the authorization the House
also provided for subpoena power iu order to permit the

Committee to se~u~e all infozmatlon it may deem necessary to

such investigation.

We wish to advise the Court-thatthe~ttee on the
Judiciary of the House of Representatives has Lmple~ented two
Im~ortaat procedures respecting information the Co~mltt~ ~

necessary to its constitutional inquiry.
First, in securing that information e~peulally frc~
a me~ber of another branch of the Federal Government, the

Committee will follow the pollcy of respectfully asking for the
information in a manner and in a spirit that invites and
anticipates cooperation o

It is in that spirit that we are here today.
Second, the ~z~mlttee has adopted procedures for

dealing with all material wh!ch it may re~elve by subpoena or
otherwise in the cu~rse of its constitutional inquiry.
Under thesa procedures the Committee has provided for
strict control of all material so as to insure the security and
confidentlali~y of the materlal ~ntll such time as ~he Committee
in the course of meeting its constitutional responslbility
decides the material marshaled by the ~nquiry staff should be
presented to the Co~mlttee for its consideration.
Now the matter before .the C~urt is whether these
certain materials which have been referred to .developed by the
Grand Jury and presented to the Court should be delivered to the
¯ Ho~se Judiciary C~mlttee,
The Court has been asked to refuse to do %!lls under
the guise of its authority to protect the constitutional rights
of the individuals umder Indictment.
We recognize that the rights of these defendants mu~t
he safeguarded but the material can be released to the House of
Representatives with full awareness ~mt action ata later date
in this criminal proceeding may be required-i~ the release so
prejudiced the defendants that he cannot receive a fair trial.
THE COURTs What do you mean by that?
~. DOAR~ By ~ha~ I mean if at a later time in the
course of ~he impeachment inquiry if some of this material, we
know not what it is, the House Judlci;-~ry Committee and }louse
felt it was necessaryin meeting~-~ its cDnstltu~ional obligation

defe~to
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~.bllc£ty this ~se ,ba¢ had thr~h~t .l~ho ~:z~tm~. ~ t~e ~orld

Democrats and Republicans, are interested in seeing to it that
the defendants get a fair trial. }|ow this is .e~me~hing I have
been thinking about.
While I am on that subject, let me ask you this
question ~ Should ~ de~i~e that the Judiciary Committee shot~Id
receive the ~aterial a~uprised in the Cran~ Jury report, what
precaution do you say will be taken to prevent disclosure of
that material beyond the Commi%tee?
For e~mple, undoubtedly you will have the assistance
of secret~rles, maybe law clerks, people, and as Mr. Wilson
said, he hasnt~ ~ccused anybody, b~t what assurance does this
Court have or any other persons interested that whatever I would
turn over to you~ Committee wo~Id b~ kept in. the strictest of
confidence until the prope~ time?
You c~n’t guarantee it ~y more. thanI can guarantee
what should no~ have happened the other day. But there is a
very important issue before the American ~eople.
of a fair trial. All right.

The question’

"

MI~ DOAR: If Your Honor please, wlthDespect to the
question of what assurances I can give to the Court with respect
to confidentlallty of this material, let me say this, that the
~ouse Judiciary Commlt~ee has adopted rules with respect to the
security and confldentlallty of that material.
Briefly, the rules are as follows; T~t the only
persons that have access to that material on the Cou~ulttee are

the Chairman ~d the ranking minority member.
With respect to access on the staff, Mr. Jenner and I
under the direction of the Chairman and the ranking minority
member have access.
We are bound and ~nder a duSy to e6tablish the
strictest r~les with respect to ~he making of that material
available to other members of the staff only when it iS necessary in the course of our preparations.
These ~ules, Ln addition, ~he staff is under the
strictest rules with res.pe~ to matters of procedure or ~ubs~ance that come before it in t~e oourse of this inv~stlgation~
Until-such time as tho counsel has marshaled the ~,
evidence and is prepaEed to go forward with a presentation to
the Committee, no Committee member h~s access ~o the material
in any way whatsoever.
At that time the Committee then decides under the
r~les of the House whether or not the proceedings would be. open
or ~losed ~
I can say to the Court that I believe that while I
can’t guarantee these mterials would not be someway leaked out
of the inquiry staff, that every o~celvable effort has been
mde, every thought given to safeguarding these materials so
that they only become publlc when it is necessary for the
Co~ittee or the IIouse to do it in meeting its constltutlonal
responsibility.
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I would llke to also in further response to your
question about delay, I would llke to say to the Court that I
think that the considered circumstances before the Court and
the considerations involved are extraordinary in that the House
of Representatives has before it and are now exercising an overriding constitutional responsibility.
The solemn duty of the Judiciary Committee is to
decide whether or not sufficient grounds exist for the }louse to
~mpeach the President of the United S~tes. In order to do this,
the House and the House Comities are under obllgation and
commitment to act expeditiously in carrying out this c0nstitutiona
man,ate. The Judiciary Co~mittee should be entitled tO make
its recommendations to the house on the best information a~e~lable. This includes the material considered by the Grand Jury,
a constitutlonally responsible body who studied the matter for
a long number of ~onths, the materials developed by the Grand
Jury while not binding on the House clearly fall within the
scope of the inqulr~.
The constitutional provisions for ~peaching of a
president were adopted to resolve charges involving the most
serious abuses of our constitutional form of government.
Whether or not the House receives the material, the
impeachment process will go forward. If each Committee member,
per1~aps if each House member must vote without taking this
material into account one way or the other without in any way
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indicating what decision the Committee or the House might
th~ Housa members, the entire country would experience an
enormous feeling of incompleteness in a constitutional sense.
For ~his ~eason, Your Honor, because of the con.stltutlonal obllgation, because oE the authority of the C~nstitutlon,
because of our tradition devoted to the rule of law that r .equlres
the Judgment of the ~Iouee in this proceeding, in this
proceeding be based on the ~st information available.
It ks for tha~ reas~ the Judiciary Committee has
authorized to respec~fully request the Court to deliver to the.
Judluiary Commlt~ee the materials which the Grand Jury delivered
to the Court. last Priday when it returned its indictment.
Thank you.
THE COURT: Thank youo
M~. ST. CLAIR~ May I respond briefly, Your Honor?
THE COURT ~ Yes.~
MR. ST. ~R~ I will~mo~ prolong my remarks but
this is indeed an unusual ~ase,~ standingl~fore you as a
represen~tive of eaoh of the three major branches of our
Government o
If Your Honor please, the President would not be
in favor of delaying the impeachmen~ inquiry before the House
of R~presentatives. Toward that end, as ~ said, at the very
outset, without .regard and with a11 due respect tO this Court,
have been instruuted to deliver to the House eve~thlng that

we have d~ivered to ~he Grand Jury for £~s consideration whioh

no doubt, includes a number of materials in tha~ bag, although

don’t know what is in the bag;.

And I say th~s with all due

respect to Your Honor.
THE COUR~:

Let me ask a question -- go ahead.

MR. ST. CLAIR~ In this sense,, and I hope in many
other senses, Mr. Doar and I I think stand together.

I’m sorry ~

go ahead.
THE COUR~ That’s all right. Go ahead.
MR. ST. CLAIR~ I finished that sentence.
THE C0URT~ If view of your remark that you are
willing to cooperate and turn over cer~aln ma~rlals, you
know, of course, what is in ~he briefcase that was turned over
~o me, is there any need An yOUr opinion for ~hem tO have
evidence excep~ to be s~re that they have eve~hlng that the
Grand Jury considered and su~nltted to them?
MR. ST. CLAIRe’ I d~n’t think there is, .Your Honor.
The matters before the Grand J~r~ ~nv~Ived a large number of
peopleo I represent one indlvidual holding an important office
in this G~vermuent° I believe that t!le critical material

necessary to the resolution o.f this problem w£11 be furnished
fo~hwith ~o th~ House of Representatives by order of the
President of the United States.
THE COURT~ I am glad that he has taken that position.
~Ro ST. CLAIR~ Now, if Your H~or please, I am not

~ntandlng and I do not, and specifically do not ~ake a posltlon
with respect to what Your Honor should do. Your Honor has a
different problem, a series of different probl~ms before him.
I do not in any way support nor do I feel that mterial are
relevant to ~nsiderations involving my client, whether the
Rousa pro~eedlngs are a judicial proceeding or not, with all
due respect to my learned brother, Mr., Wilson. As far as I am
concerned his arguments involving as they relate to my ullent
are totally Irrelevant,
I hope I Imve made the position of the President

clear to Your Honor,
THE COURT: .You have. Thank you.
All right, ~,~r. Jenner. I think we’ll hear from you
and th~ul w~ will take a recess.

~-~. JENNER~ Good m~rning,
If Yo~: Honor pleases, I should like first to follow
immediately the last cerements of L~r. St. Clair andsay to you
as I listened to the learned argument of the. d~stlngulshed
~. ~ilson it repeatedly, occurred to me though the point he was
making was well presented and sound and was irrelevant to the
issue before Your Honor.
The issue before YouE ~lonor is the first presented to
any judicial officer of thl. country in now almost 200 years.
~o other Judge in th~s co.ntry in a hundred and ninety-seven and
a half years has had this’ matter bofore h.lm. It is sua generlso

Now Mr. Wilson cited some statutes,
enacted by the Congress of ~he United States and also the

Federal Criminal R~les, Civil Rules, Appellate Rules and other
~ules all enacted pursuant ~o enabling all acts encored by~
Coagress and all statutes of the Congress of We United States
though ~hey do not recite in fact the first clause of all.
statutes subject to the Constituti~ of the United States of
A~erlca, We enact this partluular statute.
And wlth~n that preliminary clause inherent in every
statute is the provision of the Constitut!on of the United
States that ~e President, Vice-Presldent, all .uivll officers
.of the United States shall be removed from office on ~,mpeachment
for and conviction of ~reason, bribery, or othe~ high cri~es
and misdemeanors, and more importantly t~ House of Representatives shall 5~ve the sole power of impeaohment~
A~ equal and oordinate brash of ~hat which Your
Honor is a distinguished Juror. That ~s the issue before Your
Honor. Your Honor does not have to overrule any of ~e cases
cited by Mr. Wilson, or may have been cited by the distinguished
Special Prosecutor,. ~o Jaworskl, in the memorandum that is
before you that we haven’t seen.

don’t suggest we need see

It. I don’t think we do as I don’t think those are the issues
before you.
~owever, Your Honor came into Poesesslon of the hrlefcase with %he materials in it., in ~he first place criminal
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~le 6 (e), its recital deals solely
attention If Z may, although I knew Your Honc~ has it: in mind,
litlgat~r and of ~l~se as d~sttngulahed Chief Judge:

grand ~ do
not bemire by that ~ao~ al~ne not s~bJeet to ~lo~e. ~y

~ ~e~ ~y ~d ~ ~~ 18s S~ll .~e ~ ~ppressl0n

7)
~se.~ Yes, fortmas~ely o~ great Cons~itution eeeks to protect

those rights but the Constitution also has in it the provision
w~th respect to impea.~hmenti To the extent that overriding
provision may be accommodated with oE the .rights of a fair
trial auoommodated with that overriding provlsi~n, thatls a
matter before Your Honors.
Now, Yo, r Honor is q~Ite ~operly =onuernedo We
apprec~lated the questions that you put to ~ro Doar. The rights
of an Indivi~al to a fair trial in this context before Your
Honor is a ¢onslde~tion of whether Your Honor may select from
a venire after processing that venire for e~cuses for cause,
~ufflolent cause of a venire from which you may seleut a petite
.Jury for trial. That ~Is the de~ision of course for Your Honor
to make at the time o~ Immediately before trial, and there arevaz~us ways that YourHonor can prote~to You~ Honor may post-

pone the ~trlal. Your Honor ~ay change the plaee of tri~l.o
You~ Honor may rea=h the eonclus~o~ when yo~ question the
venire members closely that you can select 12 with the addition
of the four or six alternates who a~ fair and impartial,
His Honor, Judge GagliaEdi, .in the Southern District
of New York has proceeded to do that efficiently, fairly and
honorably for the ~udlclary and for the Constitution o~ the
~nited States which you in turn, Your Honor, will dO.
The ac~ommodatlon, the House of Representatives, it
havlag been invoked to c..ondnot an .impeachment investigation
that is fair to the President .,nf the United States, be he.

Richard M. Nixon or any other president, it As the presidency
of the United States of America, the people of this country.
~y I say that Your Honor I believe may. take absolute
Judicial notice of this fa~, th8 people of the country are
very anxious and,pressing that the House of Representatives and
the House Judiciary Committee proceed with all possible deliberate
speed, with this Investigatlmo .
Your Honor has the suit case, whatever it might be.
We don’t know its contents. We are led to bel~eve just by
osmosis, if nothing else, we do not represent that. we have been
advised by anybody indirectly, or directly what a single document is in that suit case, that At comes within ~he duty of Ehe
House Judiciary Committee ~ performing or discharging its
constitutional d~ty at least to examine, to see maybe that suit
case is empty, empty in the sense %hat thexe is nothing in it
that As pertinent to the duty and obliga~Aon and discharge by
the House Judiulary Committee of ~hat ~uty. " And evem if Your
Honor, with tremendous respect to you, you are a ~itizen, ~he
House of Representatives honors and .respects you ~s an officer
of a Court and branch, but however, Your Honor came in possession
of these documents -- be they documents -- it is the position
of Mr. Doar and myself in suggesting respe~tfully to you that
whether you be a citizen or you are a Judicial officer of a
great division of this ~overnmsnt, ~hexe is a responsibility of
all ¢itlzens of ~he United States of Amerlea to aid and assist
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MR. WILSON, You said th£s is hypothetlcal?
not holding a book back on m~, are you?

M-R. WILSO~z I th!nk hh!s case, Your Honor, if Z
follow your Rack, my answer would be what I s~Id to Your Donor
before, although I hav~ a uonsiderable to say to the gentl~men~
from. the ~.I11.

,

’

15-m!nute

Thank you.

Watson fls.
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THE COURT:

Does any other counsel for a Defendant

wish to argue now?

MR. IIUNDLEY: Your IIonor, if "I might suggest, I think
Jrmight be more helpful to defense counsel, who have only a
peripheral smndin~ on this matter anyway, if we heard what
Mr. Jaworski’s position was, how far he feels this report ought
to go. Perhaps he agrees with Mr. Wilson and that would shortcircuit a lot of problems here.

THE COURT: It doesn’t make any difference to me.
Mr. Jaworski.
MR..JAWORSKI:

Mayit please Your Honor, if it

pleases you, we are prepared to proceed.

Mrs--Lacovara will

present the argument.

/
THE COURT: We usually hear from all the defense

first and the Government on re.buttal. It doesn’t¯ make any
difference to me. You gentlemen handle it the way you wish.

blR. IIUNDLEY: I will be very brief.
THE COURT: Suppose you make your statement.
MR.HUNDLEY: Yes.

As the Court knows, I represent Mr. Mitchell in this
matter. I am really not prepared to make any full-fledged
argument to the Court for the simple reason that I don’t know
what is in thereport; and, of course, what is in the report
would dictate what the argument should be.
I would say this: That if there is anything in the

report that pe£tains to Mr. Mitchell, I would ask this Court
to expunge that from the report.
On general principles, I agree with Mr. Wilson. If
the report does create some sort of a problem of the nature
that he indicates then,.of course, I think it was an illegal
act on the part of the grand jury. I think it would be imprope
for me, as Mr. Mitchell’s counsel, to even look atthe report.
I "think that if Your Honor did anything further than expunge
the full report, assuming it is of that nature,.then
Your IIonor would only be, in a sense, compounding the illegalit
of the criminal ahtion.
Since I only represent Mr. Mitchell, my only concern
would be as to his right to.a fair trial here, that if there
is anything at all in the report concerning Mr. Mitchell, eithe
directly or indirectly, that that, of course, Should be
expunged.
Let me add this one other note., again only confining
myself to my client, Mr.. Mitchell.
If the suitcase contains documents o-- we have had a
situation in New York where Judge Gagliardi has turned over
certain information to .our counsel as being Brady material,
as having some exculpatory value to the defense.
Again Your Honor realizes I am talking in a complete
vacuum here, because I don’t know what is in the report.
If any.of the material in the suitcase is of that

nature, then, o’f course, it is evidence and it is evidence
that should only be made available to me and my client, and
should not be turned over to the Committee.
I noticed with some interest that Your Honor addressed a question to ~r. Wilson, asking if there were any
other judges who had followed Judge Weinfeld’s very erudite
and scholarly opinion in New York on that matter.
There was a proceeding before Judge Bryan When
Judge Bryan was the Chief Judge in Alexandria, ia the matter
of Petition for Dis~losure of Evidence before the October 1959
Grand ~ury of thi~ Court..

In. that opinion, Judge Bryan

citesJudg~ Weinfeld with favor; and specifically points out th~
there has to be rigid restraints upon these grand jury presentments or reports, or whatever you might want to call them,
to avoid obtrusion upon the spheres of the Legislative and
Executive branches of the Government.
He drew the line, justas did Judge ~qeinfeld in that
case. The citation is 184 F. Supp. 38...In that case
Judge Bryan made the presentment available only to the local
Commonwealth attorney, again on the theory that that could be
preliminary to a judicial proceeding. He felt that Rule 6(e)
did not confine the judicial proceeding to only a Federal
judicial, proceeding, bfft that is where Judge Bryan drew the
line. And in the Cases that I have looked over, I don’t see
that any judge has gone beyond that point.

So, a’s I .say, in speaking for Mr. Mitchell, my
sole concern would be that if anything in the report pertained
to him in any way, I would as]< this Honorable Court to expunge
it.

Thank you, Your IIonor.
THE COURT: Thank you.
All right, next?
Mr. Green.
MR. GREEN: If Your Honor please, Thomas Green on
behalf of Defendant Mardian.
My only purpose in addressing the Court this morning
is to.preserve the objectionthat I made yesterday in our
session, that any release of the report would create undesirable and unwarranted pretrial publicity% I think that is
evidenced by the congregation assembled here this morning.
I am handicapped to go further, as are probably all
defense counsel, without knowing what isin the report, to
make any more specific my objections.’
Oneshort response to something Mr..Jenner said

about Rule 6(e).
My recollection of ~he grand jury practice was simply
that when documents are taken before the grand jury, they
frequently rea~ to the grand jurors; they become part of the
transcribed record, if the record is indeed~recorded and later
transcribed.

That ~alls directly within the language of Rule 6(e),
which forbids recorded testimony .from being disclosed other
than in connection with a judicial proceeding.
Furthermore, I think to take the position here -whenwe all know that in many cases before grand juries, the
evidence is presented purely by documents, with maybe a custodiar
to introduce the records and an agent to read them to the
grand jurors -- add to now state that Rule 6(e) doesn’t cover
such a case because that kind of documentary pre.sentation is
not a matter before the grand jury, with all due respect, I
think is to engage in mental gymnastics.
I think the rule is clear and must be interpreted
in a reasonable manner.
Thank you.
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Green.

MR. DICKSTEIN: May it please ~he Court, my name is
Sidney Dickstein and I represent Charles W. Colson, Defendant,
in Criminal No. 74-110.
I think it is fair to assume from the fact that I have
boon invited to appear before Your Honor on this matter this
morning that this matter touches upon the interests of my
client.
However, I do not know what is in the report that

has been discussed today. I do not know what is in the accompar
ing briefcase. I do understand that the Special Prosecutor’s

Office has submitted a memorandum to Your Honor. We do not know
the content of that memorandum; and as far as we are concerned,

it is an e~-parte communication to us.
As tempting as it is, we will refrain from engaging
in what has been America.’s favorite guessing game for the past
week or so. l.?e will not make any assumptions whatever as to the
content of the memorandum of the grandjury, if, indeed, that
is what it is, the accompanying briefcase, or the memorandum
submitted by Mr. Jaworski.

Sincewe are not in a position to know what the contcn’
or th~ nature of this material is, we will also refrain from
taking any position before Your Honor as to what disposition
should be made with regard to this material.
I would, however, wish to express my concern as to
what the consequence of the disclosure could orlmight be. I
believe it was Mr. Dear who indicated to Your Honor that he
could not absolutely guarantee the privacy of this material,
the control of this material; and in view of the history of
what has happened to statements and documents which have been
in the possession of members of the Congress and Congressional
Committees during the pre-indictment phase of these proceedings,
I can well understand Mr. Deaf’s reticence.
We just wish to,ate this, Your Honor: That whatever.
Zour Honor decides to do with respect to this material, we do
not acquiesce in it; we do not waive any rights that may flow
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as a consequcnhe of the disclosure or dissemination, if that
is Your Honor’s decision.
That is our position today.
THE COURT: Thankyou,.Mr. Dickstein.
MR. BRAY: Good morning, Your IIonor.

I am John Bray,

representing Cordon Strachan.
Mr. Strachan, of course, appeared as a witness before
the grand jury that handed up the document in issue and he
¯ has also been indicted by it.
I mightnote that from the newspaper reports it appears that thatgrand jury is stiliin session. As I indicated
in the meeting we had.yesterday, it was my view that even
if a regular grand jury has the authority to issue any sort of
a traditional presentment, and if this grand jury otherwise at
the time of this document wasa legal grand ju~y,.that under
no circumstances could the grand jury return a presentment
while the grand jury remains in session.

I refer the Court to a Second Circuit case, In re
Bonano.
THE COURT:
MR. BRAY:

Have you filed a memorandum?

No, Your Honor, I haven’t, but I can give

the citation.
THE COURT: Give me the citation.
MR. BRAY: In re Bonano, 344 F. 2d 830; and at Page
834 the Court said:

"We ~ave not been referred to a single
case authorizing disclosure of a witness"
testimony during the pendency of grand jury
investigations."
Now, we, of course, don’t know whether the briefcase
contains testimony, but I think the Supreme Court cases also
have indicated that grand jury material disclosures in general
must in any event, if proper in the interests of justice, await
¯ ermination of the grand jury.

.

Therefore, in the event the Court otherwise decides.
that this informahion should be dishlosed because of a compelling public need, it is my request, among others, that the
grand jury immediately be terminated.
Furthermore, I would like to mention, with respect~
to the question whether underthe Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure the House proceeding constitutes a judicial proceeding, suih that a grand jury may transmit information to it
upon order of the Court, that the case.that Mr. l¢ilson referred
Your Honor to, Kilbourn v. Thompson, while, a~ Mr. Wilson said,
it does throughout speakof the House of Representatives having
judicial powers, in my reading of that decision, they were
talking about something quite entirely different from Rule
as to whether or not that is then a judicial proceeding.
In one portion of the opinion, and I think perhaps
only portion where the term, judicial proceeding, rather than

judicial power~ is mention, is on Page 387 of the opinion,
where the Court specifically seemed to have withheld judgment
whether the IIouse of Representatives in matters like this was
vested with judi/ial powers and as such constituted a judicial
,proceeding. With respect to the term, judicial proceeding,
the Court raised the question whether if this had been done,
that is, if they had clothed themselves with the power of a
judicial proceeding, whether that might not in fact violate
¯ the separation of powers of our Constitution. .
Your Honor, with respect~ to the rights of the
Defendant, Mr. St~achan, I do want to note my objection to any
disclosure of whatever might be in the report or in the briefcase, both in his status as a witness before the grand jury
and in his status here as a Defendant.

’

I furthermore wouldlike to note wit~ respect to
the possibility of fair trial, which is everyone’s pointed
concern here today, that we are doing this on the heels of what
has already been probably the most massive disseminated amount
of publicity in this country’s history; and I’believe that it
is particularly appropriate to realize, as Judge Gesell
realized in a recent tapes case, in the suit by the Senate
Select Committee for disclosure of tapes, that, as he put it:
"A critical factor in the whole decision as
to the weighing of the various interests involved
here is this fair trial question."

He n6ted that even the disclosre of those tapes
that may perhaps be wholly unrelated to many of these Defendan~
could generate a whole new round of additional publicity.
I note, although we come before the Special

Prosecutor’s office, I do have the impression that the disclosure of this information at least to the House is sought
by the Special Prosecutor’s office and, therefore, if this
is done, if it does create the kind of publicity we fear,
~his most clearly would be Government-generated.publicity.
Thank you, Your Honor.

THE COURT:Thank you, Mr.Bray.
Anyone else?
Mr. Stein.
MR. STEIN: If the Court please, my name is
Jacob A. Stein and I represent Kenneth IV. Parkinson in
Criminal No.74-I10.
On behalf of my client, I object to the making public
o£ the grand, jury materials. Thegratuitous introduction of
the materials into public discussion will serve to sustain the
swirl of pretrial publicity.
I also object to the materials being transmitted to
a Committee of Congress. To do so increases the risk6f
public disclosure and creates the possibility and perhaps the
likelihood of an intertwining of the grand jury materials with
the Committee’s action.

Your Honor has entered an order promulgated in the
interest of controlling pretrialpublicity; and it deals with
comments by counsel and the Defendants.

I question ~¢hether it

would conform and be compatible with the spirit of that order
to place these materials in a position wkere the public can
get at them.
I move, therefore, that the materials be held in
camera and. protected from any further disclosure even to those
who promise confidentiality.
As a footnote, Your Honor, neithe~ I nor my client

knows what the c~ntents of these materials are and we have
no reason to believe that they would affect our position on the
facts in any trial; but we do fear that we are going to be
thrown further into a vortex that is well-nigh, unctrollable
at this point.
Thank you, Your Honor.
T|{~ COURT: Does that conclude all the attorneys

representing the various Defendants?
Mr. Lacovara.
MR. LACOVARA:

Good.Morning, Your Honor. Philip

Lacovara, counsel, for the Special Prosecutor. I am appearing
this morning on behalf of the United States and the grand
.jury.
It is our submission, Your IIonor, on behalf of the

Government and thegrand jury, that the Court has the power
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to receivethe £eport and recommendation which was handed up
by the foreman last Friday; and that in the circumstances of
this matter, the Court should exercise its power and discretion
to grand the grand jury’s request.
I would like to make one or two preliminary points
about the status of the information in this area.
As several counsel have observed, the Special
Prosecutor’s office did file with the Court yesterday a
memorandum of points and authorities expressing this position.
That memorandum was available to be served on all counsel at
the meeting of counsel in camera yesterday but the Court decided that because the memorandum did discuss in a very general
way the cohtents of the report, that it would be appropriate
to place it under seal for the time being, pending the hearing
this morning.
~¢e did, at Mr. Wilson’s request, furnish him with a
list of all of the authorities cited in that memorandum.
find myself in the unusual position of.being charged with
having given defense counsel too many citations rather than too
few.
THE COURT: Isn’t it the fact that Government counsel
Mr. Jaworski, requested that it be filed under seal?
MR.LACOVARA: I am not sure, Your Honor. I wasn’t
present at the meeting myself.
MR. JAWORSKI: That is correct, Your Honor.

TIIE C’OURT: "

That is correct. I just wanted it clear

on the record.
MR. LACOVARA:

The reason for that was that the

Government, as the Court will understand, does feel it necessar
to discuss some of the issues in the context of this report
and recommendation.
The additional point that I shuld make is that it
is true, as we understand it, that no counsel for the
Defendants -- who are the objecting parties hero this morning
-- have seen the two-page report and recommendaton. It is our
understanding that counsel for the President has been granted.
access, without objection, to that two-page memorandum.
MR. St. CLAIR: I confirm that, as Your Honor knows.
THE COURT: Thank you.
MR. LACOVARA: The situation is this,Your Honor: The
grand jury, in the exercise of what it believes to be its
lawful powers as a regular grand jury -THE COURT:.. I would like to speak to counsel at the
bench a minute, if you don’t mind. Both side~.
~xcuse me, I didn’t meant to interrupt you. I have
something I would like to discuss with you at this point.
(Whereupon counsel approached the bench and the
following proceedings were held:)
MR. LACOVARA: I would like to make a motion that
our memorandum be unsealed, if that is permissible.
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THE dOURT: I wanted to talk to you about this.
A lot of people are going to be wondering, and
rightly so, I think. Mr. St. Clair saw this, and the implication might be: Well, the Judge didn"t let the other
Defendants’ counsel sec it. ~¢hat is wrong hcrc?
Do you undcrstand?

I would like to have some kin(] o~

.agreement among counsel that c6rtain attorneys wanted to see
it and there was some objection. The Court was willing to let
them see it, but Mr. Wilson has to protect his ;ecord.
MR. ~?ILSON: I am sorry that Mr. Lacovara mentioned
that the White Hohse had seen it. It was in camera. I thought
that was part of our confidential session.. I am not blaming
Phil. Mr. St. Clair confirmed it. I haven’t told anybody
this.
TH~ COURT: Yesterday we did discuss.that. You were
not there. You see why I am concerned.
MR. St. CLAIR:

I would initially have let all defense

counsel see it.
MR. DICKSTEIN: Your Honor, there is an additional
problem. We~are in the blind. We don’t know, because we
haven’t seen it, whether this two-pa~e memorandum, without the
supporting accompanying documents, if indeed they are supportin~
accompanying documents, has any meaning.
THE COURT: I anderstand.

Mr. Jaworski.
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MR. JA~7ORSKI :

If I may comment on that. As I did

yesterday, I, personally, feel that. the memorandum is of such
a nature of a transmittal letter as to make it entirely appropr
ate for it to be made public, not~only for counsel to see it.

You remember I took that position in camera yesterday; and I
take that position again now.

THE COURT: Mr. Wilso~ is protected on the record
if you have any substantial objection to it; but I would like
to see that memorandum made public, especially in view of ~
the position taken by the President here.

~

MR. WILSON: Your Honor, ifyou should rule today by .
consent of ninety per cent bf the people here that that may
be read aloud in this’proceeding today, you don’t give me my
twenty-four hours to raise the question in the. Court of Appeals

THE COURT :
MR. WILSON:

You can raise it.
After it is open.

THE COURT: If I decide against you -- if I should;
I don’t know what I am going to do -- you still have a right of
appeal.

MR. WILSON: No, but on this point I say the grand
#

jury had no right to hand in two pages, much less the bundle.
If you are going by consent of other counsel to read tllose two
pages, you have taken away from me an appellate base.

THE COURT: I see your point.
Suppose we do this: Suppose we finish the argument,

the legal argumcnt.
MR. WILSON:

You may decide in our favor, but the

thing is over with.
THE COURT:

Right. You can’t tell.

Nhat I think I will do, out of an abundance of.
caution here, is to give you the twenty-four.hours to apply
to the Court of Appeals, Petition of Prohibition, or whatever

you want to file, and let them decide the matter.
MR. St. CLAIR:

The President, if You? Honor please,

stands indifferent, as I said at the outset.

It is up to

yOU.

THE COURT: The President doesn’t take any position
on that.
I think the two pages ought to be made public.
have read it.

.

MR. STRICKLER: Your Honor, if I may interrupt, if
they are made public, the reason for making them public is to
eliminate further unfair speculation...Now, the speculation
is going to continue with respect.to the bundle in the.’briefcas~; and I don’t think it is going to eliminate any speculation.
TItE COURT: That is a different subject matter.

Those

of us who have seen the two pages know what they contain, and
standing by itself, I think there is great public interest in
this.
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I kn~w what is going to happen.

There will be

people saying: Well, the Judge let so-and-so see it, counsel
for the President; and didn’t let the ~thers see it. Is this
fair?
MR. LACOVARA: It would be important to put on the
record that defense counsel were offered the opportunity to

see it.
MR. WILSON: You can say we declined to look at it.
I don’t know whether other counsel will say that but we decline
THE COURT: Can I put on the record it was offered,
you declined to 16ok at it, but other counsel wanted to look
at it?
MR. BRAY: We indicated hypothetically, if we were
given the opportunity of looking at the released memorandum,
we would prefer to see it; but I don’t think we were offered
the opportunity.

..

THE COURT:

MR. HUNDLEY:

You didn’t want to see it.
I took the position unless thcre was

something in it pertaining to Mr. Mitchell, I hm not sure I
have the right to take a look at it.
THE COURT: Why can’t I say this: At least we can
agree to this without naming names. That the so-called twopage memorandum or order or whatever it is was offered -- I
won’t have to mention names of counsel -- by the Court for the
attorneys to look at it; and it was decoined by certain defense
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counsel and approved by others. So that that is the reason
it has not been disclosed. We can let it go.at that.

MR. ~IILSON:
haven’t seen it yet.
MR. HUNDLEY:
THE COURT:

I think you should add the others
Isn’t that right?
Nobody has seen it yet.
You can write the statement out, if~u

wish.
MR. HUNDLEY: That is all right.
THE COURT: I want the record to s~ow I offered to
permit counsel to see it. I am not going to name any names.
Certain of the defense counsel didn’t want to see it; others
wanted to see it. So nobody Will be under any misapprehension.
MR. DICKSTEIN: The record will stand as to what the
positions o~ respective counsel were; but lestthere be some
misunderstanding, it was stated, I am not sure as a hypothetical
that ninety per cent of the defense counsel might agree with
the proposition that the memorandum should be disclosed to the
public.

Speaking for Mr. Colson, I know that was not our posi~
tion.
MR. WILSON: I said, if.
THE COUgT: This is very important, gentlemen. We
don’t have to rush this. I would suggest that you legal minds

get together and prepare a statement that is fair to everybody
and when we come back from lunch, the statement will be all
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settled and I ~¢ilI read it, so there won’t be any misunderstan,
ing by anybody.
MR. WILSON:

All right.

THE COURT: That is the way to do it.
MR. HUNDLEY: All right.
THE COURT: I don’t want tostart ad-libbing. If I

make a misstatement, you will jump up and object, and this one
will object.
MR. GREEN: Would you contemplate an adjournment now?
MR. HUNDLEY: Could you let him finish?
THE .COURT: Oh, surely.
MR. WILSON: We would like to masticate at lunch what

he said.
THE COURT: We will take a little longer lunchhour,
if you want, so you can get together in the room and agree
upon a statement. You.don’t have to mention names.
MR. HUNDLEY: We will agree.
MR. DICKSTEIN: Thank you.
(Whereupon counsel resumed their pl~ces and the following proceedings were held:)
THE COURT: Pardon the interruption, Mr. Lacovara.
Let’s proceed.
MR. LACOVARA:

Thank you, Your Honor.

The two basic propositions that we would advance to
the Court this morning -- and as I listened to the arguments, I

’
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am not sure tha’t at least the first one is seriously in
dispute -- are these:

¯

First, that a regular Federal grand jury does have

the inherent constitutional power to submit to the Court that
impanels it something etherthan merely an indictment and a
no-true bill.
In fact, Mr. Wilson’s argument, as I understand it,
and I hope I am doing justice to it, recognizes tliat Federal
courts and Federal grand juries around the country do in fact
have a practive of receiving such reports.
We thin~, it is significant that even in this Circuit,
in the most recent authoritative decision by the. Court of
Appeals on the procedure to be followed by Federal grand juries
the Gaither case, in 1969, with which every District Judge
and prosecutor is familiar, the Court of Appea~s for this
Circuit stated that grand juries, regular grand juries, even
today, in the language of.the Court, "have the power to return
presentments to the Court, even. if those presentments do not
constitute an indictment.."
THE COURT: Here is what that case said, taking an

excerpt out of the opinion in the Gaither case you mentioned,
413 F. 2d 1061:

"Even today grand juries may investigate,
call witnesses and make a presentment charging
a crime. However, the presentment, even if

?0
otherwise ~n adequate charge, cannot serve as

an indictment and hence initiate a prosecution
under the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

until approved by United States A~torney."
That was one of the questions they had. That is the.
language of the Court of Appeals in that case..
All right, you may go ahead.
MR. LACOVARA: That is correct.
From reading that decision, you no doubt saw the
citation that this Court of Appeals gave to the Fifth Circuit’s
en banc decision ~n the United States v. Cox, where this issue
was in dispute; and the majority of judges.on the Fifth
Circuit stated that the grand jury had the right to return in
open court, even prior to its discharge -- which was a point
raised by one of defenselcounsel -- some sort Of accusatory
document that did not constitute an indictment in that.case
because the United States Attorney refused to give it the
substance of an indictment by signing it.
The Cox decision and the Gaither citation to it were
also at the heart of Chief Judge Roszel Thomsen’s decision
up in the District Court,in Baltimore to. permit .the very same
kind of activity to take place.
That grand jury before it was discharged and before
it had completed all of its business announced.that it wanted
to make a report to the Court in the nature.of a presentment
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accusing certain individuals of misconduct, nameing other
persons who were not allegedly "involved in misconduct but had
in fact been targets of misconduct. Relying on the~Fifth
Circuit extensive analysis of the common law powers of a
Federal grand jury, codified by the Constitution, Judge Thomsen
held that Federal grand juries do have the constitutional
power to decide the form in which they will report back to the
court on the results of their investigations. Judge Thomsen,
therefore, received that report and, in fact, filed publicly
a summary of the charges that the grand jury had returned,

even though ~hgy~id not constitute an indictment.
The other forms of grand jury rpports that have been
approved by other Federal Courts are also significant.

The type that I have just referred to as reflected
in Cox and in..the 1970 decision of Judge Roszel Thomsen are
reports 5y Federal grand juries commenting on general matters
of public concern.
Just a few. months ago the Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit, after noting the considerable ~istorical data

supporting the notion that regular .Federal grand juries have
the power to make reports and not simply to indict or stand
mute, allowed such a report or portions of it which the court
found related to a Federal interest to remain on the public
record.

That was only a few months ago, Your Honor. It is th,

latest dccisio~ of which we are aware.

As counsel for Mr. Mitchell has stated, Chief Judge
Bryan, now a Senior Judge of the Court of Appeals, held in a
very similar case some years ago in the Eastern District of
Virginia that it was, in his language, wholly proper for that
Federal grand jury to recommend to the court that it make
.available the evidence that grand jury had heard to other
government officials, there, prosecuting officials of the
State of Virginia, and the Court did, in fact, grant the grand
jury’s request, with the caveat and caution to the local
prosecutors that they try and use the information as far as
practicable so as to minimize any impact on the Federal crimina
proceedings which were then pending.
It is my inderstanding that in this case, as well
as in Judge Thomsen’s decision in ~Iaryland, the grand jury had
not been discharged and ]lad not yet completed all of its
business at the time it returned that report and requested the
transmission of the evidence.
I might point out in that context that this grand
jury, the Juno S, 1972 grand jury of this Court, hasreturned
an indictment and in a sense, although the grand jury has not
been discharged and although it does have some business or
may ]lave some business before it, it has not acted before the
return of a formal indictment, naming the movants whose counsel
are hero this morning to object to the receipt of that report

and the h0norihg of that recommendation.
We think that demonstrates rather clearly, Your Honor
that as a matter of constitutional power, this grand jury was
acting within ~he scope of its lawful authority.
Counsel have raised a question ofpractice in the
District of Columbia and have suggested that sine 1911, at leas
it has been the practice of the District of Columbia not toreceive reports of that sort.
I am not, personally, familiar with that practice.
I will accept counsel’s representation that it has not been
t]~e practice - and I underscore that word, practice -- of
grand juries in this District to return such reports.
Nothing in the case cited by counsel for
Messrs. Haldeman and Ehrlichman, however, supports the notion
that the Court of Appeals for this Circuit has forbidden the de
velopment of such a practice; nor is it fair to argue in this
’case that allowing, this grand jury to submit this kind of report in this over-all setting would betoken the advent of
an undesirable practice.
What seems to ~ave been lost sight of at some point
in the arguments~this morning is that we are dealing with an
unprecedented situation, Your Honor. This is the first time
in over a hundred years that. the country has been faced with
the prospect of an impeachment investigation, trying to
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determing whether there are gounds for impeaching the
President of the United States.
As the Court well knows, this grand jury has been
investigatingmatters and has returned an indictment which
seemed to bear on that question. We believe it would be unthinkable under our system of Government for this Court or
any court to hold that this grand jury must remain mute when
it feels it has heard evidence which is material to that
question.

.
There is no attempt here, as Your Honor knows, to

intrude upon the responsibilities of any other branch. The
Court is familiar with the nature of this particular report and
can determine that there is no usurpation intended or worked
by this grand jury.
The 1911 decision by the Court of Appeals in the
Poston case, on which counsel have relied, involved not the
practice of a Federal grand jury in the District of Columbia
or, indeed, Federalgrand juries anywhere else. That case involved only the question whether the re~urn o~ a very critical,
malicious, it was alleged, report by a state grand jury in
Virginia violated Virginia rules on the proper scope of grand
jury activity. The Court simply held that there was no privileg
in a fib.el suit for wilful causing of the circulation of that

report.

I come back to the Gaither case, Your llonor, which

in light~0f th6 intervening developments in Federal Courts
has expressly stated in this Circuit that Federal grand juries
do have the power to return accusatory presentments, even
though, as the Court will be able to determine, that is not
what is at issue in this case.
Counsel have also suggested that the Organized Crime
Control Act of 1970, which does provide certain procedures by
which a new institution, a special grand jury can provide reports on organized crime conditions or public corruption conditions, somehow implies that regular grand juries -- the
grand jury whomI am representing this.morning --do not have
any such inherent constitutional power.
That argument, I suggest, does not withstand analysi~
Just the single proposition that was cited in the Senate
Report in the 1969 report on the proposed legislation was
Judge Weinfeld’s 1953 decision in the application of United
Electrical Workers case, which involved extremely different
facts, which involved an accusatory presentment charging that
the grand jury had overstepped its proper function in leveling
charges of, in effect, perjury without indicting any persons,
and which made specific #ecommendations to a Federal administra
tire agency about what action it should take, and to Congress
about what legislative changes in delicate areas of national
policy it should make.

Nothing in the report before the Court this morning
goes to that extreme. As I have said, Judge ~einfeld’s decision, with all d~e respect to him, has not been followed by
any later Federal decision that I am aware of passing upon the
power of regular Federal grand juries to submit reports to th.e
courts that impanel them.
Nothing in the 1970 Organized Crime Control Act was
intended to deprive regular Federal grand juries of this power
that the courts over the last twenty years have sustained.
Only this morning, Your Honor -- and I apologize to
the Court -- we discovered some legislative history on that
bill. I have made a copy of that available to ~r. Wilson at
the outset and I have copies for other counsel, as well.
In that report, Congressman Pelf, who is now,I
believe, a Justice of the Supreme Court .of Virginia, and who
at the time was the Floor manager for that bill, shortly before
it was passed by the IIouse and enacted into law, made the
following statement which, with your indulgence, I will read
to the Court, in explaining the statutory provision to.give
special grand juries under certain procedures the ability to
file reports in this area.
I quote from Volume 116 of the Congressional Record,
this is the Daily Copy,. Page ~I-907, October 7, 1970:
"The United States Supreme Court has indicated
that Federal grand juries, like their ¯early F..nl;lish
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and Colonial predecessors, may issue reports as
well as render indici~ents. See, for example,
Ilanna v. Lash, 363 U. S. 420, 449, 1960; Jenkins
v. ~lcKeithen, 395 U. S. 411, 430, 1969. But the
precise boundaries of that reporting power have not
been judicially delineated. For this reason, the
authority to issue reports relevant to organized
crime investigations has been specifically conferred
upon the special grand juries created by this Title.
The Committee. does not thereby intend to restrict
or in any way interfere with the right of regular
.Federal grand juries to issue reports as recognized
by judicial custom and tradition."
l~e believe that that, Your Honor, should put to one
side any implications that might be drawn from the 1970
Organized Crime Control Act.
~¢e think it is clear, then, that the Court has the
power to receive the report from this grand jury and to act
on its recommendation.
~¢heth~r the Court should exercise its discretion to
do so in this case is, I believe, the more troublesome issue,
although we have made a strong submission stating our position
that the Court should exercise its discretion to receive this
report and to gran~ the grand jury’s request.

The f~ctors that courts, including the District Court
in Maryland and the District Court in Virginia, and the Fifth
Circuit, have pointed to concerning the factors that should
be considered will all illustrate why the request of this grand
jury should be adopted.
In open Court I feel it not appropriate to discuss
the~specifics of this report, to show how those factors would
be advanced by granting the grand jury’s request. But the
factors include such issues as whether the report is an
accusatory document, whether it will circulate charges which
have not yet been brought to public attention, whether any
persons wko may incidentally be mentioned will have no other
forums or remedies in which to protect their rights, whether i~
relates to a matter of profound public importance or is simply
a private controversy.

Those are the issues that the courts have looked to.
Applying that calculus in this case, Your Honor, I believe the~
can be no question that the need of the House of Representativ,
to receive the information that the grand juryhas submitted
to the Court must be considered of supervening importance.
This, obviously, is the judgment of the grand jury
because they submitted the report to the Court.
There is specific precedent. Your Honor.may or may
not have been aware of this in your hypothetical to Mr. Wilson
but in at least one instance a grand jury has made charges

about a sitting "Federal Territorial Judge, who was subject to
impeachment’by the House of Representatives. The grand jury
requested that its charges bc sent to the House of Represcntati

es

of the United States for the IIouse to discharge its constitutional function to determine whether the charges were substantiated. That happened in l~.ll, and the IIouse of Representative
does today, to the best of our knowledge, in its precedents
recognize that as an appropriate measure of cooperation between
the branches of government, which are not at war but in coop-

eration.
The counsel for the President this, morning,
Mr. St. clair, has stated, that the President has authorized
and directed him to make available to the House any of the information that the President has submitted for Use by the gran~
jury, and the question thus arises whether there is any longer
any dispute here.
We state that it is still an important question and
that there still is a supervening need for the grand jury’s.
request to be observed. As the Court willdetermine, the.
President’s directive to counsel may not necessarily be coterminal with the content of what the grand jury has asked thi~

Court to transmit. ~herefore, that decision does not in any
sense of the case moot the issue that we are before the Court
here to discuss this morning; nor, I suggest’, are the constrain

of Rule 6 of th’c Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure an
obstacle to granting the grand jury’s request. That rule
codifies the general condition of secrecy of grand jury proceed
ings. That rule, of cour.se, has never been absolute and there
are exceptions that are expressly provided for in the rule and
the decisional law recognizes other exceptions.
The learning that can be distilled from the rule and
from the case law, including the decisions such as Judge Bryan’
decision, passing on almost a~ id~ntical:legal question in much
less compelling circumstances, is that whenever the public
interest to be Served is greater in disclosure than it is in
secrecy, the court has the inherent power,~which is codified
in Rule 6, to make that grand jury material available.
So counsel have focused on the qucs.tion whether a
proceeding before the House .Judiciary Committee comes within
the ambit of the rule, which talks about releasing grand jury
material for cause preliminarily to or in connection with a
judicial proceeding.
Several points can be made on that subject, Your Hone]
One is that it is unthinkable that in promulgating Rule 6(c)
the Supreme Court or Congress ~-- in not attempting to modify
or abrogate it while .it lay before Congress prior to its effective date -- intended to cut off the r~ght of a Federal grand
jury which has heard evidence on the most profound issue of

Federal concern to make that evidence available through the
proper judicial forum to thc instftution which is explicitly
recognized in the Constitution as having primary responsibility
for passing on evidence of this sort.
Nothing in the rule can be read to say, for example,
that the court has the power to make available grand jury information in an accident case, where someone slipped on the
sidewalk, because that would involve a judicial proceeding,
but that court and grand jury must stand moot and decline to
make available evidence of. this sort to the Committee on the

Judiciary of the IIouse of Representatives.
Beyond that, Your Honor, as the cases that we have
in fact cited in our memorandum, and in fact the citations were
included on the list that we did provide to Mr. Wilson, includring Doc:v. Rosenberry, one of the cases to which he referred
this morning, those cases show that what constitutes a judicial
proceeding for purposes of Rule 6(e), even assuming that rule
is somehow working some constraint or may work a constraint on
the Court’s power, the scope of the term, judicial proceeding,
must be flexibly construed, as it has been.
We have cited to you and to ~Ir. l?ilson a very recent
decision of the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit saying
that the. publi’c interest in disclosing grand jury material was
to be advanced by making" this information available to a
Chicago police disciplinary proceeding, in nature of a judicial

proceeding, although not yet before the courts.
It is hardly imaginable,~ Your Honor, that Rule 6
allows a grand jury to make available evidence in a disciplinar
case of that sort and requires this grand jury in this Court
to ignore the evidence that the grand jury suggests is material
to the inquiry of the I1ouse of Representatives.
Beyond that, there have been some discussions of wha~
constitutes judicial proceedings for one purpose or another.
.Kilbourn v. Thompson, of course, was a contempt, case. h~e are
concerned here about impea.chment, which is specifically recognized in Article I of £he Constitution.
The House is given the sole power to impeach and the
Senate is given the sole power to try impeachment. The grounds
for impeachment are the alleged commission of treason, bribery
or other high crimes and misdemeanors.
If the House prefers its charges, ~he charges are
tried before the Senate sitting as a Cour~ of Impeachment, on
their oaths j~st as a jury, with the Chief Justice of the
United States presiding.
It would be an unreasonable and unrealistic construction of Rule 6(e), we submit, to take the view that within the
broad scope that has been given to that rule to make available
grand jury material where the over-all public interest is bet.re
served.b# piercing the normal veil of secrecy, that the

i.,upc~chment procGss ~vliich Js of such tremendous importance to

the country may not have access to this material.
Counsel have also raised a question that is of concer~2
to the Court, of concern to the Government, as well as to them
and their clients. That is the issue of pretrial publicity and
the effect that honoring the grand jury’s request may have.
It is important in this context, I believe, to take
into account the situation in which we already’)ind ourselves
and in which we will be inevitably, irrespective of what happens
this morning as a result of these arguments.
There has been already a vast amount of publicity.
No one can dehy that. .The publicity, however, is not of the
kind that has been accusatory or inflammatory or one-sided. A1
of the parties to these disputes have had the opportunity to
state their positions and have done so in public forums.
All the Supreme Court has held on the question of
pretrial publicity is not that the Court should endeavor to
get jurors who are ignorant of what is going on in the world
around them. In fact, that might be the worst’ kind of jury to
have in any case, a jury that was so ignorant that it could be
found that they never read newspapers or never watched televisi,
What the Court has said is that the trial judge must
try to impanel a jury of persons who can lay aside any impressio
they may have from what they have heard outside the courtroom
and decide the case only on the facts in court.
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Nothing that has gone on so far, Your IIonor, we believe, has endangered the ability of this Court at the proper
time to select an adequate and impartial jury that.can try the
Defendants whose counsel are here this morning.
Beyond that, the question of publicity has to some
extent been rendered academic because of the President’s statement that he will in fact supply all of the evidence to the
House Judiciary Committee that has been made available to the
grand jury. So that to the extent that anything in the report
that this Court has received from the grand jury includes that
kind of material, it will be before the ~ouse anyway. To the
extent there, are other items, the Court will be in a position
to decide whether they would add so incrementally to the
publicity that the Court should deny the grand jury’s request
to make available what it has heard and what it has re~ived.
We finally would say, Your Honor, that it is prematur
~o consider the speculative possibilities about pretrial publicity as a ground for suppressing this report, which is a commun
cation from the grand jury to the Court with.certain recommenda

tions.
As the Court of Appeals for this Circuit has made cle~Lr
in accord with the decisions of every Circuit, as, indeed,
Judge Gagliardi has recognized in the case involving
Messrs. Mitchell and Stans, the proper time to assess pretrial
publicity is at the impaneling of the petty jury. That is the

only time to determine whether pretrial publicity has become
prejudicial and whether that prejudice cannot be cured by
some other remedies, such as a continuance or the normal
method of scrupulously screening the veniremen to determine
whether they can in fact lay aside any impressions they may
have.
It is quite premature, on March the 6th, to suppress
this report, while the llouse, of Representatives is actively
at work considering this question of vital impogtance to the
nation, as counsel for the Committee and the minority and
the President.have acknowledged today, and to delay these
proceedings, this report until the time of trial, which
Your Honor has indicated will not begin until September.
There is an accommodation between the rights of the Defendants
here and the rights of the people speaking thr.ough the grand
jury and speaking through the ttouse of Represdntatives.
There is no c0nflict. There is no inevitable
prejudice to the Defendants. If the C~urt grants the grand
jury’s request that this material be transmiKted to the
House forthwith, we submit that the issue of prejudice may
well, as the Court of Appeals has said, in Jones v. Gasch,
evaporate by the time the Court actuallyproceeds to impanel
a jury for these Defendants,

~5-A
TIIE COURT:- Thank you, ~.Ir. Lacovara.
In view of the conference we had at the bench a
while ago, I am going to recess for lunch until a quarter
after two, so you gentlemen can get together in the meantime,
MR. LACOVARA: Thank you, Your Honor.
(Whereupon at 12:40 p.m., the hearing was recessed
.pursuant to reconvening at 2:15 p.m. of the same day.)
Soka 1
follows

Sokal/ska
flg.Watson
~HE COURT:

All right, has anyone prepared anything

for the Court?
MR. ST~.IN’:

If the Court please, I b~lleve there are

independent statements tlmt have been. prepar~do

I can give the

Court mine if Your ~ono~ pleasea.~As an attorney for Kenne~hW. Parkensen, I do not
choose to inspect t}~. Grand Jury materlaland I object to any
~ro~edure whloh~uld unuse or permit tho content, to become

Th~nkyou, You~Honoro.
That is your statement,

MR...WII~q0N: Your Honor, ~ hope that you will accept
my assurances that in our failure to prepare something is not
intended to be a discourtesy to the Cour~o

We want to entertain

a quite teuhnical position.
THRCOUR~:

understand your position.

Mr, Green?
Your~onor, I represent--

Th~ COURt:

-- Suppose you approaoh the lectern so we

~an all hear you..i The qu~stlon ks whether or not th~ywant to
inspect the %wo-~ag~ nw~morandum or order°
MRo..GRE~: On behalf of Defendant 14ardlan, we have
~o desire to inspect the n~mor, ndumand~e obJe~t to its release

on g~ounds of p~etria~ publicity.

yo~ to inspeot it, that is oo~reot# Isn’t It?
~ understand that, Your HonO~o
COU~T: ~II ~Ight, ~mybod¥ else?

def~ant Charles W. CoSson.
Ou~ position with respect t~ this two-I~ge document
which
no deelre ~ see ~ d~nt ~dep~den~y of ~e ~t~l ~

tion or ~losuEe of ~s ~~t or its ~co~anylng ~ter~l

For ~. M!tchell, to ~estate it briefly,
we would urg~ if there is anything in it that pertains to him
tlmt it be expunged. If hhe:e iS any material in the briefcases
that ~ould fall within Brady material, I feel that should be
held for us.
Other than that, I don’t think there is any materiallty
in my z~vie~ of the douument or ~ontents ~f the suit cas~s.

$$

T~Z COU~T:

with this provislo~: ~ou

report to anyone ~ut yeur~el£, o£ course~

you understand.

. MP~ BRAY: Pardon ~ Y~ ~ono~.

The on~ exoeption was your client.

Warn him, tell him he is not to disclose
£t to anyone, any part or all of At.

You will have a right to

see that repert. ~ii right.

~L~o L~COV.ARAz Y~r Honor,

for the Government, so the

have copies aveilable today for service on ~ounsel i~ they wash
tO re~eive ~.t..
Your HonoE, may Z supplement my remarks?

The ~esponse which Z ~ade to ~ur inquiry

as to whether we had nny~hlng was intended to be limited tO a
court,us response that we didn’t prepar~ anything. I did not
go any further and no~ want to ge further. I real!me what everybody else is covering and Z w~n~ to oover it, too.

We don’t want to ~e mlth~z paper, either t!~e suit case
or the ~o~ument ~parately.or to~mthero

There are no qualiflca-

Sin~o I ~alked a=oun~ here, I have rebuttal
COURT: Tes, I would llke to ~ear it,

~Ole ~I; ~t I ~nt to ~rk h~ ~ Just

he ~Itas with
S~th Circuit

I c~Id
my be t~t ~r. ~v~

that has been evldent 1o all counsel, ,on Page C69 of 111 P.SUppo
J~d~ Wein£eld saysz

two cases that Judg~ Poff relleu upon but I have got them here.
Let me tell. yo~ wh~t Judge Poff says these cases hold.
This is what Mr. Laoovara read:
"Whereas the release of reports by grand
Jurors at. the end of their tern~ is common
practice in some districts. The matter rests.
upon precedent, and the court’s discretion rather
than upon statute. The United States Supreme
Court has indicated that Federal Grand Juries
¯ like their early English and colonlal predecessors my issue reports as w~ll as render indictments. See ~annah Vo Larche, and Jenkins v.
~Eeef (phonetic spelling}. B~t .the precise
boundaries of the reporting power have not been
¯Judicially delineated."
I allow a lot of llbertles to be taken with advocacy
because I take them myself, but these ~wo cases are civil
rights cases in which the issue was as to waht protection a
witness would have An the case of an investigation, whether he
could have counsel present, whether he could be cross-examined.
The Supreme Court in going back to the traditlonal
practice of what they say As the oldest and perhaps best known
of all investigative bodies, the ~Grand Jury, and it goes on for
half a dozen lines and thQn sayst
"Undoubtedly the procedural rights ~Inlmed by the
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respondents hav~ not been extended to Grand Jury
hearings because, of ~!srup~ve influence their

injection =o~Id have on the pro=~edin~s and also
because the Grand Jury ~erely £nvestlgates ,nd
reports."

~o~ a. far as the Caylor cese £s concerned I ~on*t
why I ~ve to ~y an~h~g more ~ ~m~. Y~ ~d
~covara to ~s~ wi~h %h~ one ~~co ~ ~d ~n ~ylor.
no ~re s~n~ for ~he p~lt~on ~m~ a Gr~d Ju~ of ~h~.
Dis~Ict of Col~in ~y ~ke a re~ as e~h ~n It would
~t abs~dthlng you ~d ~v~ t~k of. I don’t ~ to

So I ~ no~ ~tnq to ~ Yo~ ~.o~r wi~h ~r~ a~ut

¢~e. ~y Su~pli~ ~e ~i~h a nn~er Of thoughts Z ~nt tO talk
/

about.

Mr. Doar is a forthrIcht individual, a fine la~er,
an honorable man, oannot give you an assurance that there won’t
be a leak. This is understandable.
Now w~ saw it with t~e Irvin Committee and which
feel that some member~ of that Committee ¢onsclentiously meant
what they said, that there were not to be
i~formatlon moves into tho offices of the members of Congress
who ~re slttlnq on the ~~tee and try as they may there are
leaks. And for anyb<x~y to s~and up here and say we are going.
~o limit it to this, the five named individuals, I don’t questlon his ~ood ~alth, I question his experien~e with r~allty.
Now even on these 9Tound rules that ~v8 been printed
here for ~hiu Commltte~ there is .a proviso and that ~s a majority
of the Committee may turn it loose. They may turn ~t loose at
any thne. We have nothing %here w~!ch says ~hey will turn it
loose after the time has passed when these defendants may be
preJ udi~ed..
You are faoed here, You~ Honor, with a frank statement from a representative of the Committee today, he doesn’t
know when this stuff .might leak.
These phrases I wrote down: "The staff will get only
if necessary.- You~mn’t tell me %/,ese two gentlemen, as smart
as they are, are going to do this Job alone. Within 48 hours
10 or 20 human beings on the Hill will know ~he .contents of this

Then
tha~

It is bound

~on it ~Id ~w ~. avoided.

SO ~:h for HZ’,

~enner on th~ ba~ts of a very

yet ~onfusing argument. He-~s built an
process up pz~eeeding UP to the point where out~ce~s everything.
I sat and waited for him to say h~ could suspond the due process
=lauseo Ee hasn’t found it necessary ye~ to do that but with
his skill I predict ~ day w~ will h~ar that other Provisions
of ~he Constitution have be~n suspended in’ favor of ~hls very
high most favored, if I could use that ter..~ provision of the
Constitution involving i~peac~nt. He knows better than I do
because he~ has been o~ the Committee for the ~ederal Rules, h~
knows ,that the Federal ~ule. have a force and effect ofthe law.
Re is asking Your }lonor today to ~e T~at in an
Impeachment ~ase you don’t Imve to pay any attention %0 this
Rule 6 (e),. is wh~ he is saying. He i. saying thl. proceeding
has ~o~e to the point where statutory objections ena~ed pursuant
to d.elegation of Congress~ are to ~e thrown to th~ wind ~o
ac¢0~pllsh thlu purpose.
I hol~, and I am not speaking about Impeachn~.nt, I am
hopJd~g that we n~ver ~T.e to ~!~e point where so-called exigencies
of the sit~atlon are so prevailing and so overwhelming that they
will override statute .nd constitutional rights of defend~_.ts in
a criminal case.
T~E COURT~ ~t m~ Interrupt you a sa~ond. You |rove
be~n speaking on behalf of you~ clients. ~.~at do you ~h~.in~ of
the position ~nken at the request of the Pr~sldent by
~. St. Clair, his lawyer, the posit4on h8 took here this

You ~ow it is not the, ~irst ’~:i~ z h~ve
been on tbm

iS~ ~ am not ~rk~g f~ ~ ~ Ho~, I am~~ fo~

on seve~l ~a~" a~dy.

~ get you thl~i~ a~ut ~S ~slti~.
that ~ so.body else~s

t.~t ~atters before a Grand Ju~y don*t lnolude this

put a little £~£ng on th&’ cake.

~"~E COU~T:

think
I can’t ~glne that ~ro Jenner i. r~ally

too serious. ~e is an advocate, he is a good lawyer,
h9 drags in the idea that do~umenta ~eEore a Grand Jury are not
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T~E COORT:
listenlng,
MR. WILSON: ThB word i~each~ent is used in there
but th~ ~rd ~p~c~ Is the ~e~ent Of ~i~esses ~
~is ~c~t pr~ee~g. ~ d~’t ~lleve I ~d to ~ti~
~t.but at lea~ I ~t you ~ ~ We did O~ h~rk.
F~ally~ ad~esslng Yo~ ~nor, you s~ke a~u~ t~

.m~d ~ re April 1956 T~ ~a~ ~ 239 ~.2~, 263. I will
~ly read yOU ~e h~d note~

o. "~here a Grnnd Jury turned ov~r to third persons
including Treasury agents taxpayers’ re.erda and
accounts for th~ ~ole purpose of ex~ninatlon and

report to the Grand Jury t~he taxpayers were required
in orimlnal prosocutlo~s based upon-indlctmants to
indictments l~ore they ean obtain a heertng

in a ~ivil case, it violates the Fourth and F~ ~endments in

~e you= h~k and d~ne i~ well. I~ £s always a pleasur~

¯h~ ~t will tak~ ~.s matter ~n~r edvlsm~nto

It As certified the for~]oing £s the officlal
#

transcript of pro~eed£ngs iudicated,
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March ii, 197A~

Honorable John J. Sirica
Chief Judge
United States District Court
for the District of Columbia
United States. Court House
Washington, D.C. 20001
Dear Chief Judge Sirica:
¯We have received copy of Mr. Lacovara’s letter to
you, dated March 8, with enclosure of a copy of the opinion
of the Seventh Circuit, dated August 3, 1973, In the Matter
of the Application of Deborah Johnson and others to expunge
a report of a federal grand jury in the Eastern Division of
the Northern District of Illinois.
The cited case, both by the language of the Distric~
Judge and of the Circuit Court of Appeals, is authority for
our position. The former’s.order, among other things, stated
as follows:
"Furthermore, the contention that these
~ applicants are prejudiced by the continu4d
existence of the report also lacks merit.
The.report does not accuse them of any criminal
conduct, nor are they under indictment in this
courtor any other court for activities related
¯ to the matters discussed in the grand jury
report. Their reliance on Hammond v. Brown,
323 F. Supp. 326 (N.D. Ohio 1971), aff’d .....
F. 2d ..... (Sth Cir., No. ~1-1278, October 22,
19?l) is therefore misplaced."
¯

The Circuit Court of Appeals distinguished Judge
Weinfield’s decision in lll F. Supp. 858 (and thus also
distinguished our case)~ and in so doing, stated:
"Here in the record before us, no illegal
~ctlvity was charged against the appellants;
none were indicted; nor are they facing, trial."

Honorable John J. Sirica
March ii, 1974
Page 2

In .summarizing its opinion, the Circuit Court of
Appeals stated:
"Thus, the distinction between the facts
of this case and the cases principally relied
upon by appellants is clear. The usual reasons
urged to protect those individually charged with
crimes, or about to be charged with crimes, does
not here exist."
Upon the question of the power of a federal grand
Jury to do other than indict or ignore, Circuit Judge Barnes
Lcited and quoted from In re: Report of Grand Jury Proceeding
filed on June 15, 1972, Hon. Jerry Woodward, which may be found
in 479 F. 2d 458. His quotation from that case On page 460 is
incomplete. The entire paragraph, from which the quotation was
-taken, reads as follows:
"Appellant contends that the grand Jury can
only lawfully indict or return a no true bill,
and that it is powerless to speak publicly of
any other matter; indeed, that it has no other
public existence. Because we decide the instant
case on other grounds, we pretermit the issue of
whether a federal grand jury has the authority to
make reports. We point out, however, that the~e
is persuasive authority and considerable historical data to support a holding that federal grand
....Juries have authority to issue reports which do
.....
not indict for crime, in addition to their
authority to indict and to return a no true bill."
Moreover, we take issue with Circuit Judge~Barnes
when, on page 8 of the Slip Opinion he emphasizes a "large
legal discretion" being granted to a District Judge under Rule 6.
It is submitted there is not the slightest hint by inference or
otherwise in Rule 6 that the areas of judicial discretion in any
way suggest the authority to receive "reports" from a grand jury.
Since I have written you about Mr. Lacovara’s communication, I should like to take this occasion to make a comment
that I omitted last Wednesday. Regardless of what some other
federal districts have done, our District has been free of grand
Jury reports for the past half century. Almost always some
public official is the target of such r~ports and heated controversy follows, unlike the return of an indictment where everyone

WHITEFORD, ]~ART, GARMODY ~ LSON

Honorable John J. Sirica
March II, 1974

Page 3

knows that the target will have his day in court. If Your
Honor who, I assume, was not consulted in advance about the
Grand Jury’s contemplated action, should sanction the filing
of the instant report and accompanying documents, you will
be making policy -- not law -- for your fourteen or more brethren
on the federal bench, and, very likely, for the some forty Judges
upon the Superior Court. I predict that we shall see a "rash"
of "reports" of every conceivable nature deluge our fair city.
Doubtless, the Special Prosecutor’s staff, unacquainted
with our local custom, offered no restraint to the Grand Jury,
as a resident lawyer surely would have done. Doubtless, also,
the Grand Jury, being unfamiliar with such action, must have
received at least the sanction of the Special Prosecut6r to
proceed in the manner now being contested. As I stated in court
the other day, if you should decide to release the report, I
¯ submit that the interested parties should be permitted to read
the grand Jury transcript relating to it.

Respectfully,

’OHN J. WILSON

JJW:hie
cc: All Counsel

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUHBIA

I~REREPORTANDRECOMMENDATION
OF JUNE 5, 1972 GR~N’DJURY CONCERNING
TRANSMISSION OF EVIDENCE TO THE
aOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

]
]
]
]

ORDER-

.... This matter having come before the Court upon the
March i, 1974 filing of a Report and Recommendation with
accompanying materials by the June 5, 1972 Grand Jury of this
district, and the Court having been requested to deliver said
R̄eport and materials to the Committee on the Judlclary~ House
of Representatives, C0qgress of the United States by the Chairman
of said Committee, and the Court having heard, oral argument on
the matter, it is by. the Court this 18th day of March, 1974,
..... ORDEEED that., for the reasons stated in the attached
’~ opln~on~ the Report and Recommendation of the June 5~ 1972 Grand "
Jury together with accompanying materials be delivered to the
Com~’ttee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives;

FD’RTHER ORDERED that execution of this Order be stayed
for two days from the date hereo~ to permit the initiation of
whatever appellate review may be available.

-/.

~o ~Oo 74~n

ILEo
ORDER-

.~Is ~ter having come before the Court upon the
March i, 1974 filing of a Report and Recommendation with

.accompanying materials by the June 5, 1972 Grand Jury of this
district, and the Court having been requested to deliver said
Report and materials to the Committee on the Judiciary~ House
of Representatives, C0n.gress of the United States by the Chairman
of said Committee, and the Court having heard, oral argument on
..- .~. the matter, it is by. the Court this 18th day of March, 1974,
i ..’.. ~.: .:...~.... ORDERED that, for the reasons stated in the attached
o.

" ¯ opln~on, the Report and Recommendation of the June 5, 1972 Grand "
........ ;.- Jury together with accompanying materials be delivered to the
Comm~’[tee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives;

FORTHER ORDERED that execution of this Order be stayed

for ~wo days from the date hereof to permit the initiation of
whatever appellate review may be available.

.. .

IN THEUNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
¥OR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

IN EE REPORT ~_~D RECOmmeNDATION OF
JUNE 5, 1972 GRAND JURY CONCERNING
TRanSMISSION OF EVIDENCE TO THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

1
1
1.
1

.7~$ .F, .Dav.e.;~, C.lenk
¯On March i, 1974, in open court, the June 5, 1972
Grand Jury lodged with the Court.a sealed~Report.,., The materials
.’:i....i_’...~omprised in that Report were flled by the Court and ordered
held under seal pending further disposition. The materials
were accompanied by a two-page document entitled Report
:.Recommendatio~ which is in effect a letter of transmlttal, describi~g in general terms the Grand Jury’s purpose in preparing ~d

:’ ":::~."-..:. The transmittal memorandum, further strongly recommends that
’°)’L""ii?!;:.""accompanying ~aterials be submitted to the Comm~ttee..~ on the
,-

"

Representatives for its consideration.

.... Judiciary of the House of

~... ~ ~ ~....
" " " :-.- The Grand Jury states it has heard evidence that it regards as
having a material bearing on matters within the primary juris-

: --":..i ":.’. diction of the Committee in its current inquiry, and notes
’--. further its belief that it ought now to defer to the Hogse of
Representatives for a decision on What action, if anY, might
I~ ~te~ i~ the c~rc~mstances-

~ ~ had an opportun£t~ to £amllt.arize itself

"On Hatch 1, 1974, in open eou~t, the J~e 5 1972

Gz~d Ju~ lodged, with the Court .a sealed..Report-. ~e materials
=omprlsed in that Report were filed by the Court ~nd ordered

held under seal pending further disposition- ~e ~terials
were accompanied by a two-page doc~ent entitled ~ ~
Reco~endatio~ which is in effec~ a letter, of tr~mittal describ-[
..... ’ " ~g in general ter~ the Gr~d Jug’S pu~ose ~ preparing ~d

.: accompanying ~teri~s .be sub.fred to the Co~y~ee on ~-

.... ~..~.: .?-~ ¯ J~icia~ of the House of Representatives for its co~ideration." ..
~" : "’"-- ~e Gr~d Ju~ states it has heard e~d~nce that it regards as

" ""

..... ha~E a ~terial bearing on ~tters ~thin the pri~ ~uris-..
-"~ ....
.~.diction o£ the Co, tree in its current inqui~ ~d notes
" - ¯

further its belief that it ought, now to defer to the Hogse of
~epresentatives for a decision on What action, If ~Y, ~ght
be wa~anted fn the circ~ t~ces ¯
~t~r having had .an opport~itY to f~liariza itself

~ ~th. the contents of the Report, the Court invited all co~sel
..... who m~ght conceivably have an interest in the matter, without
xega~d to standing, to state their positions concerning disposition.

= ~he
c.~ ....
review
much action.
TheKe~or~
Court had
oPPor~mity
only for a brief
of relevant authorities, and decided to receive and hold the
(continued to next page)

The President’s position, through counsel, isothat he has no
recommendation tomake, suggesting than the matter is entirely

2__/

~r£thin the Courtts discretion.

He has requested that should

f.he Report be released, his counsel have an opportunity to
review and copy the materials.

The House Judiciary Committee

through its Chairman has made a formal request for dellvery

4/

of the Report materials,-- The Special Prosecutor has urged
on behalf of the Grand Jury that its Report. is authorized
under law and that the recommendation to forward the Report
to the House be honored.

Finally, attorneys for seven

persons named in an indictment returned by the same June, 1972
Grand Jury on March i, 1974, Just prior to delivery of the.
Grand Jury Report, have generally objected to any disclosure
of’ the Report, and in one instance recommended that the Report
be expunsed or returned

(continued)
Report under seal. The Court’S first opportunity to
peruse the Grand Jury mater£als came onMonday, Mar~h
and a hearln8 was scheduled.for Wednesday, March 6th, to
include all thosewho might possibly have .an interest in the
-Imtter.
The President’s counsel has been permitted to review
the two-page Report and Recommendation. Other counsel were
offered a similar opportunity., but with one exception declined.
~eeTranscript of Proceedings., March 6, 1974, Misc. 74-21 at
pp. 63-68, 86-89, [hereinafter cited as Transcript].
,.~[ Tz’anscrlpt at pp. 2, 3, 31, 32.

3--/

review arui copy the materials.

The House Judiciary Committee

¯through its Chairman has made a formal request for delivery
of the Report materials.

The Special Prosecutor has urged

on behalf of the Grand Jury that its Re~ort. is authorized

under law and that the recommendation to forward the Report
to the House be honored.

Finally, attorneys for seven

persons named in an ~ndlctment returned by the same June, 1972
Grand Jury on March i, 1974, just prior to delivery of the
Grand Jury Report, have generally objected to any dlsclosure

4~ Letter to theHonorable John J..Sirica from the. Honorable
Pe--"~er W. Rodino, Jr., dated 5~rch 8, 1974 .and filed in Misc.
No. 74-21. See also Transcript at p. 30.

5~ Memorandum of the United States on Behalf of the Grand
Ju’-’ry filed In Misc. No. 74-21 under seal. See also Transcript
at pp. 68-85~
61 ~nlted States’v. John N. Mitchell, et el., Crimlnal Case

7/ Letter to the Honorable John J. Slrica from John J. Wilson,
~q., dated March 4, 1974 and filed in Misc. No. 74-21. See also
Transcript at pp. 4-21, 51-61, 90-102.
2-

llavlng carefully examined =he contents of the Grand
Jury Report, the Court is sa~isfled that there can be no questlon regarding {heir materiality to the House Judiciary Conmlttee’s investigation. Beyond materiallty, of course, it is
the Committee’s responsibility to determine the sigltiflcance
of the evidence, and the Court offers no opinion as to relevance.
¯ The questions that must be decided, however, are ~w,,fold:
(1) whether the Grand Jury has pover to make report:: and
recommendations, (2) whether the (ourt has power to disclose
¯ such reports, and if so, to what extent.

¯

.~ii:~7~ ";-":.i Without attempting a thorough exposition, the Court,

¯ i.."...~aS a basis, for its discussion, notes here some principal elements
.

’/ ~...~n.the development and authority of the grand jury. In~tlally,

~./ ~he grand jury, or its forerunner, was employed to supply the
-.. -~.- .monarch with local information regarding criminal conduct and
-.. " " was wholly a creature of the crown. As the grand Jury gained
... institutional status, however, it %egan to act with a degree

of independence, and in some cases refused to indict persons
" " " ~om the state sought to prosecute.

~erea£ter it became

common for grand juries to serve the dua.l function o[ both
e.hargt~8 and defe.nding. By v~rtue of the Fifth Amendment,
~andJury preroFatives were given institutiona! status in the

- ~ Stares, and Er~nd juries ha~e ever s~e played a funds-

the Committee’s responsibility to determine the significamce
of the evidence, and the Court offers no opinion as to relevance.
¯ The questions that must be decided, however, are ~w, fold:
(1) whether the Grand Jury has pover to make reports: and

Eecommendations, (2) whether the Court has power to disclose
.. -such reports, and if so, to what extent.

Without attempting a thorough exposition, the Court,
..as a basis for its discussion, notes here some principa~ elements

:!~ the development and authority og the grand jury. I~d.tt~lly~

~:- the grand Jury, or its forerunner, was employed to supply the
-~-...mona~chwith local information regarding criminal couduct and
..," was wholly a creature of the crown. As the grand Jury gained
¯ "

.-.. institutional status, however, i~ began to act with a degree
of independence, and in some cases refused to indict persons

...... ~nom the state sought to prosecute.

Thereafter it became

common for grand juries to serve the dual function o[ both
.~harglng and def~ndlng. By virtue of the Fifth Amendment,
grand Jury preroFatlves were given instltutional status in the
’United States, avd grand juries ha~,e ever since played a fundamental role in our crlndnal justice system.-- ....
.i~. ~. ......-

8._./ The most celebrated cases in England involved ignoramus
returns to charges against Stephen Colledge [8 How. St. Tr. 550
(1681)] and the ~arl of Shaftesbury [8 How. St. Tr. 759 (1681)].
~n Ehe United States, the grand jury action favoring Peter Zenger
is equally prominent [Horris, Fair Trial 69-95 (1952)]. See
also, Kuh, The Grand ~ur7 "’~=~sen~n,en~"-Foul Blow or FaiK.~lay,
55 Colu~L. Rev. 1103, 1107-09 (1955).
--9/ See generally Branzburg v. H~yes, 408 U.S. 665 (1972)and
Hale v. Henkel, 201 U.S. 43 (1906).

Here, for all purposes relevant to this decision, the
Grand Jury has ended ~ts work. There is no need to protect
against flight on anyone’s part, to prevent tampering with
or restraints on witnesses or Jurors, to protect gran~ Jury deLiberations, tosafeguard unaccused or innocent persons with
secrecy. The person on whom the Report focuses, the President
o£ the United States, has not objected to its release to. the

"" ~and Jury. The Committee has taken elaborate pre~autions to
" J~sure aE~inst unnecessary and inappropriate disclosure of
"

.Z:kma~mm~.mrLal~.

]~ooet~less, Counsel for the :£md.4.cted

.l~erations, to safeguard unaccused or innocent persons with
¯~ ~

secrecy. The person on whom the Report focuses, the President

~.

"of the United States, has not objected to Its release to the

"i.. ..

" Committee. Other persons are Involved only indirectly. Those

.: :/ ’ ;!.i. ’..’. ":persons who are not under indictment have already been the subject
;I ~ ~ ":Of considerable public testimony and will no doubt be involved
’....

~n further testimony, quite apart from this Report. Those persons

.... " who are under indictment have the ~pportunlty at trlai fo~ response
~.’:..
~:. ,.. ~ tO any incidental references to them. And although it has not
¯
....-: .- ..

~4’._.-~ : ~.een emphasized in this opinion, it should not be forEotten that
¯ .°"ewe deal in a matter of the most critical moment to the Nation,
:.-. ":..

an ~peachment Investigation involving the President of the United

. .-..States. It would be .difficult to conceive of a more compelllnE "
/’::~..~: ~:.~ need t3an that of t~Is country for an unswervingly fair inquiry- based on all the pertinent information.

.-:":’-..’-..’.~--..~-. These considerations might well Justify even a pu511c
":" dluclosure of the Report, but are certainly ample basis for disclosure to a body that in this setting acts simply as another
~rand Jury. The Committee has taken elaborate prec~utions to
~nsure against unnecessary and inappropriate disclosure of

¯ ~hese materials.

Nonetheless, counsel for the indicted

defendants, some having lived for a,cons~derable time in
Washington, D, C., are not persuaded that disclosure to the

P.~Lttee c~ave any result but preJudictai publicity for their

46__./ See, Procedures for Handlln~ Impeachment Inquiry Material,
Committee on the Judiciary, House ofRepresentatives, 93rd Cong.,
2d Sess., February, 1974, House Committee Print, atli!, 2.

clients. The Court, however, cannot Justify non-disclosure on
r-

basis of speculation that leaks will occur, added to the
further speculation that resultant publlc~’ty would prejudice the
rishts of defendants in. .U, nlted States v. Mitchell~ et el. We

Harry Toulmin~was forwarded to the House of Representatives for
~onslderatlon in a posslble impeachment action.-- Following a
oeznittee iuves~isation, the House found the evidence iuadequate

:..~ :~... to merit impeachment and dlsmissed the matter. Though such
-. 8rand Jury participation appears not to have occurred frequently~
¯.

the preceden~ ~s persuasive.

The Court ~s persuaded to ~ollow

"’.’have no basis on which to assume that the Committee’s use of the

Report will b~ injudicious or ~hat it will disregard the plea
contained therein that defendants’ rights to fair trials be

respected.

.

"

. ..

":" , :’:’~. " .-"~ .... ~ ’ Finally, it seems incredible that grand Jury matters

i

.. ~ ~.. :j ~"~i ~i0¯ should lawfully be available to disbarment committees and police

" disciplinary investigations and yet be unavailable to the House
.... of Representatives in a proceeding of so great import as an
impeachment investigation, Certainly Rule 6(e) cannot be said

’~

..:~-i.to mandate such a result. If indeed that R~e merely "codifies

,, .-~i

, ..- ....

’~...~ .~.~.~i._ ~ that common law practice permits the. disclosure here c0~ntemplated;

Harry Toulminewas forwarded to the House of Representatives for

"~ ,

consideration in a possible impeachment action.

¯ ~ ..~,"."

~o110wing a

..~ ~.. ~ ~7[ 3 Hinds’~recedents of the House of Representatives § 2&88

~: " ~ ....

i~
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to merit impeachment and dismissed the umtter. Though such ....

¯ i. ¯ " grand ~ury participation appears not to have occurred frequantlyt

" "~1

.

~- committee investiga ion, the House found the evidence inadequate

"i.~- .~

¯ ~-~!

.¯

existing practice, ~here is convincing precedent to demonstrate

......

at 985~ 986 (1907).

----’ "

~8"/ In Jefferson’s words, "In the House of Representanives
there are various methods of setting an impeachment in motion: .
¯ . . by charges transmitted from the legislature of a S~ace
-and "u--" ¯ ¯ ¯ ." Deschler, Constitution-,
"
Jefferson s Hanual_~_.and Rules of the House of Representatives,
..
H.R. D0C. 384, 92d Cong. 2d Sess., § 603 at 296.

the lead of Judges Hastings, Barnes and Sprecher speak!ng for
the Seventh Circuit, Judges Friendly and Jameson of the Second

Circuit, Judge Wisdom ~f the Fifth Circuit, and Judge Thomsen
of the District of Maryland.

Principles of grand ~ury

50__/

secrecy do not bar this disclosure.

.

:".~ :.[.-. . .: . " Consistent with the above, therefore, the Court orders
.7£i,.~i[;.~’. that the Grand Jury Report a~d Recommendation, together with
/:.[..-:...- accompanying materials be delivered to the Committee on the
Judiciary, H~use of Representatives. The only Individuals who
object to such order are defendants in the United States v.
llltchell~ eta!. case currently pending in this Court. Their
i).[’etanding is dubious at best given the already stated facts that
_:7. -. (I) ~heir mention in the Report is incidental, (2) their trials
-~.~:..:.~ provide ample oppor£unlty for response to such references,
none of whi~ go bgyond aiiegations in the i~dictment, and

-

(3) considerations of possible adverse publicity are both-pre-

¯ .:..

mature and speculative. " Their ability to seek whatever appellate
-~
" ..

~

review of the Court’s decision might be had,is therefore question-

able, Nevertheless, because of the irreversible nature of d~s-

’.... ... closure, the Court will stay its order¯ for ~wo days. from the
..-. date thereof to allow defendants an oppo~tunlty to pursue-the!r
-. .remedies, if any~ should they desire to do so.

.--.

-..

secrecy dO nol: Dar

"

./I

._.

" ..- "

-.

liT.

... Consistent with the above~ therefore, the Court orders

:::° " ~ that the Grand Jury Report and Recommendation,, together with
; ...... accompanying materials be delivered to the Committee on the
i
~

" i - -’:’"~ -: Judiciary, g~use of Representatives. The only Individuals .who.
object to such order are defendants in the United States v.

Mitchell~ et el. case currently pending in this court. Their

"

.." standing is dubious at best given the already stated facts that
: -~:.-~ ~.

(I) ~helr mention in the Report is incidental, (2) their trials
"i-,~:..-~..-~L~ provide ample opportunity for response to such references,

" ~ "~ none of which go beyond aiiegations in the i~dictment, and
(3) considerations of possible adverse publicity are both-preii> "." " ./. ~ture and speculative, " Their ability to see~ whatever appellate
’" review of the Court’s decision might be had, is therefore question" k" ~"’
-~.

-.

closur&, the Court will stay its order for two days from the

~ate thereof to aiIow defendants an opportunity to pursue-_ theE~
..: .. ~.-~.~,.
~
.~emedles, if any~" should they desire to do so.

:~
~

i" i
~ _ .~
i ~::

able~ Nevertheless, because of the irreversible nature of dls-

~

49._J In The Matter of the Application of Deborah Johnson, ~.et al.,
su~ at p.7, In Re Biaggi, ~ note 43, U.S.v. Cox, ~ note
12, and In Re Presentment of Special Grand Jury"Impaneled January,

1969, ~ at p. 5, respectively.
50/ The Court’s holding renders unuecessary a consideration of
~. Jenner’s argument on behalf of the Co=~ittee ~hat insofar as
Rule 6(e) conflicts with the constitutional powers of impeachment,
~he Rule-is r~ tanto overridden. See Transcript. at 32-39.;

The President’s request to have counsel review the
Report’s contents has not received comment from the Comm~ttee counsel d~e to their feeling that.such comment would
be.$nappropriate
¯-

it is the Court’s view that this request

~"-is more. properly the Committee’s.concern, and it therefore

is more. properly the Committee’s.concern, and it therefore

!

51/
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Letter ~o the HonoraSle John J. Sirica from Jchn Doar,
dated March 12, 197~, and filed in Misc. 74-21.

~ " " taterCourt of Appeals

IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF A~l~L~L’~.istic, of Columb,~ Circuit
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRC~~u r,

FILED MAR q91974
HARRY R. HALDEMAN
Address:- 443 N. McCadden Place
Los. Angeles, California

HUGH E. KLINE
CLERK

74-I 64

Petitioner
VS.

No.

HON. JOHN J. SIRICA
Judge (formerly Chief Judge),
United States District Court for
the District of Columbia
Address: United States Court House
Washington, D.C.
Respondent
PETITION FOR A WRIT OF PROHIBITION
AND/OR A WRIT OF MANDAMUS
The petition of Harry R. Haldeman respectfully
represents to this Honorable Court as follows:
(1) This petition is filed pursuant to Rule 21 of
the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure and.28 U.S.C.. 1651
(the "All-Writs" Statute).
(2) Petitioner is a citizen of the United States
and a resident of the State of California, and is one of the
defendants indicted in a.13-count indictment returned by a
r.e~ular District of Columbia grand Jury on March l, 1974 in
criminal case No. 74-110. A copy of said indictment is annexed
hereto, marked Exhibit A, and made a part hereof.
(3) Respondent is a Judge of the United States
District Court for the District of Columbia, and was the

-2Judge before whom the aforesaid indictment was returned in
open court.
(4) At the same time that the Grand Jury returned
said indictment, it presented to the respondent an alleged
2-page communication, accompanied by a larger document and
one or two brief cases, (hereafter collectively called a
report or a presentment), the contents of which are not presently known to petitioner, but probably contain documents not
only prepared by the grand jury but presented to them by the
Watergate Special Prosecution staff as part of the evidence
for the consideration of said grand Jury.
(5) The reputed purpose of said report or presentment was to have the respondent release the same to the
Judlciary Committee of the House of Representatives of the
United States of America, which has under consideration the
possible impeachment of the President of the United States of
America.~~.
(6) Petitioner has reason to believe that among the
documents contained in the aforesaid presentment is a certain
recording tape of March 21, 1973, or a transcription thereof,
¯ which is relied upon by the prosecutors to support the charge
of perjury against this petitioner in the 8th count of the
aforesaid indictment.,
(7) Petitioner has reason to believe that the
presentment contains other items of alleged evidence relied
upon by the prosecutors to support some of the charges against

-3all of the defendants (or some of them) in said indictment.
(8) Petitioner was advised by his counsel that
the respondent should expunge said report or presentment
because (a) for nearly a half century it has been the uniform
practice in the District of Columbia that the function of a
regular grand Jury was and is to return indictments or ignoramuses, and not to make presentments in the nature of reports;
(b) thatunder Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure, respondent may permit disclosure of matters occurring
before a grand Jury only where preliminarily to or in connection with a judicial proceeding (and for another purpose not
here relevant), and that an impeachment proceeding by Congress
is not a Judicial proceeding as contemplated by said rule; and
(c) the release of said report or presentment to the House
Committee would likely generate publicity regarding its contents
and petitioner and his co-defendants, and thus would impair and
make impossible a fair trial (set for September 9, 1974) of
petitioner and his co-defendants upon the aforesaid indictment.
(9) Accordingly, on March 4, 1974, petitioner’s
counsel delivered to respondent a letter-communicatlon, copy
of which is attached hereto, marked Exhibit B and made a part
hereof. The reference in said letter to the fact that said
presentment overhangs said indictment was intended to mean, and
was so elaborated upon in oral argument, that it would Jeopardize
the constitutional right of petitioner and his co-defendants
to have a fair trial.

-4(10) After holding two conferences in chambers
with some or all of the legal representatives of the interested
parties -- prosecutors, counsel~to the President of the United
States, counsel to the House Committee, and counsel for the
indicted defendants -- respondent held a hearing upon said lettercommunication in open court on Wednesday, March 6, 1974, participated in by all of the above-mentloned counsel, a transcript of
said hearing being attached hereto, marked Exhibit C; and made
a part hereof. Counsel for the other indicted defendants supported
the arguments of petitioner’s counsel. At this hearing, House
Committee counsel (Mr. Doar), in answer to questions propounded
by the respondent, stated that he could not "guarantee" against
possible "leaks" if the grand Jury material got into the hands
of the Committee; and he frankly recognized the possibility of
prejudice to the defendants regarding a fair trial from such
"leaks" occurring before their trial. (Attached hereto is a
pamphle~ issuedo~n February of this year by the House Judiciary
Committee entitled "Procedures for Handling Impeachment Inquiry
Material." ) This attachment is marked Exhibit D, and is made
a part of this petition.
(ll) At or before said hearing, the prosecutors
handed respondent a memorandum opposing petitioner’s contentions,
but so far as petitioner knows, said memorandum has not been
made public. This averment is made in order to account for the
failure of petitioner to attach said memorandum to this
petition, and not as any omission on the part of respondent or
the prosecutors. Since petitioner’s counsel understood that

-5such memorandum contains some description of the contents of
the grand jury’s report or presentment, petitioner’s counsel
chose not to receive or read such memorandum in view of the
fact that counsel felt that the contents of an illegal report
should not be examined.
(12) On March 8, 1974 the prosecutors sent a
communication to respondent, with copies to all counsel, a
copy of which, together with a copy of its enclosure of a
decision from the Seventh Circuit, is attached hereto, marked
Exhibit E, and made a part thereof; and petitioner’s counsel
responded thereto on March ll, 1974 by a written communication
to respondent (with copies to all counsel), a copy Of which
is attached hereto, marked Exhibit F, and made a part hereof.
(13) In ’additlon, feeling that if respondent had
advance notice of the Grand Jury’s report, or the fact that
it was to be submitted to him, respondent should not sit in
Judgment in this proceeding, petitioner’s counsel addressed.
a letter to respondent on March 12, 1974, (with copies to all
counsel), a copy of which is attached hereto, marked Exhibit G,
and made a part hereof. Probably footnote 1 of pages 1-2 of
respondent’s opinion is intended to be an answer to this inquiry.
(14) On Monday, March 18, 1974, respondent ordered
the release of said report to the House Committee by an Order
of that date, accompanied by a 22-page opinion, copies of which
are annexed hereto, collectively marked’Exhlbit H, and made a
part thereof.

(15) In said Order respondent stayed execution
thereof for two days "to permit the initiation of whatever
appellate review may be available." Petitioner is filing thls
petition with this Court within that time.
(16) Statement of the issues presented:
(a)

Whether a regular grand Jury in the
District of Columbia may return a
special report or presentment which
does not reflect action to indict or
to ignore.

(b)

Whether an impeachment proceeding in
the Congress of the United Stat’es is
a Judicial proceeding within the purview
of Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure.

(c) Whether, assuming the answers to (a)
"and (b) to be in the affirmative, a
district judge should release a grand
Jury presentment or report to a
Committee of Congress where there is a
risk that it will be made public before
an indicted defendant is tried with
respect to anything that may be therein,
and thus may be deprived of his constitutional right to a fair trial as the
result of such publicity.

(17)

Statement of the reasons why the writ should
issue.

At the outset, reference should be made to a point
not raised by anyone in oral argument, but mentioned for the
first time by respondent on page 21 of his opinion, namely,
that the standing of the petitioner and other indicted
defendants to raise these issues "is dubious at best." District
Judge Weinfeld’s opinion in Application of United Electrical,
etc. Workers, (U.S.D.C.S.D.N.Y. 1953), lll F. Supp. 858, is a
complete answer to respondent.
Paragraphs 6 and 7 of this petition reflect
petitioner’s views of connection with the report. Respondent
supplied confirmation of this on page 21 of his opinion when
he stated that references to the indicted defendants do not
"go beyond allegations in the indictment." This is tantamount
to saying that the report and/or accompanying documents reflect
the evidence upon which the defendants were indicted.
Since the ultimate complaint of petitioner and the
other indicted defendants is that release of the report, etc.,
will or may trigger publicity which in turn will deprive them of
a fair trial, they have ~ real stake in seeking to prevent the
release in advance of their trial. Public disclosure of the
evidence upon which they were indicted will provoke widespread
comment in the news media, which Will not hesitate to evaluate
This opinion also discusses reports of grand Juries and
Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure.

for public consumption the alleged facts behind the indictment. This will result in the defendants being tried inthe
public press and other media long before such evidence is
subjected to cross-examination and rebuttal at the trial.
Thus, the defendants will stand convicted before their stories
are told.
Petitioner cannot believe that something which
adversely affects an indicted and untried defendant will be
ignored by a court in depriving him of a right to complain.
In civil litigation a right to complain may be ever so thin;
surely, where a man’s liberty is at stake, his right need not
be any greater.
Having disposed of the "standing" point, petitioner
submits that the three issues listed above all merge into
publicity which may affect a fair trial; not only publicity
through "leaks" for which the news media alone may be blamed,
but publicity emanating from the House Committee in the official
handling of the evidence in advance of the trial of petitioner
and his co-defendants.
The points of.grand Jury reports and Rule 6(e) are
but stepping stones to the end result of fair trial deprivation.
Petitioner will review those points in a summary way.
The District of Columbia has been free of grand Jury
reports for over a half century. Indeed, this Court can take
judicial notice of this fact. Respondent deals in negatives
and double negatives to point out that this practice has not

been denied in this District. See the text tied to footnote 13
on pages 4-5 of the Opinion; and the comment on page ll that
respondent has noted "the absence of a contrary rule in this
Circuit." Petitioner replies that the presence of a favorable
rule does not exist in this Circuit. As Judge Weinfeld
observed on page 867 of the United Electrical opinion, the rule
of reports or no reports is one of policy, and petitioner adds,
not one of law.
So for the first time in over fifty years respondent
has announced the policy for the District of Columbia. Should
this Circuit follow Judge Weinfeld in his scholarly opinion or
Chief Judge Thomsen and others in their views? The’pattern
has not been fully laid out in respondent’s opinion. He embraces
United States v. Cox from the Fifth Circuit, 342 F.2d 167 (1965),
but omits from his quotation on page 7 of his opinion from
In Re Grand Jury Proceedi.nss, 479 F. 2d 458,’a 1973 decision
from the same Fifth Circuit, the opening two sentences of the
same paragraph (page 460) reading as follows:
"Appellant contends that the grand Jury can
only
lawfully
indict or return a no true bill,
¯
and that it is powerless to speak publicly of
any other matter; indeed, that it has no other
public existence. Because we decide the instant
case on other grounds, we pretermit the issue of
whether a federal grand jury has the.authority to
make reports."
If Co__~x is a beacon for the permissible-report doctrine,
why did the same Circuit seven years later "pretermit the issue?"

-10Petitioner submits that this Court, and not merely
one district trial Judge out of fifteen or more, should choose
between the cases, and set the policy for the District of
Columbia. This Circuit is" not bound by the ruling of any
other circuit. The Supreme Court of the United States has
not really spoken upon the subject. On page 868 of Judge
Welnfeld’s opinion he mentioned that In Re Oliver, 333 U.S. 257,
referred to "reports," but hastened to state:
" * * * There, the Court was discussing grand
Juries generally. The power to issue reports
and the question here posed was not before the
Court."
In footnote 19 on page 7 of respondent’s opinion
he quotes from Congressman Poff on page H9707 of the Congresslonal Record of October 7, 1970. There the Congressman cited
two Supreme Court cases as authority for the right of grand
Juries to issue reports -- Hannah v. Larche, 363 U.S. 420,
449 and Jenkins v.McKeithen, 395 U.S. 411, 430. In the former
case thee Court, in referring to the power of grand juries "to
indict and report," was doing exactly what Judge Weinfeld
said the Court was doing in In Re Oliver; and the latter case
merely quoted from Hannah in the same general sense. --

*/

Petitioner accepts the challenge of respondent
to deal broadly with Rule 6(e), namely, the Judicial discretion
involved which may permit the rule to be pushed beyond its
literal limits. It is this judicial discretion or abuse thereof
which is the nexus between the three issues outlined above.

--W’i
18 U.S.C. 3331-4 do not apply to regular grand juries.

-llShould the report be received and delivered to the House
Committee, and should the rule be stretched, if the cost
deprives petitioner and his co-defendants of a fair trial.
For, as stated above, the Jeopardy of not receiving a fair
trial embraces all the vital signs of this controversy.
Well did respondent realize that the exercise of
a sound discretion lay at the foundation of the problem.
He inquired whether the release could not come after the
trial of petitioner and his co-defendants. This is what
Chief Judge Bryan did in In Re Petition for Disclosure of
E~idence, 184 F. Supp. 38 (E.D. Va., 1960), cited by respondent
at the top of page 13 of his opinion. But respondent brushes
this apprehension aside on the ground that it is~sheer speculation that leaks will occur. Any sophisticated person knows
that "leaks" are a way of life in Washington. Committee counsel
could not 6uarantee that leaks would not occdr, and it was
recognized that such "leaks" could be prejudicial to petitioner
and his co-defendants. See Exhibit D hereto, the Committee’s
"Procedures for Handling Impeachment Inquiry Material," where
it is provided that a majority of the Committee can vote to
make such material public.
This brings us back to the wisdom

discretion --

of a t~ial judge to release safely-locked up materials in the
hands of the grand jury into potentially the public domain.
No one questions that the possession of such materials by the

-12grand Jury is a ~.u.arantee against leakage, and thus will not
adversely affect a fair trial, but permitting the grand Jury
to turn them loose to the House Committee -- Judicial proceeding
or no Judicial proceeding -- creates a risk of exposure before
trial that cannot be guaranteed against. This is an unnecessary
exercise of discretion -- an unnecessary abuse. This is exactly
what was held in In the Matter of the ~pplication of Deborah
Johnson and others, decided by the Seventh Circuit on August
1973 (yet unreported) and attached to Mr. Lacovara’s letter of
March 8 to respondent, (Exhibit E to this petition). There it
is apparent that the district Judge and the court of appeals
would have exercised a discretion not to permit the~release
of a grand jury report (even in a Jurisdiction which sanctioned
them) if the petitioning individuals were under indictment
for activities related to the matters discussed in the report.
The Court of Appeals stated:
"Here in the record before us, no illegal
activity was charged against the appella.nts;
none were indicted; nor are they facing trial."
In the case at bar, illegal activity is charged against
the petitioner and his co-defendants; they are indicted; and
they ar___~e facing trial. These are the usual reasons, said the
Seventh Circuit, to protect those individuals charged with
crime.
While respondent cites this case on pages 7-8 of
his opinion, his emphasis is placed elsewhere.

-13Thus, stripping this case of its technical nuances,
it boils down to an abuse of discretion. Why should the
respondent take the risk that petitioner and his co-defendants
may not get a fair trial? As pointed out above, contrary
to respondent’s remark on page 20 of his opinion, there is
a basis that the rights of these defendants to a fair trial
would be prejudiced.
Respondent and the grand Jury are merely making it
convenient for the Committee to get the dispatched materials.
The Committee has subpoena power to get the same materials
that the prosecutors got. There, the prejudice may be created
by the Committee. This, the defendants would deal With in
due course, but the action of the Judge, who will preside at
their trial, to create the possibility of such a prejudice,
can be avoided now through the supervisory powers of this
Court.
(18) Relief sought:
Petitioner prays as follows:
(a) That, pursuant to Rule 21(b) of the
Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, this Honorable Court
order the respondent to file an answer to this petition
within such time as may be fixed by such order.
(b) That after such procedures are carried
out as this Court may direct, a writ or Judicial suggestion
issue having the effect of causing the respondent to expunge

-14said report and return it to the Grand Jury.
(c) And for such other and further relief as
to the Court shall seem just and proper.

FRANK H. STRICKLER
Attorneys for Petitioner
Address: 815 - 15th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
Tel. No. 638-0465
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 20th day of March,
1974, I delivered, copies of the foregoing Petition and its
several attachments (except Exhibit C -- the hearing transcript)
to the Chambers of Respondent, Hon. John J. Sirica, and to
Philip A. Lacovara, Esq. Counsel to the Special Watergate
Prosecutors, 1425 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005, and
mailed, first class mail, postage prepaid, copies to the
following counsel:
James D. St. Clair, Esq.
Attorney for the President
White House
Washington, D.C.
John Doar, Esq. and
Albert Jenner, Esq.
Counsel to the House Judiciary Committee
House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Sidney Dickstein, Esq.
Attorney for defendant Colson
1735 New York Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

-15John M. Bray, Esq.
Attorney for defendant Strachan
1815 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
William G. Hundley, Esq.
Attorney for defendant Mitchell
1709 New York Avenue, #205
Washington, D.C. 20006
Jacob A. Stein, Esq.
Attorney for defendant Parkinson
Ring Building
Washington, D.C. 20036
Thomas C. Green, Esq.
Attorney for defendant Mardian
1700~Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

WT’4"Z’~I~-~mO~I"~, ~,~.~T~ CAAx~.--~O]~’~" ~ WZ~O~
815 R~£ENTH STREW, NORTHWEST

7401 WISCONSIN AVENUE
BETHESDA, MARY~ND ZOO14
30t-656J5700
JO V. MORGAN, JR.
FRANK H. STRICKLER
WILLIAM E. ROLLOW
CHARLES J. STEELE

March 197
Hon. John J. Sirlca
Chfef Judge
United States District Court
United States Court House
Washington, D.C.

(BY HAND)

Dear Chief Judge Slrica:
As Mr. Strlckler and I have been tol~ whenthe
Grand Jury returned an indictment last Friday against our
clients and others, some kind of report was also presented
by the Grand Jury accompanied by a "bulging brief case"
handed up to you by one of the prosecutors. Of course, we
¯ ,have no information as to the contents of the report or of
the brief case. All we do know is that this action of the
Grand Jury overhangs the indictment of our clients, and thus
we have a legal interest in writing you this letter. *
The Grand Jury which acted last Friday is a regular
grand Jury, and according to the law and practice in the
District of Columbia, has no power to do oth&r than indict
or ignore. ** It may not make special reports. It cannot act
under S~ctions 3331-2-3 of Title 18, U.S. Code.
Whether our clients are targets of the report or of
the accompanying contents of the brief case is not our point.
If-they are even incidentally mentioned therein, or if the
contents of the brief case include excerpts from their testimony before the Grand Jury or documents relating to them, as
well as to others, this extra-Judicial act prejudices our
-.-.-~lients and should be expunged or returned to the Grand Jury
with-the Court’s instructions that their act was wholly illegal
and improper .....
Of course, we do no~ have to remind you that Rule 6(e)
of the Federal Rules of Crimina! Procedure permits the Court
to disclose or cause disclosure of matters occurring before ~
Grand Jury only "preliminary to or in coDnect!on with a judicial
proceeding."
’

Hon. John J. Sirica
March 4, 1974
..... Page 2
If the Court has any intention to act differently
from what I suggest, I hope that you will give us ample
advance notice thereof, so that, if we are so advised, the
matters may be presented to the Court of Appeals.
Copies of this letter are being delivered to the
~atergate.Speclal Prosecutor and to counsel for the other
indicted defendants.
Respectfully yours,

JJW: hie

Cf.

Application of UNITED ELECTRICAL RADIO & MACHINE
WORKERS OF AMERICA, et al." (Dis~ric~ Judt~ Weinfeld

Iii ~. Supp. 858 (’1’953)’’ (U.S,D.C.S.D~N.Y.), and
..HAMMOND v. BROWN, 323 F. Supp. 326 (1971), affirmed
:~i’bid," (6th c’ig.), 450 F. 2d 480 (1971)

Beginning with POSTON v. WASHINGTON, ALEXANDRIA~ .&
MT. VERNON RAILROAD COMPANY (1911) 36 App. D.C. 359.
Anything to the.contrary which may be found In Re:
GRAND JURY 1969 (Dist. Judge Thomsen) 315 F. Supp. 662
(1970) has not been recognized ~s the law in the District
of Columbia. The fact that Congress found it necessary
in 1970 (18 U.S. Code 3331-2-3),to legislate presentment
power in a sp.e.cial.gFand jury for the limited purpose
stated therein, is persuasive upon the poin.t that the
right did not exist at common law, as Judge Thomsen
indicated in his opinion.

United States Court of Appeals
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS for the District of Columblo CircuiL

Foe TeE DISTRICT Or COLU~IA CIR.~ ~ g i 1974
HUGH E. KLINE
No. 74-1364
HARRY R. HALDEMI~N, Petitioner,
V.

THE HONORABLE JOHN J. SIRICA,
JUDGE, UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, Respondent.

No. 74-1368
GORDON STRACHAN, Petitioner,
v.
THE HONORABLE JOHN J. SIRICA,
JUDGE, UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, Respondent.

MEMORANDUM FORTHE UNITED STATES
ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT AND THE
¯. GRAND JURY IN OPPOSITION TO THE
PETITIONS FOR WRITS OF MANDAMUS
AND/OR PROHIBITION

STATE~ENT
On March i, 1974, the June 5, 1972 Grand Jury returned
an indictment charging seven persons with various criminal
offenses in the so-called Watergate affair. United States
v. Mitchell, et al., Crim. No. 74-110. At the same time the
Grand Jury submitted to the District Court, under seal, a
Report and Recommendation that stated thatthe Grand Jury
had heard evidence that it regards as having a material bearing on the impeachment inquiry currently being conducted by
the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives.
The Grand Jury recommended that this evidence, submitted to
the District Court contemporaneously with the Report and
Recommendation, should be transmitted forthwith to the House
Judiciary Committee.
Counsel for defendants John D. Ehrlichman and H. R.
Haldeman requested that the Report and Recommendation and
accompanying materials be "expunged or returned to the Grand
Jury" as an "extra-judicial act." Following full argument
by all concerned persons---- including counsel for the President, for all .the defendants in United States v. Mitchell,

I_/ Letter from John J. Wilson, Esq. to the Honorable
John J. Sirica (March 4, 1974) (Haldeman Petition Exhibit B).

2/ See Transcript of Hearing. of March 6, 1974, In re
Findings and Recommendations of Grand Jury No. I, of June
1972, Misc. No. 74-21 (Haldeman Petition Exhibit C) (hereinafter cited as "Tr.").
- 2-

and for the House Judiciary Committee -- Respondent entered
an order on March 18, 1974, directing that the Report and
Recommendation and accompanying materials be delivered to
the House Judiciary Committee. In his attached opinion,
Respondent held that the Grand Jury had "authority to hand
up" its report (p. ii), and.that under the circumstances of
this case, "delivery to the Committee is eminently proper,
and indeed, obligatory" (p. 13). In conclusion, Respondent
noted that the standing of defendants to object to transmittal of the materials is "dubious at best" because their
mention in the Report is "incidental," their trials will
provide ample opportunity for response to any references,
and considerations of possible adverse publicity are "both
premature and speculative" (p. 21). Nevertheless, Respondent stayed his order for two days to permit interested
parties to seek appellate review.
On March 20, 1974, petitioner Haldeman filed a Petition
for a Writ of Prohibition and/or a Writ of Mandamus barring
transmittal of the materials and requiring this Court to
expunge the Report and Recommendation. He also applied for
a further stay of Respondent’s order pending disposition of

3/

his petition.-- On the same day petitioner Strachan filed a

3--/ Petitioner Haldeman initially applied to Respondent
for a similar stay. Respondent denied this application, but
(footnote continued on next page)
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Petition for a Writ of Mandamus and for a Writ of Prohibition
seeking similar relief.4-/
The Special Prosecutor, attorney for the United States
on behalf of Respondent and the Grand Jury, submits this
memorandum in opposition to the petitions for writs of
mandamus and/or prohibition. Despite the importance of this
case, settled principles governing the grant of extraordinary writs, when considered in conjunction with the
findings of Respondent in ordering delivery of the materials
to the House Committee on the Judiciary, require that the
petitions be denied.

(continuation of footnote 3)
extended his stay until 4:00 p.m. on March 21, 1974, to allow
petitioner to apply to this Court. The United States has
filed an opposition on behalf of Respondent and the Grand
Jury to the application in this Court for a further stay.
4-/~etitioner Strachan also seeks .an order requiring
Respondent to discharge the Grand Jury. Neither the basis
nor the reasons for this relief are clear from the Petition
(as required by Rule 21 of the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure), and petitioner has not cited any authority. The
request is so frivolous that a response is not warranted.
We note, however, that Congress has extended the term of this
Grand Jury until June 4, 1974, and has provided for a further
extension of six months if the Grand Jury determines that it
has not completed its business. See Pub. L. 93-172, 87 Stat.
691, Nov. 30, 1973. Compare 18 U.S.C. 3331, on which this
statute was modeled.

4 -

ARGUMENT
At the outset, we emphasize that petitioners are applying to this Court for an extraordinary remedy -- a petition
for a writ of mandamus and/or prohibition. Certain guiding
principles are clear, as delineated by this Court in its
recent decision reviewing the proper circumstances for
issuing these extraordinary writs. Donnell[ v. Parker,
U.S. App. D.C. __, 486 F.2d 402 (1973). First, the petitioner
must show that the ordinary judicial processes open to him,
including appeal, do not afford him an adequate remedy for the
denial of any rights.

Extraordinary writs "may not be used

to thwart the congressional policy against piecemeal appeals,"
Parr v. United States, 351 U.S. 513, 520-21 (1956). But even
assuming arguendo that petitioners can overcome this hurdle,
to secure relief they must show that Respondent totally lacked
the power to receive or act upon the Grand Jury’s Report and
Recommendation or that he grossly abused his discretion in
ordering, that the Report and Recommendation and accompanying

£/

materials be delivered to the House Committee on the Judiciary.

5/ See Will v. United States, 389 U.S. 90, 96 (1967);
Cobbl~dick v.--~ted States, 309 U.S. 323, 326 (1940);a~
v. Parker, su__u~, __ U.S. App. D.C. at __, 486 F.2d
.
6/ See e.~., Will v. United States, supra, 389 U.S. at
95; S~hlagenh~uf v. Holder, 319 U.S. 104, 10-~g~-ll (1964);
(footnote continued on next page)
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"[I]t is clear that only exceptionil circumstances amounting
to a judicial ’usurpation of power’ will justify the invocation of [an] extraordinary remedy." " Will v. United States,
389 U.S. 90, 95 (1967). Furthermore, petitioners have the
"burden of showing that [their] right to issuance of the writ
is ’clear and indisputable..’" Bankers Life & Cas. Co. v.
Holland, 346 U.S. 379, 384 (1953).
It is readily apparent from an examination of the respective petitions that petitioners have wholly failed in meeting
their burden. They make repeated reference to the possibility
of pre-trial publicity resulting from delivery of the
materials to the House Committee on the Judiciary and state
that this publicity, if it occurs, may prejudice them.!/ Not
once, however, do they answer the contention that the District
Court possesses adequate remedies to protect their rights at
the time of trial if any prejudice in fact results. Nor do
they consider that they may raise any objections on appeal if
they are convicted at trial.

(continuation of footnote 6)
Donnelly v. Parker, ~,
U.S. App. D.C.
, 486 F.2d 402;
Application of Deborah J~hns--~, 484 F.2d 791, 7~-95 (7th Cir.
1973); In re Texas Co., 91 U.S. App. D.C. 272, 201 F.2d 177,
cert. dehied, 344 U.S. 904 (1952).

~

pp. 6 .

Haldeman Petition pp. 3, 7-8, 11-13; Strachan Petition

Petitioners also failed to sh~wthat Respondent either
exceeded his authority or abused his discretion. Indeed,
petitioner Haldeman concedes that the federal courts regularly
have upheld the power of grand juries to issue reports and the

8/

power of the District Court to publish them.-- Although this
case is one of exceeding importance and relates to matters of
profound~ationa~ concern, the action of the Grand Jury and of
Respondent, as evidenced by Respondent’s thorough opinion,
accord with settled principles of constitutional history and
judicial precedent and, indeed, represent the only proper
course under the circumstances of this case.
I

PETITIONERS, IF THEY ARE PREJUDICED
BY RESPONDENT’S ORDER, H/~E~AN ~EQUATE REMEDY FOR ANY P~J~/DICE AT
THE TIME OF TRIAL

In his opinion, Respondent concluded that petitioners’
standing to object to delivery of the Report and Recommendation and accompanying materials to the House Committee on the
Judiciary "is dubious at best given the already stated facts
that (1) their mention in the Report is incidental, (2) their
trials will provide ample opportunity for response to such
references, none of which go beyond allegations in the indictment, and (3) considerations of pos~le adverse publicity are
~/Haldeman Petition p. 10.

both premature and speculative. Their ability to seek whatever appellate review of the Court’s decision might be had,
is therefore questionable." (p. 21.) Petitioner Haldeman,
in response, cites Application of .United Electrical, Radio &
Machine Workers, iii F. Supp. 858 (S.D.N.Y. 1953), as dispositive of this point. In that decision, however, Judge
Weinfeld held that the parties objecting to the Report had
standing because they in fact were aggrieved by the report.
They were accused of filing false affidavits with the National
Labor Relations Board, but deprived of the right to defend
themselves, iii F. Supp. at 861. The Report at issue here
is not accusatory, and as Respondent noted, the references to
petitioners are only incidental. Any prejudice they might
suffer is at this time purely speculative.

8_/. The existence of pre-trial publicity does not support,
ipso facto, a claim of prejudicial publicity. The courts "are
not concerned with the fact of publicity but with the assessment of its nature." Silverthorne v. United States, 400 F.2d
627, 631 (gth Cir. 1968), cert. denied, 400 U.S. 1022 (1971).
At this time it is impossible to assess the precise impact of
any such publicity on forthcoming trials, but certain factors
lead us to believe that the impact will be minimal.
First, the degree of publicity will depend on how the
materials are used. The House Committee on the Judiciary
recently promulgated rules specifically designed to guard
against the publication of evidence considered by the Committee
or its staff pursuant to the impeachment inquiry. (Haldeman
Pet. Exh. D.)
(footnote continued on next page)
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But this Court need not concern itself with the standing
of petitioners in the simple constitutional sense of a "case
or controversy." As they explain it, their interest in the
Respondent’s order granting the Grand Jury’s request arises
exclusively from their status as defendants in a pending
criminal case. Even if delivery of the materials to the
House Committee on the Judiciary results in detectable pretrial publicity, the District court can fashion appropriate
remedies, like a continuance or a change of venue, at the
time of trial, in the concrete setting of that case.-- Only at

(continuation of footnote 8)
Second, any publicity stemming from the receipt and use
of the Grand Jury material by the House of Representatives
Committee on the Judiciary, as all prior publicity, will be
largely factual and not’inflammatory. Contrast Sheppard v.
Maxwell, 384 U.S. 333 (1966), and Rideau v. Louisiana, 373 U.S.
7~-g63). It must be remembered’,’ the issue presented for
the courts is not whether a prospective juror is ignorant of
the allegations surrounding a prosecution or the evidence on
which it is based, or even whether he may have some impression
about them, but whether "the juror can lay aside his impression
" or opinion and render a verdict based on the evidence presented
in court." Irvin v. Dowd, 366 U.S. 717, 723 (1961). The
Special Prosecutor is confident that notwithstanding prior
publicity, if jurors are selected with the care required by the
decisions in this Circuit, all defendants ~ill receive a fair
trial.
’9_/ Petitioners’ arguments are wide of the mark, since
suppression of this Grand Jury’s Report and Recommendation, as
they urge, will not terminate the House Judiciary Committee’s
inquiry or preclude the Committee from developing, through more
cumbersome and time-consuming mechanisms, evidence that bears
incidentally on them. The trial court will inevitably be obliged
to assess the actual impartiality of prospective jurors in light
of the publicity that has already occurred and will develop in
any event.
- 9 -

the voir dire for selecting a jury can the court determine
with measured assurance whether petitioners’ predictions of
prejudicial publicity have been borne out by the inability
to select an impartial jury. The governing rule for this
Circuit, as well as the underlying rationale, is stated in
Jones v. Gasch, 131 U.S. App. D.C. 254, 261-62, 404 F.2d 1231,
1238-39 (1967), cert. denied, 390 U.S. 1029 (1968):
"The ultimate question" . . . "is whether
it is possible to select a fair and impartial jury, and the proper occasion for
such a determination is upon the voir ’dire
examination." It is then, and more usually only then that a fully .~de.uuate ap~r.aisa~ of the claim can be made, and it
Is then that it may be found that, despite
earlier prognostications, removal of the
trial is unnecessary. Jurors manifesting
bias may be challenged for cause; peremptory challenges may suffice to eliminate
those whose state of mind is suspect.
Frequently the problem anticipated works
itself out as responses by prospective
jurors evaporate prior apprehensions.
(Emphasis added.)
The availability of adequate remedies in the course of
ordinary judicial proceedings -- either through pre-trial
motions, at the time of trial, or on appeal ~- is fatal to
petitioners’ present applications for extraordinary relief in
advance of their criminal trial and at a time when their forecasts of possible, prejudice are wholly speculative.

i0__/ See page 5 and note 5, ~.

I0-

II
THE GRAND JURY HAS THE
POWER TO ISSUE REPORTS

Petitioner Haldeman contended below that grand juries in
the District of Columbia are limited by practice to the option to "indict or ignore." Certainly, practice alone cannot
establish binding limitations on an otherwise proper exercise
of judicial discretion. But more important, in Gaither v.
United States, 134 U.S. App. D.C. 154, 162 n.19, 413 F.2d 1061,
1069 n.19 (1969), a decisive ruling on grand jury procedure,
this Court expressly recognized the power of a federal grand
jury to make a "presentment" that does not constitute an
indictment:
Even today the grand jury may investigate, call witnesses and make a presentment char~ing a crime. However, the
presentment, even if otherwise an adequate charge, cannot serve as an indict-.
ment and hence initiate a prosecution
under the Federal Rules [of Criminal
Procedure] until approved by a United
States Attorney. (Emphasis added;
citing the Fifth Circuit’s decision in
United States v. Cox, 342 F.2d 167, cert.
~enied, 381 U.S. 935 (1965).)

We rely principally on the opinion below, which carefully
analyzes the authorities which compel the c6nclusion that the
Grand Jury had the power to return its Report and Recommendation of the type involved here (and hence, that Respondent had
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the power to receive it). As the opinion discusses and as
counsel for petitioner Haldeman has conceded both here (Pet.
p. i0} and below (Tr. 9-10, 90), the power of federal grand
ii/
juries to issue reports has been recognized by the Fifth-and Seventh Circuits and two districts of the Fourth Circuit.- Chief Judge Thomsen recently concluded:
The common law powers of a grand jury
clearly include the power to make presentments, sometimes called reports,
calling attention to certain actions
of public officials, whether or not
they amount to a crime. 14/

ll/ In re Grand Jury Proceedings, 479 F.2d 458, 460
-(1973~ United States v. Cox, 342 F.2d 167, 184 (Brown, J.),
180 (Rives, Bell, & GewinT--~J.), 189 (Wisdom, J.), cert.
denied, 381 U.S. 935 (1965).
12/ Application of Johnson, 484 F.2d 791, 797 (7th Cir"
1973)?-.
13/ In re Presentment of Special Grand Jury, January
1969, 3---15 F. sd’pp. 662, 675 (’D. Md. 1970); In re Petition for
Dlsclosure of Evidence Before October 1959 Grand Jur[, 184 F.
Supp. 38, 40 (E.D. Va. 1960).
14/ In re Presentment of S~ecial Grand Jury January
1969,-~upra, 315 F. Supp. at 675." See generally, Hale v.
~el,--~ U.S. 43, 60 (1906); Kuh, The Grand Jur[ "Present~
ment": Foul Blow or Fair-Pla[?, 55 Colum. L. Rev. 1103 ’(1955);
Note, The Grand Jury as an Investigatory Body, 74 Harv. L. Rev.
590 (1961), which dlscuss the origlns of the grand jury’s
common law power to make reports.
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This common law power to submit reports is preserved by the
grand jury’s constitutional status,

and we are not aware

of a single decision holding that a federal grand jury lacks
the power to return a report, without regard to its nature or
content.

16/

Petitioner Haldeman has entreated this Court to consider
his application because, he argues, Respondent’s opinion
announces a new "policy" for the District of Columbia (Pet.
p. 9). We note first that he does not cite any authority

15__/ The Fifth Amendment provides:
No person shall be held to answer
for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury
¯ . . (Emphasis added.)
It is generally recognized that the grand jury, as a constitutional fixture, is"possessed of the same powers that pertained
to its British prototype." Blair v. United States, 280 U.S.
273, 282 (1919); see also Costello v. United States, 350 U.S.
359, 362 (1956); Russell v. United States, 369 U.S. 749 (1962).
The grand jury’s "constitutional prerogatives are rooted in
long centuries of Anglo-American history" and the grand jury
holds a "high place ~0~ U¯ S.
687 (1972)
as 665,
an instrument
of justice."
.
.
Branzbur9 v. Hayes,
16/ The case commonly cited against the power to issue
reports is Judge Weinfeld’s decision in Application of United
Electrical, Radio & Machine K’orkers, supra, iii F. Supp. 858,
which, as Respondent recognized, involved unusual circumstances
and is clearly distinguishable from this case (pp. 9-10). Even
Judge Weinfeld agreed that certain reports "may serve a valuable function and may not be amenable to challenge." 111 F.
Supp. at 869. Moreover, this decision, now more than 20 years
old, has not been followed by any other courts passing on the
powers of federal grand juries.
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indicating that this is a sufficient ground for the issuance
of an extraordinary writ. In any event, this case presents
no question of opening up or encouraging any general policy
or practice, for it is undeniable that the circumstances here
are exceptional and, hopefully, unique. There is no justification for this Court to bypass the ordinary processes of
appellate review to address an issue of limited applicability
-- no matter how much public interest is generated in it -when there is clearly no usurpation of or gross abuse of
judicial power. The existence of the power exercised by the
Grand Jury and by Respondent in these exceptional circumstances is compelling!y clear, and this case does n6t present
the Court with an occasion to define the contours of a general
policy or practice for grand juries in this District under
ordinary circumstances. If a practice jeopardizing the rights
of private citizens in fact threatens to emerge, and represents a clear abuse of judicial discretion, that will be the
time for this Court to take appropriate action.
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III
THE RESPONDENT PROPERLY EXERCISED
HIS DISCRETION TO TRANSMIT THE REPORT AND RECO~LMENDATION AND ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS TO THE HOUSE
COFE4ITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

Respondent, using the criteria set forth in In re Grand
Jury Proceedin@s, ~, 479 F.2d 458, 460 n.2, as his touch17___/
stone,
ruled that "delivery to-the Committee is eminently
proper, and indeed, obligatory" (p. 13). The Grand Jury, he
noted, took "care to assure that its Report contains no
objectionable features, and has. throughout acted in the interests of fairness" (p. ii). The Report is "a simple and
straightforward compilation of information gathered by the
Grand Jury." It is not accusatory, and its focus is the
President of the United States and not any of the defendants
in United States v. Mitchell. These factors were weighed
with the consideration that "we deal in a matter of the most
critical moment to the Nation, an impeachment investigation
involving the President of the United States" (p. 19).

17_// These factors are:
g n r l’e’e’awhether the report describes
community conditions or
ō whether it refers to identifiable
individuals; whether the individuals are mentioned in public or
private capacities; the public
(footnote continued on next page)
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Respondent thus took into account the factors, generally considered by courts in determining whether to disclose or
suppress grand jury reports in whole or in part. There is no
basis here for a contention that Respondent abused his discretion.
Respondent also noted that the circumstances of this
case "might well justify even a public disclosure of the Report" (p. 19). Respondent, however, took the most cautious
course permitted by the compelling public interest, the
course that presents the least risk of leading to prejudicial
pre-trial publicity. Nevertheles% petitioners now assert
that the limited disclosure ordered by Respondent violates
Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure because
the impeachment inquiry is not "preliminarily to or in connection with a judicial proceeding." Nothing in Rule 6(e)
indicates that it was intended to foreclose any proper function of the grand jury. To the contrary, the Advisory Committee Notes to the Rule state that the rule merely "continues

(continuation of footnote 17)
interest in the contents of the
report balanced against the harm
to the individuals named; the
availability and efficacy of
remedies; whether the conduct
described is indictable.
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the traditional practice of secrecy."-- Reporting is an
historical function of the grand jury,

and as the cases

approving disclosure of grand jury reports demonstrate, Rule
6(e) has not been a bar to publication.
In making its Report and Recommendation, the Grand Jury
was respecting the tradition of the House of Representatives.
In 1811, a county grand jury returned a presentment specifying charges against a federal territorial judge. The presentment, with accompanying papers, was duly transmitted to
the House for its consideration of possible impeachment of
that official.

3 Hinds’ Precedents of the House of Repre-

sentatives S 248~ at 985 (1907). Jefferson’s Manual of
Parliamentary Practice as a result states that impeachment may

18__/ 18 U.S.C.A., Rule 6, at 234 (1969).
Rule 6(e) is not absolute in controlling disclosure. The
Second Circuit, in an opinion by Judge Friendly, recently held
that disclosure may be ordered when all interested parties
waive their rights to secrecy, even though disclosure does not
fall within one of the exceptions delineated by the Rule. In
re Biaggi, 478 F.2d at 489 (2d Cir. 1973).
--

i9__/

See pages 12-13 and notes 14-15, ~.

20/ The House appointed a select committee to investigate t-~e grand jury’s charges, and the committee found that
they were not supported by the evidence.
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be set "in motion . . . by charges transmitted from a grand
jury. ,, 2_~/
Rule 6(e) does not preclude any historically proper
disclosures sanctioned by t~e Court. In the first place,
the wording of the rule itself makes entirely clear that it
simply does not apply to a case such as this, where disclosure by the court is involved 2~/Instead the rule is a
~ousekeeping provision intended to restrict disclosure of
information only by jurors, attorneys and other court personnel, subject to the discretion of the court 23-~/This restriction,

21__/ Deschler, Constitution, Jefferson’s Manual, and Rules
of the House of Representatives, H. R. Doc. No. 384, 92d Cong.,
2d Sess., §603 at ~96 (1973)¯
22/ The Grand Jury has asked the Court to exercise its
discr~-~ion to disclose a Report and accompanying material~--properly within Respondent’s control.
.2_~3/ The first two sentences of the rule set forth the
operatlve restrictions:
Disclosure of matters occurringbefore
the grand jury other than its deliberations and the vote of any juror may be
made to the 9ttorneys for the ~overnment
for use in the performance of their
duties¯ Otherwise a ~uror, attorney,
interpreter, stenographer, operator of
~ recordinq d~vice~ Or a~y hypist who
transcribes recorded testimony may disclose matters occurring before the grand
jury only when so directed by the court
preliminarily to or in connection with a
judicial proceeding or when permitted by
(footnote continued on next page)
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which does not apply to the court itself, is expressly made
exclusive:
No obligation of secrecy may be
imposed upon any person except
in accordance with this rule.
In any event, even if Rule 6(e) did apply in these circumstances, the rule "merely emphasizes~ the large legal discretion granted to and resting in the district judge with respect
to grand juries, and the disclosure of testimony given before
it." Application of Johnson, su__~, 484 F.2d at 796 (footnote
omitted). It leaves the district court with discretion to
lift this secrecy when a sufficiently strong showing of need
is made. See £.~., United States v. Proctor & Gamble Co., 356
U.S. 677 (1968); Allen v. United States, 129 U.S. App. D.C. 61,
390 F.2d 476 (1968); In re Petition for Disclosure of Evidence
Before the October 1959 Grand Jury, su__u~, 184 F. Supp. at 40.
The "need" for the House to be able to make its profoundly
important judgment on the basis of all available information
is as compelling as any that could be.conceived. The Grand
Jury concluded that the materials transmitted to the court

(continuation of footnote 23)
the court at the request of the defendant upon a showing that grounds may
exist for a motion to dismiss the indictment because of matters occurring
before the grand jury. (Emphasis added.)
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could have a material bearing on the impeachment inquiry,
and after examining the accompanying materials, Respondent
confirmed "that there can be no question regarding their
materiality to the House Judiciary Committee’s investigation"
(p. 3).
Furthermore, the provision of Rule 6(e) that the Court
may permit disclosure of grand jury proceedings "preliminarily
to or in connection with a judicial proceeding" establishes no
obstacle. The phrase has been construed flexibly. See
Do__~e v. Rosenberry, 255 F.2d 118, 120 (2d Cir. 1958);
Jochimowski v. Conlisk,

F.2d

(7th Cir. December 27,

1973) (14 Crim. L. Rep. 2391), authorizing disclosure of grand
jury evidence to a state bar grievance conunittee and to a
police disciplinary investigation, respectively. It would be
fatuous to contend that Rule 6(e) relegates the need of a
Presidential impeachment inquiry to a lower priority than a
disbarment proceeding or police disciplinary investigation.
Moreover, the function of the House of Representatives
in a Presidential impeachment inquiry, in deciding whether to
prefer charges for "treason, bribery, or other high crimes
and misdemeanors," is akin to that of a grand jury. Impeachment results in a judicial trial before the Senate sitting
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as a Court of Impeachment with the Chief Justice of the
United States presiding.

CONCLUSION
The House of Representatives, by a vote of 410 to 4, has
resolved that the Committee on the Judiciary "is authorized
and directed to investigate fully and completely whether
sufficient grounds exist for the House of Representatives to
exercise its constitutional power to impeach Richard M. Nixon,
President of the United States." H. Res. 803, 93d Cong., 2d
Sess. (February 6, 1974). In the words of Respondent, "[i]t
would be difficult to conceive of a more compelling need than
that of this country for an unswervingly fair inquiry based
on all the pertinent information" (p. 19). It is equally
clear that the public interest requires an expeditious inquiry.

24/ Petitioner Strachan’s reliance on Powell v. McCormack,
395 U.S. 486, 513-14 (1968), and Kilbourn v. Thompson, 103 U.S.
168, 192 (1880), is misplaced. We are not concerned here with
the everyday conduct of legislative affairs, whether or not
quasi-judicial. An impeachment proceeding is sui ~ene.ris, as
Kilbourn itself recognizes. 103 U.S. at 190. Moreover,
judicial "proceedings" are not confined to Article III courts.
See e.g., Palmore v. United States,
U.S.
, 36 L.Ed.2d
--342 ~I~73)
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Any significant delay in transmitting the materials in
Respondent’s custody will needlessly impede the House in the
discharge of its critically important function.
It is particularly significant under the circumstances
that the President -- the focus of the Grand Jury’s Report
and Recommendation -- personally has acquiesced in the
delivery of the materials to the House Co~nmittee on the
Judiciary. The objections to delivery come only from petitioners, whose interests in opposing delivery at this stage
are theoretical at best and cannot override those of the
Nation, the Congress and the President in an informed and
expeditious impeachment inquiry.
The petitions for writs of mandamus ~nd/or prohibition
should be denied, allowing Respondent to transmit the Grand
Jury’s Report and Recommendation and acco~panying materials
to the House Committee on the Judiciary forthwith.
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Respectfully submitted.

LEON JAWORSKI
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PROCEEDINGS
TI~’E CLERK: NO. 74-1354 and 74-1368, IIarry R.
Haldeman and Gordon Strachan, petitioners, v. ~’he Honorable
John J. Sirica.
John J. Wilson, counsel for petitioner IIaldeman.
Mr. Bray, counsel for petitioner Strachan.
Mro Jaworski, Mr. Lacovara and Mr. Kreindler,
counsel for respondent
JUDGE DAZELON : Mr o Wilson.
OILAL ARGUMENT OF JOHN J. WILSON ON
BEHALF OF PETITIONER HALDEMAN
MR o WILSON: ~4ay it please the Court, I shall make
the presentation on behalf of hhe Haldeman .petition~
The Clerk advised Mr. Bray, who will speak on
behalf of the Strachan petition~ that we might divide our
time between us and %9e have agreed that I should take 25
minutes to open; Mr. Bray will take I0 minutes, and %9e will
try to save 5 minutes in rebuttal°
JUDGE BAZELON: Very good.
MR o WILSON: If the Court please~ [ am sure ’that the
framework of this case is kno~;n to the members of the Court,
and accordingly I will not go into a detailed statement" of
facts o
I would just like to say that on the First of March
indictment was handed down~ 13 counts, in %~hich our clienh, Mr.

Haldeman, was named as one of the defendants in several of the
counts; Mr. Strachan in one of the counts.
At the same time the grand jury handed up a series
ofdocuments which in our memorandum, or in our petition, we
have described as a presentment or a report, using the term
interchangeably in the sense of a report. From our information -and we have not seen any of this material at all, or I haven’t,
~e Haldeman counsel have seen none of the material at all-we understand that there was a 2-page letter of some sort, a
more extensive memorandum, and one or two briefcases containing
material.

..
JUDGE BAZELON: Were you offered the opportunity of

seeing any of this?
MR. WILSON:

I think we were offered the opportunity

to see at least the two-page letter.
JUDGE BAZELON: Two-page letter. Anything else?
MR. WILSON: I am sure we were not offered the
opportunity to see the material in the suitcase. And I do
not believe, if I am correct about this, we were even offered
the opportunity to see the more elaborate memorandum, whatever
that may be, which apparently is a description of the contents
of the briefcase.
Now, if the Court please~ I would like to start with
point that was raised in Judge Sirica’s opinion for the first
time, and that is our standing to have been able to bring about

5
the hearing in his court on the 6th of March.
Fearing over the weekend, after the report had been
returned to him, that it might be sent up to the House
committee promptly, Mr. Strickler and I dispatched a letter to
Judge Sirica in which we raised the points that practice in
the District of Columbia had been not to have grand juries
file special reports. We questioned whether under Rule Vl
of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure Judge Sirica had
the power to send this up. Ax, d interwoven in the whole package
-- and this is the end result that we are driving toward --is the publicity which is risked and the consequent lack of
a fair trial may occur~
Now, we chose to bring the petition in the name of
Mr. Haldeman because ~e felt that the~e is a very likely tie
between Mr. Haldeman and the package of documents. ~n other
words, if the Court please, ~ think it is a moral certainty that
¯ the so-called March 21 tape~ or a transcription of it, is in
that package. And I a[<~ sure that nobody is going to dispute our
guess about that because it is -- while it is not a guess
based upon fact, it is a guess based upon -- it’s an infoz’med
guess, if I may call it that°
No~ Mr. Haldeman is indicted in the eighth count
for perjury, and this t~pe would be the Government’s principal
evidence to attempt to establish his false statement. So
that we began with the idea that the ne~u~ between Mr.
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Haldeman and this briefcase of papers was a sure thing.
Now, Judge Sirica has indicated that a gre~tldeal
of material relating to the indictment is in this package.~
On page 21 of his opinion, in III, under subitem 2, about
eight lines down, "Their trials will provide ample opportunity
for response to such references, none of which go beyond
allegations in the indictment."
This ~ a negative way of saying, I think pretty
convincingly, that evidence relating to the indictment is in
this package.
Moreover, on an earlier page, and this would be
page ii of the opinion, in the first full paragraph on the
page, the last sentence says, ."The report is a simple and
straightforward compilation of information gathered by the
grand jury and no more."
Simple and no more surprise meo But they gi~e me
enough information to believe that the evidence upon which
Mr. ~aldeman and perhaps all the other defendants were indicted
in’ this 13 count indictment is in some formor another contained
in this package which is headed for the House Judiciary
Committee°
So that we say~ that beginning with the idea that
there is a real connection between Haldeman and this bag of
papers~ we go on to indicate that there is no assurance
against ~bsolute secrecy on the ~illo
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In a colloquy between Mr. Do.rr, counsel for the
co,~.ittee, and Judge Sirica, Mr. Dorr said that he could not
guarantee that there would not be leaks° He didn’t think there
would be one, but he would not guarantee against them.
Then in another statement of his, and I think it’s
on page 23, in that area, 25, Mr. DorT said the following.
I won’t read what went before, although Judge Sirica said,
"What do you mean by that?" Mr. Dorr said, "By that ~ mean
if at a later time in the course~ of the impeachment inquiry~
if some of this material~ we know not what it is, the House
Judiciary Committee and House felt it was necessary in meeting
its constitutional obligations to release this as part of the
report to the House .to consider it as part of the hearing,
that it was essential in the course of the impeachment
process, that it is possible the defendant could argue that
that publicity might have prejudiced his case and at that time
the Court would consider that on the specifics of that particular
circumstance and the Court would have a nut,bet of alternative
ways to safeguard the rights of the defendant."
So I say that counsel for the con~ittee has conceded
the risk of leaks and has recognized the possibility of
prejudice from those leaks°
In addition to that, the -JUDGE LEVENTHAL: i hesitate to interrupt, Mr. Wilson~
but it seems to me what Mr. Do~r was saying there was that

even if there are no leaks, when the time comes for the
Impeachment Committee, if it does make a presentatio~i~o the
H~dse, it would inolude in the record whatever was available.
MR. WILSON: Yes, your Honor.
JUDGE LEVENTHAL~ That is not really a leak.’ That is
a deliberate disclosure to the House for its constitutional
functioning.
MR. WILSON~ Believe me, sir, I was about to say that~
May I say it my way?
JUDG~ LEVENTHAL~ Fine. Yes.
MR.~ WILSON: I was about to refer to the little
brochure issued by the committe~ on its rules for handling. And
on the last page, in the last line, it is expressly stated that
material gathered by the committee may be released on a majority
vote ~of the committee.
Now, to repeat what Judge Leventhal has just~indicated,
we don’t h~ve to blame the media, ~e don’t have to blam~ the
leaks. In the very course of an impeachment hearing by this
committee, prior to the trial which is s~t for September 9 of
this year, this material is almost surely to be made public.
So I don’t think, when Judge Sirica speaks about
speculation about leaks and this sort of thing, he hasn’t
reckoned with realities o~ the situation° And as Judge Leventhal
has said, with the very functioning of this committee, this
material will come out, and in all probability it ~ill come out
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before September° So that we are faced with the risks as
we have said in our petition, of being tried by the press and
being tried in the public, and going to trial before we have had
the opportunity to cross-examine witnesses or to give rebuttal
testimony.
Now, this situation, this a~gument that a fair trial
will only present itself as the trial goes on is sheer fiction.
We know from the publicity this matter has got that the press -and I mean no criticism of the press -- will write whatever
the contents of that report and those briefcases are that are
made available to them. And they will draw conclusions from
this.
So it is a moral certainty that this material is
going to be made public, it is a moral certainty that we will
be tried in the press ~n "the minds of a great many people,
~ith the result that it is impossible to get a fair trial~
Now, that’s the burden of our attack on Judge Sirica’s
action°
JUDGE McGOWAN: Mro Wilson, isn’t it sometimes true
that trial judges exercise an admitted discretion in a way
which certainly in te~s of how facts work out was unwise and
could conceivably amount to abuse of discretion? But does
that ordinarily invoke our extraordinary powers with respect
to writs of prohibition, writs of mandamus?
MR. W~LSON: We think it does, sir. We think a lack
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ofjurisdiction or an abuse of discretion under the cases may
be available. We think the Seventh Circuit case, in the
Jo~mson case, indicates that this extraordinary method of
mandamus -JUDGE McGOWAN: As I read your petition, it seemed
to me that you were saying that so far as the power of the grand
jury to report, you weren’t really making anything of that.
You could find no evidence of a practice or custom of doing that
in.this Circuit, but that was a ~atter of practice or custom,
and it was really a~matter of policy rather than of law. Is
that a fair characterization?
MR. WILSON: That is a fair characterization. The
reason I wanted your Honors to pass upon this question is that
you may declare the. policy to be that grand juries can’t make
.reports. You may find it is a mixed question of law and facts.
JUDGE~cGOWAN: But my point is that Judge Sirica
presumably, against that bac]~ground, has exercised his discretion
with~respect to the matter of policy, not with respect to thee
violation of a rule o~ law.
MR. WILSON: Nell, I don’t believe ~e are in the
ordination situation where we have alternative remedies~ And
I think it is not a serious stretch of the all writ statute
that your }~onors in this situation may weigh his discretion.
We do not have any right of appeal here, sir. This proceeding
arose not in the case in which the indictments were returned.
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This proceeding arose, if I may say so, maybe with pride or
with lack of pride, by ~ir letter.
Years ~go I wouldn’t have thought of writing letters
to court, but this seems to be done more frequently now. And
I felt that my conservatism should not deter us from instituting
this proceeding via letter.
Now, %.that is our appealable position? Is this a
final order?
JUDGE McGOWAN: Well, I was about to say isn’t it
true that failure to provide rights of appeal usually reflects
a judgment, perhaps by the legislature or by the courts, that
the ~tter, ~e questions~ are premature and that they can be
raised again under circumstances which provide our protection.
Isn’t that the usual reason for not providing right of appeal?
Isn’t that behind the finality of the order?
MR. WILSO~~°: Yes. But ! would reply to your Honor
by saying due process would not help us here to catch the
horse after the door is open and the horse is on his way.
In other wo~:ds, after this has gone up~ after we go to trial~
and if we are convicted, we come up here and a~gue this
shouldn’t have happened. I can’t believe that the Fifth
Amendment is such that we do not have some opportunity for
appellate review of this situation at this moment. It will
moot itself, in a certain sense, or it will put us to a trial

in the face of this material.
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I Say, sir, that while I am as aware as you are of
the narrowness of extraordinary risk~,I find them to be availed
of in comparable situations. I find them to be availed of in
a .case in the Supreme Court, the United States v. United States
Dis~ric~ Co~, in which the Supreme Court spoke about the use
ofextraordinary risks in order to reach deviations of grand
juries from their normal way to proceed..
JUDGE MacKINNAN:COunsel, am I mistaken, you aren’t
re~ying .on Rule VI-C in this respect? I think, wasn’t it
JudgeWelnfeld that fou~ standing to protect the rights
guaranteed by Rule VI-C?
MR. WILSON: He sure did.
JUDGE ~aCKINNAN:~Id isn’t that the same situation
he~e?

MR. WILSON: Yes, it is. I hope when I say.~t is that
i’~unde~stand you correctly, because what I say is t’~a~ilI think

Judge ~einfeld’s opinion here is a veritable bible, g~Tdebook
Honors in this case°
JUDGE~Ia~KINNAN~ I just wanted to get your.¯90~ition.
MR. WILSON" Yes, it is, that people who: weren’t
~~i~!Nrget, let’s say, of the special report, had sta~n~ding
~i. ~’~udge weinfeld to have this hearing and had s~ing
the question that he had no power under VI-E to

Mr. BDay, I think, is going to speak a little more
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than I will to whether this is being released preliminarily to
or in connection with a judicial proceeding.
I want to say to Judge McGowan that I didn’t mean
to throw away my position when you paraphrased me on that° I
am still adhering to it, and I would like to speak to that
in a moment.
But let me come back and talk about this problem, of
grand juries making reports.
We say without contradiction for at least 50 years,
and that is my span of experience at this bar, I have never
seen a special report come in. Now, the use of the Gaither
case as evidence of a special report -- Judge Wright, you
wrote that opinion, and I don’t think i have to argue to you
or any of your brethren on the bench that that case does not
stand for a special report by a g~and jury. And Judge Sirica
was not sure of it. ~e referred to it at one point and then
he said, "The only time I know of a special report or a
presentment being approved or not approved or acted upon would
be where the U.S. attorney refused to sign the indictment°"
So that I just brushed it aside as being a red herring in this
case ever since -JUDGE ~RIGHT: It is a good opinion, though, isn’t it?
(Laughter°)
MR. W~LSON~

Oh~ Judge Wright, ! think it is wonderful.

think the precept that your Honor laid down there we are
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going to raise below in another context, I assure you.
But the cases that are relied upon front ~e circuits,
we have disuussed the~ in our petition. Judge Sirica left
out -- I don’t mean he did it purposely -- left out a sentence
from the~FifthCirauit’s decision of last summer. Judge
Thompson of Baltimore touted .~udge Wisdom’s concurring
opinion in the Co__x.xcase in the FifthsCircuit in 1965, and cites
that the certiorari was denied. Judge Cox’s decision was not
in issue in the certiorari in,the Supreme Court. His whole
~lassical,.schol~rly discussion, dissert~tlon, was dictum to
the decision of that c~Seo
~ut the interestin~ thing is that when the Fi~th
Circuit had the Woodward case before it in 1973 ±n which the
issue was raised as to the power of a grand jury in the ~’ifth

?
Curouit to make reports, they predemitted the question. In
other words~ if Judge Wisdom’s decision in

9o_ xwas

so powerful

as to guide Judge Thompson over in Baltimore in the release~
then why didn’t they say so in the W._oodw____ar_~case in ~’737 They

?
sidestepped it. That’s my interpretation of predemit. I hope
it is a correct one.
Now, the result of all this is~ X said to Judge
Sirica, and I say to your }~onors, it is a very dangerous
. ~
practice to open up grand 3ur..es’
rights ’to special reports.
They are indispensable. There is no way really "to attack them
except on libel suits against the grand jury and that sort of
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thing. But there wi!l be a rash of them, as sure as I am
standing up here, if this Court puts its imprimatur upon a
grand jury making reports.
Now we are making the argument, this is an extraordinary case. This is a case leading to impeachment. Judge
Sirica asked me below, "The President wants these papers to
go up. What have you got to say, Mr. Wilson?"
I said, "I am not representing the President.
am representing two indicted defendants in a criminal case.
And our position is no matter how extraordinary this may be in
the way of impeachment,, the rights of our clients should not
be sacrificed in order to accomplish this result."
So that our position is "on the standing, we thin|~ we
urge you not to put your approval upon grand jury reports,
even in the special case.
And c~,ing to the second point, Rule VI-E case,
want to leave that t0 Mr. Bray, but I am not walking away from
its Judge MacKinnon. X believe in it. And the cases cited by
Judge Sirica are generally District Court cases. The one
by Judge Friendly in the Second Circuit, the Biagi cases
was a case in which tile man before the grand jury sought his
own information, his own report, as I recall it. But the
decision of law upon the scope of V!-E, in our judgment, is
confusing, it’s unclear. Judge Sirica admits it’s unclear.
But this brings into play again his discretion.
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Is it not clear, if, for example, an impeachment proceeding
is not a judicial proceeding and there is no case that says
it is, and the Kilbourn case simply says the Senate has
judicial power, but so have administrative bodies from time
tO tin~ Judicial power.
So the law isunclear upon the subject. But here
again, Judge McGowan, theabuse of Judge Sirica’s discretion
arises in stretching this rule beyond its literal limits in
order to accomplish his end result.
JUDGE McGOWAN: It seems to me that he either is or
is not barred by Rule VI-E from making disclosure of this kind.
And if he is .not, then is in the area of his discretion
presumably where he can make hiswise decisions or lousy
decisions so far as the exercise of discretion is concerned.
But does the writ of prohibition exist to correct decisions
which are simply unwise~ discretionary decisions that are unwise?
MR. WILSON,~ Your Honor, I don’t believe I can accept
the dogmatic observation that the rule either does or it doesn’t,
in view of the decisional law upon the subject. I think that
there is a gloss over that rule which involved discretion.
In other words, now, Judge Learned Hand, in the Doar case.
released the grand jury information to disbarment committee,
but recognized that the disbarment committee was simply one
stage toward a judicial disbamsent and therefore it was
preliminary to or in connection with a judicial proceeding.
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And while Judge Hand did not have our problem before him, he
dwelt upon the idea that this was going to end up in a
judicial proceeding in his case.
Now, there is a case, a decision by Judge Kirkland
here in which the Police Trial Board -- there was no indication
this was going into a judicial proceeding. In that case they
released some grand jury material. So that you will find a
rather confusing -- you really can’t reconcile these decisions.
And I think what comes out of it is that in between yes and no
is maybe, and that is where the area of discretion exists.
JUDGE LEVENTI~L: X am not sure whether this question
properly belongs to you or Mr. Bray~ but I will ask it of you
and signal Mr. Bray:¯ What do you say to the simple point that
if there is an impeachment~ the Senate sits as a court of
impeachment -- court of impeachment -- presided over by the
Chief Justice? And what the House is doing here, although it
may not be completely analogous to a grand jury, as Judge
Sirica has put it, is nevertheless preliminary, would be
preliminary, depending upon the action which it takes, to
~he convening of a court of impeachment. This is a court.
I mean in this particular case, under the Constitution, it
s;~I¯hS as a court. And if there is a quality of Rule VI that
the gr¯and jury p~oceedings may be transmitted for the use of
a court, X don’t think we have to get into the question of
whether it can be leaked out, as in the Weinfeld opinion, or
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used for informing the public at large, or any of these other
questions, or open the door .wide to possible misuse of grand
jury material, just to hold that it can be -- that there is
authority under the rule to transmit it to a court.
MR. WILSON: Your Honor, I don’t want to steal Mr.
Bray’s thunder, but let me say to you that I think if you
adhere to the idea that the Senate is a court in a judicial
sense, you will be the first one who ever said it.

In other

words, the Supreme Court did not say it in Kilbourn. V. Thompson,
and as scholarly as you ares sir, I don’t have to tell you what
the debates on the Constitution had to say upon the subject
of why the Chief Justice was put in something of an arbiter
over a Senate, of whom some of the framers of the Constitution
felt they couldn’t trust.
JUDGE MacKINNON: Of course, there would be. a
conflict of interest with the Vice President sitting in a court
of impeachment because if the President were impeached, he would
assume office.
MRo WILSON: Yes° Yes, Your Honor, I would like
to follow up on that and say that the Chief Justice was
chosen as a sign~ as a token, not as a judicial officer. And
you can read the pages of Kilbourn Vo Thom~.so_~nfrom beginning
to end and you will not find any statement except one sentence
which says _m and it’s dictum in that case -- one sentence
which says that when the Senate sits in impeachment, it. has
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judicial powers.
And I say to your Honors~ as I indicated a couple
of moments ago, that administrative bodies exercise judicial
power. They summon witnesses, they put them under oath.
These are characteristics of the judiciary.
So I come back to Judge Leventhai that you would
be making new law by giving it that characterization.
JUDGE McGOWAN: Suppose the grand jurors had ga%hered
as citizens and individuals after hours and had said to
themselves, ~’Look, we have heard material today that we think
the House committee ought to know about." Obviously, they
could not in themselves march over and make that known. Is
that right? Rule VI-E would prevent it. Isn’t that maybe
the purpose of Rule VI-E to prevent just that from happening,
that they have to go to the judge, get the judge"s consent
to disclose ±t?
¯MR. WILSON: Your Honor, you, if I may say so very
respectfully -- you know ~ghat a high regard I have for you,
sir -- you are falling into the trap of.looking at this case,
as the Government argues,sui generis. As I said before
Judge Sirica the other day~ before the House Committee gets
through, they a re going to suspend the Fifth Amen~%ent to
get things done in this case.
Let me put your question differently. Suppose this
grand jury ~orking overhours found information against you
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and wanted to publish it -- and I use you as an example of me
and everybody else, ordinary citizens -- would you take that
gracefully? Would you think that was proper? Would you want
a grand jury to go off with this unauthorized method of condemnlng extrajudiciary any Tom, Dick, and Harry they have mind
todoit? Or is it only because the PEesident of the United
States is involved in th~s case that ~e courts will be more~
liberal in construing rules and construing the Constitution,
in giving rights where rights don’t exist?
JUDGE McGOWA~ I might be dissatisfied with the
time sequence in which I had to seek my relief, but I~would
be indignant, I ~ sure of that°
MR. WILSON: If you came to me, I ~ould espouse your
cause one thousand percent.

~.

(Laughter.)
JUDGE McGOWAN:

sure that is the reassurance I

~ontinually have.
MR. WILSON: Thank you, your Honors.
JUDGE BAZELON: Mr. Bray°
ORAL ARGUMENT OF JOHN Mo. BRAY ON BEHALF
OF PETXTIONER~TBACHAN
MR. BRAY~

May it pl~ase the Court, I am Jo~% Bray

for petitioner Gordon Strachan~
The question of the standing of petitioner Strachan
may be somewhat different from the standing of petitioner
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Haldeman. But, your Honors, it is my understanding from a
quick reading of the Government’s response, which we just
received this morning, that the Government doesn’t really so
much contest the standing of the petitioners here as it does
challenge our right to some relief, particularly the
extraordinary relief that is sought here.
But with a brief reference to standing, I can
suggest only that we are not here as a complaining neighbor
or a complaining taxpayer or a complaining consumer, but as
petitioners who feel that their rights to a fair trial, their
rights to be judged by an impartial jury, aside from what !
have termed I think justifiably the potential cyclon~ of
publicity that is going to attend a presidential impeachment.
I think the Court should discard any norm~l rubric
of standing or of the right to be here at all when rights of
this soft in an extraordinary situation of this sort are
involved.
As the Supreme Court itself has said in the Data
Processi~g~ S~r.~ic~ c~s~ that most o~ the rubrics about
standing are largely meaningless or ~orth!~ss as s~ch.
~ith respect to the p~rticular object of the
complaint, the concern that we have, I think it is difficult
fo~ ~ny of us in this courtroom to address ourselves as to
what we are talking about. I have requested the right and
been granted the right to revie~ the two-page report and
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recommendation that is mentioned here. I thought that having
read Judge Sirica’s opinion and seen his characterization of
that report as nonaccusa~ory and being simply a compilation
of evidence, that I would either agree or disagree with that
having read that report.
~aving read that two-page report and nothing more
and having understood that my rights to read anything were
limited to that t~¢o-page report, I can’t see any basis
whatever for any description of compilation of evidenoe~ nor
can I see any basis for any description ofwl~ether what We
are talking ~bout is materiel.-- and ~ think the Judge did
use that term advisedly; he thought it was of some importance.
The two-page report I s~ tells ~e essentially nothing.
¯here apparently is at least on~ other document°
And I didn’t know this until ~ ~ead that t~o-page report and
then cam~ b~ck -- I didn’t know it until ~ came back and reread
Judge Sirica’s opinion. Now, just wh~t did he s~y ~bout it?
~pparently there is a separate compilation of evidence~hich
Ihave not seen and therefore ~hich doesn’t disclose to me
whether it in any w~y i~volves directly or indirectly
petitioner Straohano
JUDGE ~cGO~: You mea~ there ~re two ~ompilations
o~ evidence, or ~at "there is ~ summ~ry of e compilation of
evidence?
MR. BRAY: Your Honor, first, I am forbidden to
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speak about what is in the report, of course. We are in open

court.
JUDGE McGOWAN: No.
MR. BRAY: But I think Judge Sirica has accurately
described in his own opinion the two-page report as essentially
a transmittal letter, and I would agree with that, with the
modification essentially. He has also described it as a
report that does purport to focus on the President of the
United States. Again, I agree with that.
But as to whether this is a compilation of evidence,
whether it is nonaccusatory, that it relates only incidentally
to the indicted defendants -~
JUDGE McGOWAN: I understand those points you are
making. I thought you detected from Judge $±rica’s opinion
some indication that there were really three separate pieces
of paper,to oversimplify~ One~ the report; one, something
else; and third, this collection of evidence°
MR. BRAY: That is my view, ~y inference.
JUDGE McGOW~ That is the inference you draw,
at least from Judge Sirica’s opinion.
MR. B~qAY: ~es~ Particularly from a review of
footnote ! in Judge Sirica’s opinion ~here he doesindicate
hehas perused the materials on Monday, March 4th. So ~
would have to conclude that the judgments about the materiality,
the judgements about the nonaccusatory nature with respect to
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the petitioners, come from a source other than what I have seen.
Therefore, I think that any decision really should be a betterinformed decision as to just what we are talking about.
JUDGE BAZELON: What would you suggest we do to
amend that?
MR. BRAY=

Your Honor, I don’t want to affirmatively

suggest anything that would bring about a further disclosure
of any of the materials here that would create a possibility
of leaks or anything like that. But it certainly seems
appropriate to me for this Court to view whatever Judge
Sirica has viewed.
Now, I question the status of anyone viewing actual
grand jury proceedings, evidence, or transcripts at this stage
for this reason at the request of the House committee and the
Special Prosecutoras Office. But some further clarification
as to what we are talking about is at least essential, from
my position today.
JUDGE MaoKI}~O~o This is certainly a judicial
proceeding.
MR. BRAY: That is correct. Article fiX.
The concern X have~ therefore, is really not a concern
with a report of a grand jury o~ %~e power of a grand jury
to report, and I have not raised any objection to the power of
a grand jury to issue a presentn~nt or a report.
JUDGE WRXGHT: Do you concede this?
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MR. BRAY: Pardon me?
JUDGE WRIGHT: You concede this?
MR. BRAY: I don’t concede it. I don’t raise it.

JUDGE WRIGHT:

Did you read the Seventh Circuit

case in Johnson?
MR. BRAY:

Jakamowski?

JUDGE WRIGHT: Johnson.
MR. BRAY: Johnson. No I haven’t, your Honor.
JUDGE WRIGHT: Counsel -- Mr. Wilson -- relied on
it. It holds flatly that the grand jury had -- ! will read it.
"We affirm the action of District Court in holding that the
grand jury had authority to make the report."
MR. BRAY: The Seventh Circuit confirms the wisdom
of my not raising that point in this court, then.
(Laughter.)
My concern ±s with the disclosure of evidence or
summary of evidence. And as to that, I believe that the best
description of the case law that I have seen~ in view of t~
speed of these proceedings, Your Honor -- I certainly confess
I have by no means seen every case,

either that X have

heard of or that has been cited with respect to the potential
disclosure of evidence or proceedings before a grand jury.
But the ones that I have scrambled to see by and large involve
situations where no one has been indicted, they involved
situations where a presentment is handed up or tendered by a

grand jury, and the United States attorney in Baltimore or
in Mississippi refuses to sign it for what~ are presumably very
good reasons.
As to disclosure of evidence and proceedings from
one grand jury to perhaps a Bar Association~ disciplinary
proceeding, I suggest that such a case may very well be
distinguishable on the very basis of Rule VI-E. VI-E is in
firm terms, I believe, a prohibition against disclosure by
the grand jury. Indeed, if the grand jury disclosed evidence
on i~s own, I believe the grand j~rors did so, would be in
contempt at least. Rule VI-E talks in terms of disclosure
by the court to another judicial proceeding.
JUDGE McGOWAN: That is quite clearly a limitation
on the judge’s power, not just on the people who have been
n~med before that, is that right?
~R. BRAY~ I agree. Right.
As to ~hether or not the House inquiry for the
impeac|~ent of ~e President is a judicial proceeding, again
this is the only, and the Sp~ci~l Prosecutor’s Office itself
indicates hop~ul~y the only, inquiry of this type that ~e
willhave in modern times° Th~r~ is no clear authority.
The authority that I have cited is authority discussing
other situations~ but in terms that we are dealing with here, in
terms of whether or not a court can look at the action of the
House of Representatives, seating or refusing to seat one of
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its members, and in Paul v. McCormick, I think the court
rejected in rather strong terms the concept that judicial
power of the United States was vested in certain respects in
the House of Representatives. The court said that the
Constitution in no way takes that power away from the courts,
and the courts can hear that case.
I agree with Mr. Wilson that you read Kilbourn v.
Thom~99~nL, the 1880 case, dealing again with a much different
situation, and it is a long opinion, it speaks throughout the
opinion of the term "judicial powers" that the House of
Representatives has. But~ again~ in our time, there are so
many agencies, large and small, that have things that can be
called judicial powers, the power to subpoena, the power to
do a great variety of things -JUDGE MacKINNON: Judicial power is t~he power to
decide, isn’t it, to judge?
MR. BRAY: That, I thinks is the concept of
judicial power that is at the heart ofArticle III, and I
think is also embodied in Rule VI-E, the power to judge and
the power to exercise the historical judicial power of the
United States.
But I think in these terms that is the power that
this court has and the House of Representatives doesn’t have.
JUDGE MacKINNON: Well, it has initially, and the
Senate certainly has eventually, doesn’t it?
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MRo BRAYs"

They have the power to impeach the

President.
JUDGE MacKINNON: Well, they judge, don’t they, in
that respect?
MR. BRAY: It is certainly a form of judgTaent, your
Honor.
JUDGE MacKINNON= The provision in the Constitution
which says that the Senate shall be on oath or affirmation
indicates that they are going to judge in accordance with the
law and the facts, doesn’t it? Isn’t that what it means?
MR. BRAY: Well, it doesn’t require that, but that is -JUDGE MacKINNON: That is what it says.
MR. BRAY: Well, that is a judicial power, and I
think that is not necessarily enough to create a judicial
proceeding within the meaning of Rule VI-E.
JUDGE MacKINNON: What does ’that statement mean,
then, that they are going to be on oath or affirmation?
MR. BRAY: That it will be done with normal judicial
powers° It will be done, in fact, if your Honorw~ll,~in the
~aya.judicial proceeding is often conducted.
But everybody that puts people under oath ~e~tainly
~si~no~t..a judicial proceeding to whom grand jury reports can be
~isclOsedo
JUDGE McGOWAN: But it is also possible to read
this R~le VI-E, ~. Bray, taking the limitation I just referred
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to as being on ~e judgers power, namely, he has to disclose
to a judicial proceeding. But that relates back only to those
cases in which these named persons can have the consent of
the judge to make disclosure?
~. BPJ.~Y: Excuse me. You mean -JUDGE McGOWAN: Xn other words, can you conceive
of a situation where no juror or attorney, or interpreter,
stenographer, operator~ recording operator or typist has any
interest in making a disclosure, so that the matter is befo~’~
the judge directly as to whether there are circumstances
in which he thinks ±t is in the public interest to make a
disclosure and that therefore he would not under that interpretation be subject "to limitation it had to be to a judicial
proceeding, would he? Or is that a possible reading?
MR. B~.¥: Under ’that interpretation, your Honor,
! ~!ink %,e have discarded the only limitation of Rule VI-E
as to the judge’s action~ X kn~ of no authority for that
interpretation, unless cases -JUDGE McGOWAN: ~ am just reading the language -I am just trying to look at the languaqe is all.
MR. BRA’S: We have c~,e up with cases such as
In re B__~%~where Mr. ~iagi himself asks for disclosure first
of a certain statement from the grand jury and then later
of a larger part of his grand jury materials.
Well, here this perhaps highlights one of the
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greatest problems that we have in this case with respect to
not only the prejudicial publicity that may come, but also the
fact that this case, this extraordinary case that is of such
great importance to the nation, but is also of such great
importance to petitioner Gordon Strachan, this is starting off
with a somewhat topsy-turvyapproach.
Petitioner Strachan, for example, has himself
requested his grand jury testimony and been denied it. To
disclose it to the House of Representatives immediately, I
think, has to be done,at the very least, based on a tremendous
showing of critical need. We can’t belittle the significance
of these proceedings of the United States and we have no
interest in delaying anything about them. But a showing of
need should entail~ in my view, a sh~;ing that the information
that we are talking about here isn’t somehow or other immediately
available to them by calling as witnesses the people who have
been suggested in the newspaper as the prime witnesses for this
matter.
Now, I don’t know whether or not those people are
available to the House of R~presentativeso I don’t know whether
t~e~materials are available to the House of Representatives.
But there has been utterly no showing of this need to take
the grand jury’s proceedings, the grand jury evidence~ presumably
on the basis of which petitioner Strachan was indicted, and
sending "that up to the House of Representatives so that this
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highly p~blicized, highly emotional impeachment proceedings
~ill have the view to the public as being based, at least in
part, on the same evidence on which petitioner Strachan was
indicted. I think absent a far greater showing of need, there
should be great caution in disclosing -JUDGE BAZELON: Your time is up, Mr. Bray.
If there are no further questions -JUDGE ROBINSON: Yes, I have one.
Even assuming a violation of Rule VI, .how do you
reach that violation, either on mandamus or prohibition?
MR. BRAY: I suggest a prohibition, your Honor.
JUDGE ROBINSON: And by what process of reasoning?
MRo BRAY: I think -- well -JUDGE ROBINSON: Mere violation of Rule VI takes
the judge beyond his jurisdiction?
MR. BP4\Y: Well, certainly the violation of Rule VIo
i think Rule VI, our position is that that is the limit of
the judg"e’s authority° Beyond that, the judge has no discretion.
Unless it is a disclosu~’e to a judicial proceeding, he has no
power and he has gone beyond his jurisdiction in transmitting
e~lidence, wholly aside from the question of whether a grand
j.~ry can report .-- tranmnitting evidence to a proceeding which
is not a judicia! proceeding.
JUDGE~ ROBINSON: You, of course, are aware of
decisions that a mere violation of one of the Federal rules
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is not a basis for invoking mandamus, including a decision
of this Court within the last year?
MR. BRAY : Yes, your Honor.
JUDGE ROBINSON: Under Rule XXXV.
MR.. BRAY: I am aware of that one where we are
talking about Federal rules.
Rule VI-E, I think, as the Special Prosecutor|~s
papers have pointed out, is a rule that is based on great
historical precedents, on the awesome functions of a grand
jury. I think that rule stands on its o~n, stands quite
apart from the more procedural rules.
MR. ROBINSON:
JUDGE BAZELON:

Thank you.
Further questions?

Being none, thank you, Mr. Bray.
MR. BRAY: Thank you.
JUDGE BAZELON: 5~. Lacovara.
IORALARGU~qENT OF PHILIP A. LACOVARA
ON BEJ~ALF OF THE RESPONDENT
MR. LACOVARA: Thank you, your Honor.
May it please the Court, I am Philip Lacovara,
counsel for the United States, and I am appearing here this
mo~nlng on behalf of Chief Judge Sirica, the respondents and
~e grand jury.
We have filed a brief this morning which outlines
our position. Essentially our position is that we are here
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too early, approximately a year too early, I would project,
because ~¢e are summoned here in response to petitioners for
writs of prohibition and/or mandamus, extraordinary writs which
as their name indicates are to be granted only in extraordinary
circumstances when there are no other remedies available and
when the petitioners are able to show that some irreparable
injury will be suffered.by them unless the court acts in
some preemptory fashion.
The arguments this morning focusing on the question
of standing have addressed the interest that these petitioners
bring before the Court and demonstrate, we believe, that they
have not met the test for invoking an extraordinary writ.
Their interest in appearing before the Court is
simply that as two of the seven defendants indicted in the
so-called Watergate coverup case~ they may be exposed if ’these
materials are delivered to the House Judiciary Co~,%nittee to
some publicity that may result either from a leak or from
the conscious and proper use of this information~by th~ House,
which publicity may be prejudicial and which may affect theZE
ability to obtain a fair trial on th~.s indictment.
All of these factors are sheer speculation ±n the
most classic sense. Dut more than that, even if we were able
to say that there was a reasonable likelihood that the~e
would be publicity that would be prejudicial, all of that would
not short-circuit the normal processes of the law for dealing
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with ~is kind of problem, namely, the pretria~ motion and
the voir dire examination which allow the trial judge in the
concrete setting of the particular case to determine whether
i~ is possible to select a panel of jurors who can give the
defendants a fair trial.
If the judge finds that there is some publicity that
may evanesce after a further delay, he can grant a continuance.
If he finds the publicity is confined to Washington -- and
petitioner Haldeman points out that Washington may be unique
because of its political processes .- perhaps change of venue
would be in order.
JUDGE MacKI~ON: Counsel, let me interrupt a moment.
Maybe we ought to start out first with a recognition or not
as to whether the suppositions of counsel on the other side
made are correct as to the cont~nt~ of the information. Does
the information involvehis client Haldeman, as he said it did?
~s that some of t~,e information that~is to be submitted?
MR0 LACOVARA~ Your Honor, let me say Judge Sirica,
after reviewing the materials, has given a rather accurate
summary of what is involved in this case.
JUDGE MacKINNON: I don~t want his summary; I want
your statement~
MR. ~COVARA: All right. The grand jury on the

day of the indictment returned to the judge a report and
recommendation. That is the two-page document Mr. Bray has
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has seen. That report, as Judge Sirica~has summarized it,
states that the grand jury has conducted an investigat±on
which has led to indictments of certain individuals. Grand
jury also heard information bearing on a matter that
grand jury considers within the primary jurisdiction of the
House of Representatives conducting an impeachment inquiry.
The grand jury said it was going to defer for the
present time to that jurisdiction of the House of-Representatives and not pass upon the significance of this evidence.
The evidence that it recommended be transmitted to the House
for its consideration is evidence that deals with the Pres±dent
of the United States. The President, as J~dge Sirica said,
is the focus of this report.
Accompanying that two-page report and recommendation~
is a set of materials. One of the items included is what we
might call an index which lists the events involving the.
President that the grand jury has found may be important,
pertinent, to the pending impeac~nent inquiry. That index
lists the materials, the information that the grand jury had
before it that relate to each of those specified incidents.
The. package of information that was delivered to
Judge Sirica by the grand jury on that date includes grand
jury testimony and grand jury exhibits. As we have not
denied, as Judge Si[~ica has not denied, there are incidental
references in these incidents or in the information or testimony

dealing with these incidents that do relate to the petitioners
before the Court this morning.
Our response to their argument about standing is
that we need not consider whether they have minimal standing.
for constitutional purposes, you~ Honor. Rather, their interest
is so attenuated because theyare not the focus of this report.
.As Judge Sirica said, accu/ately I believe, the references to
them in this information do not go beyond the allegations of
the indictment on which tyey will be tried and which ~i11
provide them with an opportunity to litigate their guilt or
innocence.
Beyond that, the standing that other courts have
found for persons who wish to challenge the reports or
recommendations of urand juries has depended upon a finding
that there was going to be some direct irreparable injury
to the individuals involved who were claiming the right to
challenge that report.
As Judge Sirica has found, there is no such
demonstrable interest on the part of these petitioners.
JUDGE MaoKINNON: Well, did you ever -- have you
run into any cases where a grand jury indicted people and
~enreleased the information upon which they indicted them?
MR. LACOVARA: Yes, sir.
JUDGE MacKINNON: ~here?
.~.MR. LACOV~!~A: Well, for ex~mp!e~ in J~dge Bryan’s
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decision in the Eastern District of Virginia, the grand jury
did exactly this.
JUDGE MacKINNON. Yes, but under the very careful
perusal of the judge.
MR. LACOVARA:

Well, we have that perusal here, your

Honor.
JUDGE MacKI~ON: Is~that retained? Does Sirica
retain jurisdiction? Does Sirica retain jurisdiction -MR. LACOVARA: No, I think if you read Judge Bryan"s
decision, you will find that he directed the United States
attorney and the clerk of the court ’to make available the
information to the local prosecutors,urging the local prosecutors,
as the grand jury and Judge Sirica have done here to the
House Judiciary Committee~ to make use of this information
with due regard to the rights of the defendants who were
facing trial.
~UDGE MacKINNON: But he kept the evidence in the
courthouse, and they came there to use it’and they could use
it all; it wasn’t selective, was it?
MRo LACOVARA: NO, I think that is a fair statement.
I don’t thin]~ that goes to the question of power or propriety,
your Honor. Iris a distinguishable circumstance.
We don’t seem, your Honors~ to be in basic disagreement about the fundamental question ~at would arise even at
a later time about the question of the power of the grand jury
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to make a report.
JUDGE MacKINNON: Before we pass that, did n~t
Judge B~yan also, in his opinion, point out that the priority
of the Federal indictment came first?
MR. LACOVARA~ Yes. The United States attorney in
that case was objecting that the grand jury information should
not be made available until after the Federal case had been
tried~
This grand jury, whichhas as much interest in how
these indictment will survive as anyone in this country, !
suspect, has no doubt considered the question of priorities
and~has made its own reco~m~endation that this information be
transmitted forthwith.
We have argued, and Judge Sirioa, I believe; accepted
this argument, that there is no likelihood that the transmission
Of ~is evidence, in light of its nature, would interfere with
the ability of these defendants to obtain a fair trial.
And therefore, neither we ~.e prosecutors nor the grand jury
have’ requested a delay in the impeachment inquiry or the
making of this evidence available to the impeachment in.q~$ry
~iitil after these cases axe tried. These cases are not set
tobe tried until approximately six more months. The~i~pea~hment inquiry is already well under way and all of the parties,
including the President~ have emphasized they believe it is.in
the most critical national importance to m ore the inquiry to a
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fair conclusion as promptly as possible.
That, of course, was not a consideration in Judge
Bryan’s decision, and the State had no particular interest
in having priority.
On the question of po~er, the decisions do seem to be
in accord with the possible exception of Judge Weinfeld,
although that decision, which has not been followed in recent
years by any other Federal courts, did acknowledge that certain
types of reports might very well be within the competence of
grand juries to make to the court.
More importantly, the courts of appeals that have
passed upon this question have either held or certainly
strongly intimated that grand juries do have this historic power
coming down from their constitutional origins°
That should be dispositive as well of the question of
granting extraordinary writ of mandamus or prohibition which
is normally issued only to confine a district court to the
exercise of its proper judicial power.
The question of policy, which counsel for petitioner
Haldeman has raised here, is, we feel, a question that is not
really pertinent in this matter since, although we accept his
representation that there have not been any grand jury reports
by grand juries of the District of Columbia within his career
at the bar, this .exceptional situation does not open up any
great gulf which will inundate the courts with floods of grand
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j~ry reports. Even if that were to be the consequence of
accepting what was done here, we rather doubt that any situation
as ompelling as what we find here can be analogized. The
process that has been followed here, which is in accord with
thelprocess a~oepted and approved by other uourts, gives the
court itself the power and the opportunity to protect against

such use.
As Judge McGowan indicated, this was not an attempt
bygrand jurors to default upon their oath. They did not take
i~upon themselves to hold a street corner press conference
and say, "We have information that we as citizens believe
shoudl b e passed to ~e House of Representatives." They have
made a report under seal to a United States District Judge to
give him the opportunity to decide, under tested principles of
law, what should be done with this information.
He exercised his discretion, weighed all the relevant
factors, and decided that it was in the overwhelming p~blic
~interest to grant the grand jury’s recommendation. Nothing in
Rule VI-E~ may it please the Court, stands in the way of this.
JUDGE MaoKINNON: Let me ask you this, counsel.
Suppose this information goes up to the I{ouse. What about the
rest of ~e testimony of the grand jury? Suppose that somebody
wanted to have son~ of that up there, thought maybe it was a
little explanatory of some of the q~iestions that were transmitted, would that be available?
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MR. LACOVARA: That would be available just as this
testimony was available, only upon the approval by the
District Court.
I was addressing Rule VI, your Honor, and I think
this is the key element. That rule codified the historic rule
of secrecy. That rule was not absolute and is not absolute.
What the rule does is say that certain specified individuals
who have direct access to grand jury testimony are not to
disclose it unless the court approves. The rule does not by
its terms apply to the court alone or at all. ~e court
historically has exercised the discretion in the public interest
to decide whether the vei! of grand jury secrecy should be
rent because of some superven£ng public interest.
That is what has happened here. Judge Sirica, in
exercising his historic i~erent power as the judge, decided
that the public interest in disclosing this testimony within
the limits that he clrcum~crlbed, outweighed the historic
function to be served by secrecy.
Rule VI-E therefore, we submit, as we have argued
in our papers, really is not applicable by its terms to a
decision by a judge whether he should disclose grand jury
material that is available to him. It only is concerned with
whet~her ¯the judge should allow other persons listed in the rule
to disclose what ~hey have come across.
JUDGE McGOWAN: As to that argument, I take it you
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~9ould say that the question of what the nature of this
proceeding is ove~ i~.~ the Congress is ±rrelevanto
MR. LACOVARA: _Tt’ S irrelevant. Yes, your Honor.
Now, we have argued that if the court wishes to go
beyond the literal terms of Rule VI and find that either by
inference or by reason of policy the court should impose
upon the judge’s histo~ic and inherent po%.~er to disclose
grand ju~y material a limitation that he should be~ allowed to
exercise that discretion only p~eliminarily to or in connection
with judicial proceedings, certainly the ~,;ay the lang"uage in
that rule has been interpreted and as con~non sense would
s~Iggest, it shcu!d not exclude an imp~ach.ment inquiry by the
House of 3".-~’~epz’esentativeso We argued strenuously to Judge
Silica,, an~ !.~e accepte,,i this argu~nent,, and I believe counsel
have vi:~.tua!ly conceded it here this morning~ that ~.~hatever
els~o~ the impeac~nent p~:ocess, is, by the "time the Articles of
Impeachment are voted and sent to be tried by the Senate as the
court of inquiry
_ _ ~Ti’th .a,.

Cn.~oe~ Justice of -the Unlted States

presid:i.ng ’~-~ith the Senators on their oaths or affirmation,
s~,orn as junors are s~’o:~n ’to make a disposition on the basis
of the ia~:: a:::~d the awi~dence~ th~.t constitutes a tzial~ as the
Constitu<".ion cails it~ 22esulting in a jud~3~,ent~ as the
Con~’tit,.ition ca~.ls it~ ~,~hich certainly is a judicial proceeding
within the
Howeve_~ the language of that rule is to be read as
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applying to t/~e power of the judge to disclose "¢~hat he has
before him.
JUDGE Mac.’<I~ON: Then you say it is a judicial
procesding.
MR. LACOV2dlA: Absolutely.
JUDGE MacKil~ON: And I presume entitled to due
process of law.
MR. LACOVARA.~ Yes, your Honor.
If you !ook at the trial of the President -JUDGE MacKINNON: That would be the basis upon which
you urge the material be presented?
MR. LACOVARA: We are urging that the public as
well as the President is entitled to due process.
JUDGE MacKINNON: Good~

MRo LACOVAi~:
fact-finding, you~ Honor.

Which involves a full and thorough
I emphasize and re-emphaslze that

the Presidents who is the focus of this report~ has personally
on nation~’ide television just t%~’o nights ago acquiesced in
~a~ .the ~’rand jury has done° The House committee has strongly
urged that this material be for~arded. Due process of law
an part involves the credibility of the processes of the legal
system to deal ~ith problems of this moment.
X remember, your Honor, just a few days ago at the
judicial conference meet.ing, one of the speae~ers referred to
an opinion by Judge Wright in which Judge Wright had, with
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more eloquence that I can now recapture,said that those who
are administering the law would be administering a system
more tyrannical than a system without rules if they ~ere
prevented from exercising any discretion at all in applying
those rules.
That certainly applies to ~is momentous matter
before the court this morning.
The issues, therefore, come down to these: Is this
matter reviewable on an extraordinary writ when these
defendants will have remedies available to them later,when
their claims of damage are completely speculative, when the
~iai judge’s power is clear beyond peradventure, we submit,
where the discretionary factors that he considered were the
proper factors and point in one direction and on~ direction
only.
JUDGE LEVENTHAL: ~. Lacovara, what is the
significance of the statement in Judge Sirica’s opinion that
he had not only the authority but the obligation to transmit
~his materialto the House committee and that is also set
forth, it was set forth in something like that language in
the~communication of the chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee to the court that there was an obligation~ that
.this was not merely an exercise of discretion but a requirement
on the judge?
MR. LACOVARA: Yes. X think --

JUDGE LEVENT}LAL: I noticed you used that phrase~
you picked up that language a couple of times in your brief
you filed this morning.
MR. LACOVARA: Right.
JUDGE McGOWAN:

think, to be fair to both --

Before you ans~er that, if I

may supplement Judge Leventhal’s inquiry~ how far did you feel
a sense of obligation to take the position, you are taking here
with respect to it? Any? Or none? Or some?
MR. LACOV~!~A: Some obligation, your Honor, as
citizens, as officers of the Government. We are representing
the respondent and the grand jury.
JUDGE McGOWAN~ You really may be subordinating
your own interest.
MR. LACOVARA: We have reached this position, your
Honor, after careful consideration of our responsibilities as
the prosecutors in this case and as officers of the Government
and as citizens. We have reached the conclusion that there
is no irreconcilable tension bet~een these various responsibilities.
As Judge Sirica has indicated, there was a notification by the Special Prosecutor to him before the grand jury
submitted this material that this was its contention, and
we were prepared to support the propriety and legality under
the circumstances of that recommendation, land are doing so.
JUDGE LEVENT~qAL: Was he exercising discretion at

all as to what this ob!igation was?
MR. LACO%LA!~: That is what I was going to say, Judge
Leventhal. The use of t_he te~.~n "obligation" by the staff of
the Judiciary Committee o~ by .its c~airman is s~mewhat
different~ X believe, than .Judge Sirica’ intended. The
Judiciary Conunittee, thro~gh its counsel, made the point in
oral argument that as a citizen as well as a judge~ Judge
Sirica had an obligation to make this information available.
!t was an affirmative interlocutive duty.
I believe if you read Judge Sirica~s opinion, you
will find that he does not consider himself preemptorily bound
to acquiesce in this action by the grand jury or in the request
by the Judiciary Committee. !-~is conclusion that it was
virtually obligatory that he foz~0~ard this info~2mation is the
result of his weighing of the facto~s~ So he Concludes that
he has power" and discretion, weighs the discretionary factors
and says, as I have argued this morning’, they all so compellingly
point to granting the grand jury’s recommendation that"in the
exercise of .~ny disc~:etion ~ am carried forward to reaching
the conclssion that [ ~lust grant this request, not because I
in the abstract have no choice~, but because the factors are so
clear o
JUDG..E BAZE.L~N~- Has your office taken into account
the possibility, and maybe the probability that the Goverrm%ent
will have to dismiss these indictments?
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MR. LACOVARA: We have considered that possibility,
your Honor, of course. As we see it~ ~e p%~blicity that has
alzeady occurred in this case is not of t~e inherent and
prejudicial type. For example, we have seen no newspape-~s in
the Washington area saying, as was said in the ~ case
about Dr. Sheppard, why isn’t Ho R. Haldeman in jail? Nor
have we seen, as we saw in ~ydell v. Louisiana a televised
confession by the defendant which the court said was
irretrievably going to prevent him from getting a fair trial.
On the contrary, the publicity that has been in this
case so far and any further publicity that we expect may
develop about it is what we would cal! the factual type.
Both sides are telling their story° Mz. Haldeman testified
before the Senate to show ~¢hy he said he is innocent of the
crimes. After the indictment was announced, he met with the
menlSers of the press again and stated his innocence and why he
believed he is innocent.
That is a very different setting from the cases in
which irreversible pretrial publicity had been -JUDGE BAZELON: But you do recognize that there is
a risk?

MR. LACOVARA:

There is a risk.

JUDGE BAZELON: Are~you aware of ’that risk?
MR. LACOVARA:

We are aware of that risk.

JUDGE BAZELON: And determination has been made to
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ass~ne it.
MR. LACOVARA: Yes, your Honor, because we are
confident that under the procedures outlined by this court
for impaneling a fair jury~ it will be possible when this case
is called for trlal to find 12 jurors plus alternates who can
honestly and conscientiously say and mean it that they can
try these defendants on the basis of the evidence presented in
court and in court alone. It is for that reason we have
no hesitation in standing here this. morning to defend the
respondent’s decision in granting the grand jury"s recommendation.
JUDGE BAZELON: Apparently no further questions°
Thank you.
MR. LACOVARA: Thank you.
MR.~WILSON: May I have several minutes?
J~GE BAZELON: You sure can, ~,~. Wilson.
REBUTYAL ORAL ARGUMENT OF JOHN J. WILSON
ON BEILA!~ OF PETITIONER HALDEMAN
MR, WILSON~ I want to bail myself out of Judge
Wright’s observation of my use of ~%e Seventh Circuit case
and also my colleag~e who left me standing ~ere alone with
respect to my use of it.
JUDGE %’/RIGHT: He abandoned you~ did he?
MR. WILSON~ Don’t you think he did?
JUDGE WRIGI[T: I thought he did.
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MR. WILSO~: I thought he did, too.
(Laughter.)
Well, of course, I did not say, sir, and I am sure
you did not mean to imply that I said~ that the Seventh Circuit
did not recognize as proper a practioe for a Federal grand
jury to make a report. ~hat I used. the case for, and I cited
it -- I quoted several pieces from the case -- is the
following: On page 9 of this opinion, in the paragraphwhich
is numbered second, the last sentence says, "Here in the
record before us no illegal activity was charged against the
appellants, none were indicted, nor are they facing trial."
And then on the follo~ing, concluding page, h~ving
referred to Judge Weinfeld’s decisions the Court of the Seventh
Circuit says~ "Thus the distinction b~t~¢een the facts of this
case and the cases primarily relied upon b~ app~llants is
clear. The usual reasons urged to protect those individuals
charged with crime or about to be charged-~ith crime does not
here exist°"
This is a tailor-made case for us. I concede the
power of the grand jury. I concede the decision -- I argue
the decision to hold, but I have not the slightest doubt
anybody could contradict me on it~ to hold that if the
petitioners in the Seventh Circuit case had been indicted~ if
they faced trial~ this court is telling usa and the lower court
told us also, that the rule would be different. That is the
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use I made of this case.
JUDGE WRIGHT:

I take it, then, you concede ’the

authority. You allege here an abuse of discretion.
MR. WILSON: Yes. I don’t concede the authority in
this District. I concede the authority in the Seventh
Circuit is reflected in that case. I read the English language
as you do, sir. But when it comes to the use of the case,
we have used the case for a perfect purpose which is that
there is an awful abuse of discretion to do this. And the
Seventh Circuit said they would not’have done it if there were
illegal activities charged against the appellants, if they
were indicted~ if they were facing trial.
So I at least in my own mind, Judge Wright, I have
redeemed myself for the use of that case.
JUDGE WRIG}IT
MR. WILSON:
JUDGE WRIGHT

You have distinguished it, sir.
Sir?
You have distinguished ito You have

shown that in the balancing there~ the court relied on some
situation here on ~hich you relied to distinguish it. On the
other hand, the basis of secrecy in the grand jury is to protect
the innocent, and that also has to do ~ith deciding ~.zhether
or not there should be a disclosure. ~t is another factor that
has to be balanced°
MR. WILSON: Yes. Well -JUDGE WRIGHT: Here we have additional publicity and
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what not that may result, similar in kind to what we have
already had, where ~e grand jury hadn’t returned an indictment,
and a report clothe grand.jurY brings out matters.before the
grand jury indi=ating improper conduct on .the part of people.
That might be a very significant factor inhaving a judge
exercise his discretionnot to let a report be publicized.
MR. WILSON: Well~ this case says if anindictment
had been returned, they would not have released the record.
JUDGE WRIGHT~ Well, it said that was one of the
factors to consider.
MR. WILSON: It said three factors were ~%e factors
that they did not find to exist in that case, and all three
factors exist in this case. So that I am not d~stinguishing
the case. i am using the case, absolute application to our
situation. And I commend it to your consideration. I think
it presents the real heart of our argux~ent, which is they are
indicted, they are charged with illegal activities, they are
facing trial. And that iswhat the case talks about.
Let me say that Judge Weinfeld’s opinion has been
cited with approval, in the Hammond case in the Sixth Circuit.
I don’t think we mentioned it in our petition, but it is
mentioned in the Seventh Circuit opinion, in distinguishing
it, in the Hammond case. It was the Kent State case involved.
It was "the Hammond case°
On this question of the exchange between Judge
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MacKinnon and Mr. Bray -- or Mr. Lacovara about this being
a -- the Senate being a judicial proceeding, I would just like
to make an aside that temptation makes me make but which is
not very relevant to our argumqnt, and that is that on the
concession of the prosecutor that due process has been brought
into effect, then he is going to have to live one day with
judicial review of the Senate’s action on impeachn~nt, because
he has con~nitted himself today to that very doctrine.
Now, finally, if the Court please, with respect to
whether Judge Sirica felt obliged or didn"t feel obliged,
-- I mention this because it has troubled me a little. Maybe
I am picayunish about it. We wrote Judge Sirica a letter and
said,"~id the prosecutor or the foreman or the grand jury
confer with you about this special report before it was handed
up ~o you? Or were you awa~e that it was going to be handed
up to you?" And footnote I, on pages 1 and 2 of the opinion,
is the answer which I received to my letter. "The specia!
prosecutor notified the Court shortly before delivery of the
report that the grand ju~y intended to take such action. The
Court had opportunity only for a brief review of relevant
authorities and decided to receive and hold the report under
seal. The Court’s first opportunity to peruse the grand jury
material came on Monday, March 4th" -- the indictment ha~ing
been returned on March 1 -- "and the hearing was scheduled for
Wednesday, March 6, to include all those who might possibly
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have an interest in the matter."
In other words, I am a little concerned about the
practice of a prosecutor and the judge discussing the conceivability of a special report before -- and prima facie deciding
to receive it prior to the time it is handed up in open court°
We began this argument with a predetermination by
Judge~irica that this report should be received. And I
just don’t think that is proper procedure.
JUDGE BAZELON: No further questions?
Thank you, Mr. Wilson.
Case is submitted.
(Whereupon, at !1:50 a.m. the case was submitted.)
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This relief by extraordinary writ is sought to prohibit the
respondent District Judge from transmitting, as recommended by the
grand jury, to the House Judiciary Committee a sealed report and
accompanying grand jury evidence. The grand jury has characterized
that material as bearing upon the inquiry currently being made by that
Committee, pursuant to the authorization of the entire House, into
possible grounds for impeachment of the President of the United States.
The burden of the petitions is that the District Judge has abused his
discretion in this instance and should be curbed by the use of our
power to issue extraordinary writs. Although it was argued in the
District Court that the grand jury was wholly lacking in power to make
the report and recommendation in question, now it is said by petitioner
Haldeman that it has never been the custom for grand juries in this
circuit to issue reports, and that the question is, in any event, not
one of law but of policy. Petitioner Strachan at oral argument represented that he was raising no objection to the grand jury’s power to
report, and that this question is unimportant to the position he asserts.
The position of both petitioners essentially is that the District
Judge should not disclose to the Judiciary Committee evidence taken
before the grand jury that returned the indictments against petitioners.
It has been asserted, both in the District Court and here, that the
discretion ordinarily reposed in a trial court to make such disclosure
of grand jury proceedings as he deems in the public interest is, by the
terms of Rule 6 (e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, limited
to circumstances incidental to judicial proceedings and that impeachment
does not fall into that category. Judge Sirica has dealt at length with
this contention, as well as the question of the grand jury’s power to
report, in his filed opinion. We are in general agreement with his
handling of these matters, and we feel no necessity to expand his discussion.
We think it of significance that the President of the United
States, who is described by all parties as the focus of the report and
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who presumably would have the greatest interest in its disposition,
has interposed no objection to the District Court’s action. The interest of the petitioners is said by them to be that of persons under
indictment who may be unable to receive a fair trial because of unfavorable publicity likely to result from the disclosure of grand jury
evidence to the House Committee. As did the District Judge, we note
that this is at best a slender interest on which to support standing
to seek the relief in question, but we do not turn the petitions aside
on that ground.
We note, as did also the District Judge, that, if the disclosures to the public so feared by petitioners do in fact take place
and have the consequences that petitioners predict, they will be free
at trial to raise these claims in the light of what has actually h~ppened, and to seek the traditional relief ranging from continuance
through change of venue to dismissal of their indictments. It appears
to be premature at the least to make their speculations about future
prejudice the basis for present employment of our extraordinary writ
power. With respect to the substance of those speculations, we cannot
be unaware of the fact that the Special Prosecutor has concluded that
his interests in successful prosecutions can be reconciled with this
transmittal for consideration in the impeachment process--thereby
suggesting that the dangers in his estimation are not great. The
District Judge who received the indictment, perused the materials.accompanying the report, and expressed his general interest in the fairness of the trial over which he will preside later this year, also
concluded that it is unlikely that this transmittal will interfere with
a fair trial.
We are asked to employ our extraordinary powers now primarily
because it is said that the District Judge, being the judge who will
later try the indictment and who presently has under his control grand
jury evidence which, when and if disclosed publicly, may possibly create
a climate of prejudice in which a fair trial may not be possible, should
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take no chance in this regard and exercise his discretion in favor of
the more cautious course. This claim is, obviously, that we should
intervene by prohibition or mandamus to exert our supervisory power as
a barrier to a step by the District Judge which, although within the
legal limits of his authority, is not sound policy. It almost goes
without saying that this is not the kind of abuse of discretion or disregard of law amounting to judicial usurpation for which the extraordinary writs were conceived.
Now, therefore, it is
ORDERED that the petitions pending before us for prohibition or
mandamus are hereby denied; and it is
FURTHER ORDERED that execution of the District Court’s order
is stayed until 5:00 P. Mo March 25, 1974, to permit petitioners to apply to the Supreme Court for such relief as they may deem advisable.

Circuit J~d~e, concurring in part and dissenting
concur in the implicit, finding that the petitioners
seek the relief here requested. My view ofthe
" recor~ h~wever, after the limited research permitted by the
rapid~t~rwirhwhich this court has handled this matter, convinces
~et]~t the ~a~d jury exceeded its authority in releasing (1)

the report,. (2) theso-called index, and (3) the selective
ev’~dence.

Applicat,’%on of United Electrical, Radio ~ Mine~

Workers, Iii F. Supp. 858 (S.D.N.Y. 1953); -s_~£ee conflicting
authorities iu Judge Si~ica’s opinion. The process of
com.I~.sing the index and selecting theevidence supporting
it necessarily reflects a conscious and focused judgment
by. ~he grand jury on’the credibility of witnesses and
the inferences to be dra~m from the totality of .evidence

presented to it. Moreover, potentially exculpatory material
may hRve been excluded. For these reasons, it is my opinion
that ~h~ interests of justice will not be furthered by
transmitting to the Committee th~s grand jury report and the
selective evide~.ce accompanyin~ it. Congress would only be
forced to come back for additional testimonyif it is to judge
credibility, as it certainly should do.

I ~ould expunge the entire grand jury report and permit
the Hot~se Judiciary ~ommittee, on request to.the District Gourt,
to have access not only to the limited testimony a.ccompanying
the report and index but to the entire grand jury proceedings

under supervision of the cgurt in the. manner generally followed
by: Chief.Judge Bryan inIn re Petition for Disclosure of Evidence,

184 F. Supp. 38 (E.D.Va. 1960). In this waythe House Committee
¯" would be better able itself to ,pass on credibility without having
credibility prejudged for it. Chief Judge Bryan, in his
opinion, supra., deferred disclosure.to the state
::’..-.~,- ’and<locaff ~,..,4thorities until after the federal trials were completed.
He thus protected those who were the subject of federal indictments.
Those indicted here are not receivin~ that protection. The
prosecutor here, however, has indicated that he.is knowledgeably
and intentionally taking a calculated risk that the transmission
of this evidence with the risk of its premature disclosure may
make it impossible for those indicted to receive a fair trial.

In.my view that is a hazard the Special Prosecutgr is permitted
to take at this stage of the criminal proceedings.
As for the argument made by the Special Prosecutor that
Rule 6(e) does not limit disclosure by the judge in releasing
grand jury. testimony, it is my view that said rule is acodificRtion of longstanding decisions that hold to the
."indi~.!~.sable secrecy of g~and jury proceedings . . . except
~.,.,-=e is a compelling necessity," United States v. Procter
~ Gamble, 356 U.S. 6??, 683 (1958); United States v. Johnson,

319 U.S. 503, 513 (1943), and that the judge is as much bound
by this rule as other persons. A contrary interpretation
strains the language and obvious intent of Rule 6(e) and

oral argument the prosecutor representedthat this
disclosure of the ~rand jury m~ter£al to the House Judiciary
and event’ually possibly to the House and Senate is

being made "preliminarily to [and] in connection ~¢ith a judicial
proceeding," Fed. R. Crim. P. 6(e), in which due process of
will be available. My concurrence in the release of the grand
jury material has taken this representatioff into consideration.

